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This thesis is concerned with localising the gamma-ray emission region in Flat Spec-
trum Radio Quasars (FSRQs) and assessing the extragalactic source populations that
will be detectable with the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA).
An analysis of the gamma-ray flux from the nine brightest FSRQs detected with the
Fermi-Large Area Telescope (LAT) during its first 8 years of operation is undertaken.
Three different methods are employed to constrain the location of the emission region
during identified flare periods, namely, measuring the shortest variability timescales,
searching for evidence of a cut-off in the spectra and investigating the energy de-
pendence in cooling timescales. Monte Carlo simulations are then implemented to
constrain the very high energy (VHE) photon emission from the sample during the
entire observation period. The combined findings of all the approaches suggest that
the gamma-ray emission in the brightest FSRQs originates in multiple compact emis-
sion regions throughout the jet, within both the broad-line region and the molecular
torus.
The remainder of this thesis describes a detailed investigation of the extragalactic AGN
sources that will be detectable with the CTA when in operation. The spectra from a
sample of 1551 Fermi-LAT detected AGN having a known redshift measurement are
extrapolated to the energy range 30 GeV - 200 TeV and the detection significance for
each source is obtained using the anticipated instrument response of the CTA. The
results reveal that the CTA will detect over 300 sources in 20 hours of observation
and a list of promising candidates from each AGN class is presented. The improved
statistics will allow a range of scientific topics to be explored including obtaining a
reliable estimate of the luminosity function in the VHE regime for the first time. A
preliminary evaluation of the evolutionary parameters using the expected CTA blazar
source count distributions is discussed in this thesis.
Supervisors: Prof. Paula M. Chadwick and Prof. Anthony M. Brown
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Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are compact objects, found in the central regions of some
galaxies, having a luminosity much higher than expected solely due to the stars accom-
panying them. Some of the most extreme phenomena in the Universe, AGN emit energy
over many orders of magnitude in frequency from the radio to the gamma-ray end of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
Furthermore, AGN are often found to exhibit variability on daily and even hourly timescales
indicating that the large energy output comes from extremely small regions. It is believed
that AGN are powered by the accretion of surrounding matter into a central supermassive
black hole (SMBH) and the extreme energies are attributed to the acceleration of these
particles due to relativistic jets.
This chapter begins with a brief historical overview of the discovery of AGN before
proceeding to a study of the current AGN model and unification theories and concludes
with a discussion on the gamma-ray emission and absorption mechanisms in AGN. The
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objective of this chapter is also to set the scene for later chapters in which the location of
the gamma-ray emission regions as well as the potential of future AGN surveys are studied
in detail.
1.1 Historical Context
The study of AGN has spanned over a century and advancements in technology have led
to a remarkable improvement in the sensitivity, angular and spectral resolution across the
electromagnetic spectrum. This has also coincided with an enhanced understanding of the
underlying physics, in particular quantum mechanics and relativity, which has aided the
interpretation of these observations.
It had been believed at the start of the 20th century that the emission from galaxies was
simply the aggregate of emission from the stellar objects. This conventional view was
first challenged by Fath (1909) whose spectroscopic observations of the spiral galaxy NGC
1068 revealed a discontinuous spectrum with "both bright and absorption lines". This
is believed to be the first documented observation of an AGN and was later investigated
by Slipher (1917) who found evidence of the emission over a range of wavelengths. The
presence of a central gravitational engine was first suggested by Seyfert (1943) in a study
of 6 galaxies which indicated the presence of highly-ionised emission lines with varying
levels of broadening, thought to be a consequence of gas moving at high velocities.
The advancements of radio astronomy, in particular the seminal papers of Karl Jansky
(for example Jansky (1933)), subsequent sky surveys (for example Reber (1944)) and
the identification of multiple radio sources (for example Ryle and Smith (1948), Ryle
et al. (1950), Smith (1951)) played a crucial role in the study of AGN. Among the other
important discoveries over the next decade was the observed structure in Cygnus A, a
bright radio source resolved to two separate lobes (Jennison and Das Gupta (1953)), the
suggestion of synchrotron radiation as the source of the radio emission (Burbidge (1956))
and the publication of the third Cambridge (3C) survey (Edge et al. (1959), Bennett (1962))
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providing the accurate positions of many more radio sources along with, in some cases,
their optical counterparts.
AGN were by then being observed at different wavelengths. A major breakthrough came
as a result of contemporary studies of 3C 48 (Matthews and Sandage (1963)) and 3C
273 (Hazard et al. (1963)) which revealed broad emission lines at previously unfamiliar
wavelengths. This conundrum was solved six weeks later in the adjoining papers published
in Nature (Schmidt (1963), Oke (1963), Greenstein (1963)) suggesting the sources were
both extragalactic and the large redshifts a consequence of Hubble expansion.
The next mystery was finding the origin of the extreme energies observed in AGN towards
which Hoyle and Fowler (1963) suggested the idea of a supermassive star. This then led to
the first proposals of the accretion of matter onto a SMBH as the source of the emission
(Salpeter (1964), Zel’dovich and Novikov (1964)). Lynden-Bell (1969) took this idea
further and argued that different black hole masses and accretion rates might explain the
observed phenomenon in a variety of AGN from quasars to Seyfert galaxies (see Section
1.2.2).
3C 273, by then categorised as a "quasi-stellar object" (QSO; Burbidge and Burbidge
(1969)), also showed optical and radio variability (Smith and Hoffleit (1963), Dent (1969)).
The observed rapid variability in radio sources led to the suggestion of relativistic motion
and the associated beaming effects being a dominant factor in the emission (Rees (1966)).
This was also supported in Hoyle (1966) who noted the possibility of Inverse Compton
(IC) scattering of photons by relativistic electrons to higher energies. Further confirmation
of relativistic effects came through the apparent superluminal (faster than light) velocities
observed in such objects (for example Cohen et al. (1971)).
The study of AGN has continued to progress through the following decades and the
evidence, put together, favours models which invoke the presence of a SMBH (Rees
(1984)). There are still many unanswered questions especially in relation to the geometry
of the emission regions and the acceleration mechanisms involved. This thesis attempts to
study some of these questions among AGN using observations in the gamma-ray regime.
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Figure 1.1: A schematic of the main features of an AGN based on the current model.
1.2 AGN: Current Model, Taxonomy and Unification
1.2.1 Current Model
The current accepted model for AGN was proposed by Urry and Padovani (1995) and is
shown in Figure 1.1. AGN are believed to contain a central SMBH having mass of the
order of 106 − 109M and powered by the surrounding accretion disc. The accretion disc
is formed from gas falling into the central nucleus while losing its angular momentum as
a result of viscous forces. A consequence of Kepler’s third law, the inner regions of the
accretion disc rotate at a faster velocity than the outer regions producing a large amount of
friction between the particles. This friction can result in the gas heating up and emitting
thermal radiation at longer wavelengths while also self-sustaining the accretion of matter
through the transport of angular momentum out of the system.
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In some AGN, collimated outflows of relativistic particles in the form of jets, first detected
by Curtis (1918) and proposed by Blandford and Rees (1974), are present and transport
mass, momentum, energy and magnetic flux to Mpc scale distances. The physical mechan-
isms responsible for the origin of jets are not yet fully understood. The Blandford-Znajek
mechanism (Blandford and Znajek (1977)) suggests the acceleration is powered by the
rotational energy of the SMBH and that strong magnetic field lines within the accretion
flow get wound up by the rotating central engine, leading to the formation of magnetically
dominated jets.
The physical structure of the jet depends on the balance between the internal and external
pressure, and therefore is linked to the properties of the plasma (Romero et al. (2017)).
Studies of the radio galaxy M87 (Asada and Nakamura (2012); Potter and Cotter (2013))
have found evidence of a parabolic, magnetically dominated accelerating base transitioning
into a conical, kinetically dominated structure which slowly decelerates due to interacting
with the surroundings.
For example in the Potter and Cotter (2013) model, a magnetic pressure gradient causes the
magnetic energy to be converted to kinetic energy. The plasma within the jet is accelerated
until an equipartition is reached between the magnetic and particle energies. At this point
the bulk Lorentz factor of the jet reaches its maximum value and the jet transitions from
parabolic to conical geometry (McKinney (2006)).
The physical properties of the jet can be modelled using the Lorentz factor, Γ, an intrinsic
parameter describing the speed of the jet flow. The Lorentz factor can be calculated from
the Doppler factor of the jet and the apparent speed of the jet, determined using combined
X-ray and Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations (for example Jorstad
et al. (2005), Piner et al. (2007)).
The accretion disc, in addition to continually feeding the SMBH, is also the source of the
continuum emission needed to maintain the two distinct populations of dense gas clouds
- the broad line region (BLR) and the narrow line region (NLR) surrounding it. The
BLR and NLR are distinguished by the width of their emission lines, suggested to be a
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consequence of differential Doppler broadening (Krolik (1999)). The BLR gives rise to the
broad emission lines observed in some AGN and the close proximity to the central engine
results in the gas clouds in the BLR, with electron densities up to #4 ∼ 109 being hotter
and denser than those in the NLR, believed to have #4 ∼ 102 − 106 (Peterson (2006)).
The radius of the BLR can be observationally measured by reverberation mapping (for
example Blandford and McKee (1982), Kaspi et al. (1996)). This technique measures the
size of the BLR by using cross correlation studies to determine the time delays between
the variations in the continuum flux arising from in the vicinity of the accretion disk and
the variations in the flux of the broad emission lines.
The molecular torus (MT), composed primarily of dust, extends to parsec scale distances
and obscures the central regions when viewed from certain angles (Krolik and Begelman
(1988)). Some of the ultra-violet (UV) radiation emitted from the inner regions of the
AGN is believed to be absorbed by the MT and re-emitted in the infrared resulting in an
observed bump seen in some AGN spectra. The MT has also been invoked to explain
the anisotropic distribution of emission features observed in some AGN and is a pivotal
component in AGN unification models (see Section 1.2.3).
The emission region in jets can be modelled using either single-zone or multi-zone mod-
els. Single-zone models consider a single, homogeneous emission region and have been
successfully applied to describe the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) of blazars (for
example Ghisellini et al. (1998), Böttcher and Chiang (2002)), using a relatively small
number of free parameters. However, one-zone models have been unable to fully repro-
duce the rapid flare events and correlations between data at different frequencies observed
in some AGN (for example Begelman et al. (2008), Costamante et al. (2009)).
This has led to proposals invoking the presence of multi-zone emission. These models
assume multiple compact emission regions moving relativistically within the reference
frame of the jet, resulting in large Doppler factors of the jet, as seen in the observers
frame. The rapid variability can be explained by assuming that the emission is produced
within compact recollimated turbulent cells (for example Bromberg and Levinson (2009))
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Figure 1.2: Family tree of the AGN classification scheme.
or plasmoids produced from magnetic reconnection events (for example Giannios (2013)).
Bromberg and Levinson (2009) demonstrate that radiative cooling can lead to reconfine-
ment of the outflow in extremely compact regions, capable of producing rapid variability
at large distances from the SMBH via reflections of the converging recollimation shock.
Giannios (2013) propose a “jets-in-a-jet” model and show that if a large fraction of the
Poynting flux luminosity gets magnetically dissipated through reconnection, the outflow
can efficiently power observed AGN flares in the TeV regime. The location of the emission
region(s) in AGN is investigated in Chapter 3.
1.2.2 Taxonomy
The diverse nature of the observational and spectral properties of AGN has resulted in a
wide range of classification summarised in Figure 1.2. AGN can be categorised on the
basis of their radio-loudness, R, defined as the ratio of the radio to the optical flux densities
as either radio-loud or radio-quiet. Further levels of classification can be made based on
the angle between the line of sight of the observer and the source as well as the width of
the observed emission lines.
Radio Galaxies
Radio galaxies are typically elliptical galaxies having strong radio brightness and are often
accompanied by the presence of extended jets. Fanaroff and Riley (1974) classified radio
galaxies on the basis of morphology into two subcategories known as FR I and FR II
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respectively, with FR I sources being less luminous than FR II sources. Furthermore,
while FR I sources have their peak brightness near the central regions, the radio emission
in FR II galaxies is dominated in regions within the outer lobe of the jets.
Blazars
Blazars are a subset of AGN having jets closely orientated to our line-of-sight, leading to
bright emission across the electromagnetic spectrum. Arguably the most interesting group
of sources, blazars also exhibit rapid variability and high optical polarisation. The small
angle to our line-of-sight also results in strongly Doppler boosted emission making blazars
a prime candidate in the study of high energy phenomena.
Blazars are further grouped into two main subcategories: BL Lacs and Flat spectrum radio
quasars (FSRQs). The key difference is that unlike BL Lacs which exhibit featureless
optical spectra, FSRQs have strong broad emission lines (Padovani (2007)). Despite
dominating the extragalactic sky at high energies, the close orientation of the jet to the
line-of-sight renders the resolution of structures within the jet difficult, and consequently
uncovering the location and origin of the emission in blazars remains one of the most active
areas of research. This open question is investigated in Chapter 3 where I present a study
of some of the brightest FSRQs with the aim of determining the location of the gamma-ray
emission region.
Seyfert Galaxies
Unlike the radio-loud sources described previously, the AGN in Seyfert galaxies have
relatively low luminosity making the host galaxy easily detectable. Distinguished from
other AGN by the presence of strongly ionised emission lines (Peterson (1997)), Seyfert
galaxies are subdivided into two groups: Seyfert 1 and Seyfert 2 galaxies (Khachikian and
Weedman (1974)). The spectra of Seyfert 1 galaxies show both broad and narrow emission
lines while those of Seyfert 2 galaxies contain only narrow emission lines. The broad and
narrow emission lines are believed to originate in gas clouds within the BLR and NLR




Radio-quiet QSOs show similar observational properties to Seyfert galaxies with the only
major difference being the absence of stellar absorption lines. This overlap has led to the
suggestion that the two form a continuous sequence in luminosity and are a result of the
same phenomenon (see Weedman (1976) for a detailed discussion).
1.2.3 Unification
As discussed previously, it is believed that the observational properties of AGN are strongly
linked to the angle to our line-of-sight. This is the main motivation behind the schemes
for AGN unification (Antonucci (1993), Urry and Padovani (1995)). Unification models
can be classified as either strong or weak based on the number of allowed fundamental
parameters with strong models requiring fewer parameters and attributing the majority of
the observational differences to differences in orientation.
The diverse AGN presented in Section 1.2.2 can be unified by the following arguments
(Urry and Padovani (1995), Peterson (1997)):
• Seyfert galaxies and quasars differ primarily in the luminosity of the central source.
• Seyfert 1 and Seyfert 2 galaxies are phenomenologically the same source with the
only difference being the favourable line-of-sight of Seyfert 1 galaxies.
• Similarly for radio-loud AGN, blazars (unlike radio galaxies) are closely aligned to
our line-of-sight leading to the strongly beamed bright emission observed.
• Furthermore, among blazars, both BL Lacs and FSRQs exhibit rapid variability,
strong continuum emission and mainly differ in the presence of strong emission lines
in the case of FSRQs.
While this unification scheme has been largely evidenced by observations, there still remain
some unanswered questions. For example, unified models of radio-loud and radio-quiet
AGN (for example Scheuer and Readhead (1979)) have yet to fully explain the observed
properties. There is also evidence that some Seyfert 2 galaxies may not contain an obscured
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BLR (Tran (2001)), suggesting that not all the differences are a consequence of orientation
alone. Nevertheless, the Urry and Padovani (1995) model remains the generally accepted
model for AGN and will be taken as standard for the purpose of this thesis.
1.3 Gamma-rays from AGN
Gamma-rays are the most energetic form of electromagnetic radiation and can be defined
as the energy band corresponding to photons having energies W ≥ 100 keV (Longair
(2011)). The study of gamma-ray astronomy allows us to understand the physics of
the extreme environments in space, for example AGN, responsible for the acceleration
of particles to such high energies. Furthermore, unlike cosmic rays, gamma-rays being
neutral particles do not suffer from deflections due to strong magnetic fields in the Galaxy
and can be traced back to their source. It is believed that cosmic rays and gamma-rays have
the same origin for some objects and therefore gamma-rays also help trace the source of
cosmic ray acceleration.
1.3.1 Gamma-ray production
In general, gamma-ray production in AGN is a result of either electromagnetic interac-
tions or hadronic acceleration. An illustration of some examples of the electromagnetic
production processes is given in Figure 1.3.
1.3.1.1 Electromagnetic interactions
Synchrotron radiation
Synchroton radiation occurs when a charged particle, for example an electron, is deflected
by the presence of a magnetic field. As shown in Figure 1.3, if the charged particle has a
component of motion perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field, a Lorentz force
correction causes gyration about the field lines. Under the resulting constant acceleration
and energy loss, momentum is conserved by the charged particle emitting a beamed cone of
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highly polarised emission. Synchroton radiation is responsible for the majority of the non-
thermal emission and in particular the X-ray emission from AGN. The term non-thermal
emission is conventionally used in astronomy to refer to continuum emission having a
non-Maxwellian energy spectrum (Longair (2011)).
Bremsstrahlung
The term Bremsstrahlung, coined by Nikola Tesla in the 1880s, comes from the German
word for ‘braking radiation’ (Longair (2011)). It occurs when a charged particle, for
example an electron, is deflected by the strong electric field of an atomic nucleus as seen
in Figure 1.3. Energy is conserved by the emission of radiation and the energy released
is proportional to the deceleration of the charged particle. In the context of high-energy
astronomy, Bremsstrahlung interaction is believed to be responsible for the diffuse gamma-
ray emission near the Galactic centre (Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2013)). Furthermore, as will be
seen in Chapter 4, this process also produces secondary photons in the development of air
showers within the atmosphere.
Inverse Compton Scattering
Inverse Compton (IC) scattering refers to the interaction of an unbound high energy electron
with a lower energy photon. Physically the same as Compton scattering, in which case
the photon has higher energy than the electron, IC scattering results in the photon being
boosted to higher energies and is thought to be the dominant mechanism for the production
of gamma-rays in astrophysical sources like AGN (Weekes (2003)). Compton scattering
also forms the basis of the detectors used in Compton telescopes, for example COMPTEL
aboard the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO; see Section 2.1.2).
In the rest frame of the electron, the energy of the scattered photon after IC interaction,
scattered, is given by the following equation derived from conservation of energy and
momentum considerations:
scattered ≈ Wprimary(1 + Vcos\) (1.1)
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Figure 1.3: Examples of the electromagnetic processes responsible for the production
of gamma-rays in AGN, namely, Synchrotron radiation (top), Bremsstrahlung radiation
(middle) and Inverse Compton scattering (bottom).
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where primary is the energy of the incident photon, W is the Lorentz factor for the electron,
V = E
2
is the velocity of the electron divided by the speed of light and \ the scattering angle.
When transferred back to the observer’s frame, this implies the energy gain of the photon
is proportional to W2.
Synchrotron Self Compton model
Synchrotron radiation is often believed to act as a precursor to gamma-ray emission at
high energies. Under the Synchrotron Self Compton (SSC) model, the photons emitted
through synchrotron emission are believed to be up-scattered by IC interactions with the
same electron population that produced them.
1.3.1.2 Hadronic interactions
Gamma-rays can also be produced through hadronic processes, for example the interaction
of a high energy proton with matter, which results in both charged and neutral pions. The
neutral pions can decay into gamma-rays through the following mechanisms:
c0 −→ WW; c0 −→ W + 4+ + 4− (1.2)
It is believed that pion decay is the main source of the diffuse very high energy emission
from the Galactic plane (Abramowski et al. (2014)).
1.3.2 Gamma-ray absorption and attenuation
Having discussed the main mechanisms responsible for the production of gamma-rays in
AGN, I now present some processes by which gamma-raysmay be absorbed and attenuated.
1.3.2.1 Pair production processes
One of the most important energy loss mechanisms in high energy astronomy, pair produc-
tion can occur when gamma-rays interact with lower energy photons. This occurs when
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the two interacting photons have a total energy greater than the rest mass of two electrons,
W+W > 2<422, where <4 is the mass of an electron and c is the speed of light. This in-
teraction results in the gamma-ray being completely annihilated and produces an electron
positron pair:
W + W −→ 4+ + 4− (1.3)
A similar interaction can occur when a gamma-ray photon interacts with matter within the
field of atomic nuclei:
W + nucleus −→ 4+ + 4− + nucleus (1.4)
Pair production generally occurs in regions of high photon density, for example inside the
BLR in AGN as will be discussed in Chapter 3. It is also responsible for the attenuation
of gamma-rays from distant sources due to interaction with the Extragalactic Background
Light (EBL). Furthermore, when gamma-rays enter the Earth’s atmosphere, they interact
with atmospheric nuclei to produce electron positron pairs which ultimately give rise
to electromagnetic air showers. The study of these air showers forms the basis of the
observational techniques used in ground-based gamma-ray astronomy and is discussed in
Chapter 4.
1.3.2.2 Extragalactic Background Light
TheExtragalacticBackgroundLight (EBL) is the cosmic diffuse radiationmainly composed
of the emission from stars throughout the entire history of our Universe (Inoue et al. (2014)).
There is also evidence to suggest additional contributions from accretion processes in AGN
(Shankar et al. (2016)). Furthermore, Murase and Beacom (2012) reported an excess in
the W > 100 GeV regime which could be explained by dark matter particle decay. The
Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) of EBL emission is characterised by a double peak;
the first peak is at optical and UV wavelengths due to star formation processes, while the
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second peak is at longer wavelengths, such as near infrared, due to the re-emission of these
photons after absorption by interstellar dust.
Put together, the EBL comprises the second most energetic radiation field in the Universe
after the cosmic microwave background, thereby making an improved understanding and
measurement of the EBL crucial. The direct measurement of the EBL using photometry
is hindered by the strong foreground due to zodiacal light, as well as light from our own
Galaxy (for example Arendt et al. (1998)) while lower limits on the EBL obtained from
deep galaxy surveys (for example Madau and Pozzetti (2000), Keenan et al. (2010), Driver
et al. (2016)) suffer from systematic uncertainties due to cosmic variance (Somerville et al.
(2004)).
Modelling the EBL therefore requires the use of multiple complementary strategies which
have been categorised into four different classes (see Domínguez et al. (2011) for a detailed
discussion):
• Forward evolution models, which begin with the initial conditions at the start of
the Universe and then extrapolate forwards using semi-analytical models of galaxy
formation (for example Gilmore et al. (2012)).
• Backward evolution models, which take local galaxy data and extrapolate to higher
redshifts i.e. back in time (for example Franceschini et al. (2008)).
• Inferred evolution of galaxy populations from star formation processes (for example
Finke et al. (2010)).
• Evolution of galaxy populations based on measured broadband SEDs (for example
Domínguez et al. (2011)).
In the context of gamma-ray astronomy, high energy photons from distant sources interact
with and get attenuated by the EBL photons due to photon-photon pair production. Hence
a good understanding of the EBL is required to recover the unattenuated spectrum from
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extragalactic sources. For any given source at redshift z, the observed spectrum, 3#/3obs,







where g(, I), the EBL opacity, depends on both the redshift of the source and the
energy of the gamma-ray photon. For the purpose of this thesis, I use the values of
g stated in Domínguez et al. (2011) to calculate the likely attenuation to the spectrum
from extragalactic sources in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5. This model has been found to be
compatible with the upper limits from gamma-ray astronomy (for example Mazin and Raue
(2007), MAGIC Collaboration et al. (2008)). Figure 1.4 shows the flux attenuation as a
function of energy for sources at different redshifts using the Domínguez et al. (2011) EBL
model.
1.4 AGN: Spectral Energy Distribution and the Blazar
Sequence
The physical properties of AGN can be studied by investigating the broadband spectral
energy distribution (SED) across a range of frequencies (for example Fossati et al. (1998),
Abdo et al. (2010a)). An example of a SED for a typical blazar, 3C 279, is shown in
Figure 1.5 and comprises two distinct peaks. The first peak occurs in the radio to the
X-ray regime and is attributed to synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons within
the jet interacting with magnetic field lines. The origin of the second peak, seen in the
gamma-ray energy regime, is still a matter of debate but is widely believed to be a result
of IC emission from a source of seed photons, either the same photons emitted through
synchrotron emission (SSC) or photon populations external to the jet (external Compton
(EC)).
In addition, some AGN also have a significant thermal component of emission originating,
for example, from matter falling into the SMBH being strongly heated in the inner regions
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Figure 1.4: Flux attenuation as a function of observed energy for gamma-rays from sources
at different redshift (shown as colourbar) using the Domínguez et al. (2011) EBL model.
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Figure 1.5: An example of a broadband SED for 3C 279, showing the two distinct peaks.
The plot was obtained from Abdo et al. (2010a). The large filled red symbols represent
quasi-simultaneous data, while the small grey points are non-simultaneous archival meas-
urements. The dashed lines are the best fit to the synchrotron and IC components of the
quasi-simultaneous SED.
of the accretion disk. The thermal radiation is believed to be Comptonized by the hot
corona, leading to the X-ray emission. AGN which are energetically dominated by thermal
radiation in the optical andX-ray band compared to the nuclear radio emission are classified
as thermal dominated AGN and include Seyfert galaxies and QSOs.
BLLac objects can be classified into the following sub-categories based on the synchrotron-
peak frequency, aBpeak,of the broadband SED (Abdo et al. (2010a)):
• High-synchrotron-peaked blazars (HSPs) if aBpeak > 10
15Hz;
• Intermediate-synchrotron-peaked blazars (ISPs) if 1014Hz < aBpeak < 10
15Hz;
• Low-synchrotron-peaked blazars (LSPs) if aBpeak < 10
14Hz.
Fossati et al. (1998) investigated the SED for a sample of 126 blazars and found evidence of
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an anti-correlation between the synchrotron peak frequencies and the bolometric luminosity
of the sample. The blazars with the higher bolometric luminosity had smaller peak
frequencies i.e redder SEDs and a more prominent high energy peak. Blazars with lower
bolometric luminosity were found to exhibit larger peak frequencies i.e bluer SEDs with
the two peaks having roughly the same luminosity. However, the existence of this trend has
been questioned, for example in Padovani (2007), who suggest that the observed sequence
might result from selection biases in the sample.
Nevertheless, any observed trend would lead to the suggestion of a sequence in blazar sub-
classes, FSRQ→ LSP→ ISP→HSP, in order of increasing synchrotron peak frequencies
and decreasing bolometric luminosity, withLSPs and ISPs as intermediates betweenFSRQs
and HSPs (Böttcher (2007)). This sequence may be interpreted as evidence of a genetic
link between BL Lacs and FSRQs as suggested by Cavaliere and D’Elia (2002) who argue
that the two classes differ in their accretion rates, ¤" . FSRQs have accretion rates ranging
from ¤" ∼ 1-10 " per year while BL Lacs have a lower accretion rate of ¤" << 1 "
per year. Under this assumption, BL Lacs represent the final, inefficiently accreting and
long-term state formed from a short-lived and gas-rich FSRQ.
Furthermore, FSRQs are observationally distinguished from steep-spectrum radio quasars
(SSRQs) based on the value of their radio spectral indices at a few GHz, UA , with UA = 0.5
being the dividing line (Padovani (1999)). This difference is due to the differences in the
size of the radio emission region. FSRQs are thought to have compact, nuclear emission
regions predominantly from within the core while the radio emission in SSRQs originates
from extended regions mainly within the lobes.
1.5 AGN: Some Open Questions
Despite recent advancements in the field of AGN research, there still remain many un-
answered questions. A non-exhaustive sample of these are discussed in this section,
describing why AGN continue to be interesting objects for study.
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The physical mechanisms responsible for the second high energy peak in the broadband
SED is still a matter of debate. Leptonic models (for example Blandford and Levinson
(1995), Georganopoulos et al. (2002), Zdziarski et al. (2014)) assume that only electrons
and positrons are accelerated and contribute to the high energy radiation. On the other
hand, lepto-hadronic models (for example Romero et al. (2003), Reynoso et al. (2011),
Böttcher et al. (2013)) suggest that the second peak may be a result of protons being
accelerated to ultra-relativistic energies.
Understanding the physical mechanisms responsible for the emission will help understand
the nature of the relativistic particles, the properties of the regions within the jet where the
emission is produced and the physical interactions involved in the emission. For example,
a hadronic origin of the high energy emission (Mannheim (1993)) would potentially make
AGN prime candidate sources of astrophysical neutrinos (Halzen and Zas (1997)). The
existence of a correlation between gamma-ray emission in AGN and the emission of high
energy neutrinos has been investigated (for example Kadler et al. (2016), Abeysekara et al.
(2018)) and invoked to explain observations of high energy neutrinos with the IceCube
Neutrino Observatory (Aartsen et al. (2017)).
Moreover, another open question relates to how the cosmic history of SMBH accretion in
AGN compares to the star formation history of the host galaxies. It has been suggested
from data tracking investigations of active and star forming galaxies over cosmic time (for
example Merloni (2004), Delvecchio et al. (2014), Shankar et al. (2016)) that black hole
accretion and star formation peak at similar epochs. This finding can be interpreted as
evidence that SMBH and their host galaxies are co-evolving and could indicate a physical
connection between the evolution of the SMBH and their host galaxy.
The evolutionary properties of AGN, especially in the TeV regime, are poorly understood.
This is primarily due to the intrinsic biases involved in observations with current generation
experiments. Investigating the gamma-ray observations from AGN will allow to study the
properties of different classes of AGN and help reveal how these sources are distributed in
space and also how they evolve over cosmic time. A preliminary investigation towards this
is undertaken in Section 5.5.
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Finally, AGN also offer an unique and exciting window to investigate areas of physics
beyond the observational study of the AGN itself. Recent studies include investigating the
physical properties of the central SMBH (for example Reynolds (2019)), understanding
the nature and composition of the intergalactic medium in the early Universe (for example




Space based gamma-ray astronomy
The field of gamma-ray astronomy includes observations from both space based satellites
as well as ground-based telescopes. An important attribute of space based gamma-ray
detectors is the wide field of view, typically of the order of a few steradians (sr), making
it possible to observe almost the entire visible sky while not being constrained by a fixed
point of observations, as is the case for ground-based instruments.
This chapter begins with a review of some of the early experiments used to detect gamma-
rays from space before proceeding to a detailed description of the Fermi Large Area
Telescope (LAT) focusing on the design and methodology. I conclude with an overview
of the methods implemented in a typical Fermi-LAT data analysis, with the aim of setting
the scene for Chapter 3, where I investigate the gamma-ray emission region in the nine
brightest FSRQs observed with the Fermi-LAT.
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2.1 Space based Instruments
Among the first recorded observations in the gamma-ray regime, the estimation of source
strengths by Morrison (1958) was made using instruments on balloons. The weak source
spectra observed in the initial investigations led to the realisation that extended observations
were required using larger equipment from space. I now briefly discuss some of the other
space based detectors before moving on to a detailed description of the Fermi-LAT.
2.1.1 Cos-B
Cos-Bwas launched in August 1975 andwas the first evermission operated by the European
Space Agency (ESA) to investigate gamma-ray sources. The satellite included a spark
chamber which converted the incoming photons into an electron positron pair, the paths
of which were then traced back in order to determine the origin of the gamma-rays. The
data collected using Cos-B helped produce an initial gamma-ray map of the Milky Way
(Mayer-Hasselwander et al. (1980)) and also compile a list of 25 sources, referred to as the
2CG catalogue (Swanenburg et al. (1981)).
2.1.2 CGRO
The Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO) was launched by NASA in April 1991
and operated for almost nine years. The mission comprised four main instruments in
one spacecraft and was sensitive to photons spanning over an unprecedented six orders
of magnitude in the energy range between 20 keV - 30 GeV. The telescopes, ordered by
increasing energy coverage, were:
BATSE
TheBurst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE) investigated gamma-ray bursts having
timescales ranging from 0.1 - 100 seconds. Located at each of the eight corners were
identical detector modules and the experiment detected, on average, one burst per day over
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the course of the entire mission. The telescope was surrounded by an anti-coincidence
plastic scintillator capable of rejecting background signals from cosmic rays.
OSSE
The Oriented Scintillation Spectrometer Experiment (OSSE) was sensitive to gamma-ray
photons in the energy range 50 keV - 10 MeV. It comprised four detector modules typically
operating two at a time with one from each pair measuring the source and background
levels respectively. Each detector had a central spectrometer crystal along with a CsI
crystal which acted as the anti-coincidence shield.
COMPTEL
The Imaging Compton Telescope (COMPTEL) covered an energy range from 750 keV -
30 MeV with an angular resolution of within 1◦ and a field of view of 1 sr. The incoming
gamma-ray photons would Compton scatter in the front detector module before being
absorbed in one of the rear detectors. The time, location and energy of the two interactions
was then used to then calculate the direction and energy of the incoming photon and
compute the energy spectrum of the source.
EGRET
The Energetic Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET) was sensitive to gamma-
ray photons in the energy range 30 MeV - 30 GeV. EGRET comprised a spark chamber
used to convert the incoming photon into an electron positron pair, a calorimeter capable
of measuring the energy deposited from these secondary particles and a plastic anti-
coincidence dome acting as a shield to prevent contamination from background cosmic
rays.
Among the key scientific achievements of the CGROwere the first all sky survey above 100
MeV (Fichtel et al. (1993)), observations of the gamma-ray properties of individual AGN
(for example Schoenfelder (1994)) and the discovery of large scale isotropy in gamma-rays
bursts (Briggs et al. (1996)).
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Figure 2.1: Top left: The Cos-B satellite. Credit: NASA (https://imagine.gsfc.
nasa.gov/Images/cosb/, accessed on 12/11/2020). Top right: The Compton Gamma-
Ray Observatory (CGRO). Credit: NASA (https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/
cgro/cossc/, accessed on 12/11/2020). Bottom left: The INTEGRAL Observat-
ory. Credit: ESA (http://www.esa.int/ESA_Multimedia/Images/, accessed on
12/11/2020). Bottom right: The AGILE satellite. Credit: INAF (https://www.media.
inaf.it/2017/05/29/agile-successo-italiano/, accessed on 12/11/2020).
2.1.3 INTEGRAL
The INTERnational Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory (INTEGRAL), operated by the
ESA, was launched in October 2002. It consists of a spectrometer (SPI) and an on-board
imager (IBIS), capable of observing photons in the energy range 15 keV - 10 MeV within
an angular resolution of 12 arcmin.
INTEGRAL has been responsible for some important discoveries including localising the
brightest gamma-ray line in the galaxy, the 511 keV electron-positron annihilation line
(Knödlseder et al. (2005)), the first observation of high energy flux from a source coincident
with Sagittarius ∗ at the heart of the Milky Way (Bélanger et al. (2006)) and the detection
of soft gamma-ray emission from a number of sources (for example Petry et al. (2009)).
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Furthermore, there have been recent advancements in the field of photon polarimetry in the
soft gamma-ray regime making it possible to measure the linear polarization parameters
(Chauvin et al. (2013)). These have provided a new avenue of study aimed at understanding
the non-thermal emission mechanisms involved in some of the most energetic sources in
the Universe (see Ilie (2019) for a review).
2.1.4 AGILE
AGILE (short for Astro-rivelatore W a Immagini LEggero) is an Italian mission launched
in April 2007 and funded by the Italian Space Agency (ASI). It comprises three detectors,
namely a gamma-ray imaging detector (GRID), a detector for hard X-rays (super AGILE)
and a mini-calorimeter. The GRID is sensitive to photons in the energy band from 30 MeV
- 50 GeV and has a field of view of ∼ 3 sr.
AGILE has been successful in detecting a range of gamma-ray sources. Among FSRQs,
this includes the December 2009 flare from 3C 454.3 (Vercellone et al. (2008)) and the
June 2010 flare from 4C 21.35 (Striani et al. (2010)); both these flares are later investigated
using Fermi-LAT observations in Chapter 3. Finally, AGILE has also confirmed gamma-
ray emission from a number of pulsars previously detected with EGRET including the
detection of the Vela pulsar wind nebula in the energy range 100 MeV - 50 GeV (Pellizzoni
et al. (2010)).
2.2 The Fermi-LAT
TheFermiGamma-ray Space Telescope was launched byNASA in June 2008. It comprises
two instruments, namely the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM; Meegan et al. (2009)),
capable of investigating transient sources in the energy range 8 keV - 40MeV, and the Large
Area Telescope (LAT; Atwood et al. (2009)) used to obtain the gamma-ray observations
from AGN studied in this thesis. While benefiting from the extensive knowledge gained
from the experiments mentioned so far, the Fermi-LAT, as seen in this section, incorporates
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Figure 2.2: A schematic of the Fermi-LAT showing the various components: the tracker,
calorimeter and the anti-coincidence detector. Adapted from Atwood et al. (2009).
a significant change in approach and improvements in performance when compared to
preceding instruments.
The Fermi-LAT, schematic shown in Figure 2.2, is a pair conversion telescope having
a wide field of view of ∼ 2.4 sr (roughly corresponding to 20 % of the sky) capable of
detecting photons in the energy range from∼ 20MeV to above 300GeV∗.While in scanning
mode, the Fermi-LAT alternates between pointing above and below the orbital plane and
completes a full scan of the sky in two orbits (approximately three hours), allowing for an
unbiased view of the whole gamma-ray sky.
The following section describes the components of the Fermi-LAT instrument and includes
a discussion on how the incoming gamma-ray photons are detected and a summary of the
performance and sensitivity of the telescope. This is followed by a walk-through of the
∗https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone/Cicerone_
Introduction/LAT_overview.html, accessed on 17/11/2020.
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steps involved in a typical data analysis pipeline using the example of 3C 279, a FSRQ
source investigated in Chapter 3.
2.2.1 Design and Methodology
As seen in Figure 2.2, the Fermi-LAT consists of an array of 16 tracker modules, 16
calorimeter modules, and a segmented anti-coincidence detector.
Every tracker module consists of a four-by-four array of silicon-strip detectors interleaved
with foils of tungsten, a high Z material which facilitates the conversion of any incoming
gamma-ray photon from within the field of view of the instrument into an electron positron
pair and the paths of which is tracked by the silicon-strip detectors.
Due to the fact that the gamma-ray has a much larger energy than the rest masses of both
the electron and positron, both secondary particles travel predominantly in the direction of
the incident photon until striking the calorimeter at the bottom. It should be noted, that
charged secondary particles resulting from less energetic incoming photons do not always
reach the calorimeter and get deposited in the tracker instead.
The primary purpose of the calorimeter module is to measure the energy deposited by
the electron positron pair. It is composed of eight alternating orthogonal layers of cesium
iodide crystals which generate flashes of light having an intensity proportional to the energy
of the incoming particle. The calorimeter is also capable of shower imaging and this allows
for better background rejection and improved energy resolution at high energies through
an estimation of shower leakage fluctuations.
As discussed in Chapter 4, cosmic rays which far outnumber the gamma-rays can also lead
to the production of secondary particles like electrons, positrons, pions, muons and kaons,
and therefore form a source of background events The anti-coincidence detector (ACD)
surrounds the Fermi-LAT and is composed of 89 specially formulated plastic tiles which
when hit by charged cosmic rays issue a veto signal.
It should be noted, charged particles from the shower created by the incident gamma-ray
photons after striking the calorimeter can ricochet back up the tracker and reach the ACD.
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This backsplash effect, which could have potentially reduced the sensitivity (as happened
in EGRET), is overcome due to the segmented nature of the ACD.
The Data Acquisition System (DAQ) then performs a preliminary event triggering and
on-board filtering of the data collected from the other components. A detailed description
of the steps involved in determining which events make it to the final data sample can be
found in Ackermann et al. (2012).
To summarise, the triggering procedure gets initiated when six consecutive silicon planes
detect a signal above a pre-defined threshold value of 0.25 minimum ionizing particles
(MIPs). The calorimeter module then classifies this potential trigger as being either at low
energies (having a nominal threshold of ∼ 100 MeV) or at high energies (having a nominal
threshold of ∼ 1 GeV). Finally, the ACD inspects the trigger event and issues a veto signal
if any of the tiles are above a threshold of 0.45 MIPs, indicating the presence of a charged
particle.
The on-board filtering process involves three different filtering algorithms: the GAMMA
filter which is programmed to select gamma-ray events, the HIP filter which accepts heavy
ion particle events primarily for the calibration of the calorimeter and the DIAGNOSTIC
filter used tomonitor the performance of the sensor and investigate the presence of selection
biases. During the filtering process, any event having patterns consistentwith cosmic rays as
well as events not having a significant energy deposition (defined as 350 MeV (Ackermann
et al. (2012))) in the calorimeter are rejected and the filtered data is telemetered to the
ground for further processing.
2.2.2 Performance and Sensitivity
In addition to the design, the performance and sensitivity of the Fermi-LAT also depends
on the algorithms used in event reconstruction and background rejection. This can be
described by the Instrument Response Functions (IRFs) which show the performance of
the instrument as a function of different parameters such as the photon energy and incidence
angle.
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Figure 2.3: The 68 % and 95 % containment angles of the acceptance weighted PSF as
a function of energy. The plots show results for both FRONT and BACK event types (in
red and blue respectively) in addition to the total (shown in black). Credit: The Fermi-
LAT Collaboration. The curves represent the performance at the time of writing; for the
latest performance plots see https://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/
canda/lat_Performance.htm, accessed on 18/11/2020.
Furthermore, the event selection algorithms themselves are periodically updated using
Monte Carlo simulations in order to correspond to the improved understanding of the
telescope. These updates are called Passes with the PASS 6 IRFs being released at launch,
followed by the PASS 7 IRFs in August 2011. The following discussion as well as all the
analysis presented in this thesis considers the most recent release, the PASS 8 IRFs (Atwood
et al. (2013)).
A single photon event is classified as either FRONT or BACK depending on the location
within the tracker where the gamma-ray is converted into an electron positron pair. FRONT
events get converted in the first 12 tracking planes which are farthest from the calorimeter
and have thin converters while BACK events get converted in the next 4 tracking planes
for which the tungsten converters are ∼ 6 times thicker. The division of the tracker module
into two distinct regions was motivated by the need for a trade-off between achieving great
angular resolution while still having a high probability of conversion.
As seen in Figure 2.3, FRONT and BACK events differ in their point spread functions
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Figure 2.4: The acceptance for the different PASS 8 event classes as a function of energy.
Credit: The Fermi-LATCollaboration. The curves represent the performance at the time of
writing; for the latest performance plots see https://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/
glast/groups/canda/lat_Performance.htm, accessed on 18/11/2020.
(PSF) defined here as the containment angle covering 68 % and 95 % of events from a
point source with FRONT class events having an inherently better PSF by a factor of ∼ 2
than BACK events due to multiple scattering being more prominent in the latter, resulting
from the presence of thicker converters. On the other hand, the thicker converters in the
BACK section provide larger effective area especially at energies beyond 1 GeV, therefore
increasing the conversion probability. Moreover, the design of the tungsten foils allow for
the conversion of identical numbers of incoming gamma-ray photons in both sections of
the tracker.
Furthermore, the instrument response also varies with how the events are classified by the
Fermi-LAT Collaboration and is dependent on the types of constraints placed on event
reconstruction. A comparison of the acceptance, defined as the effective area integrated
over the solid angle, for each class of event is shown in Figure 2.4.
The categories include SOURCE class events which provide a combination of good sensit-
ivity and a relatively low field of view background contamination rate of less than ∼ 1 Hz.
This allows for a high signal-to-background ratio without compromising source detection
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and characterisation. SOURCE class events are the recommended class for most analyses,
including all investigations carried out in this thesis.
The TRANSIENT class of events contain the least number of cuts and is designed for
investigations of short duration phenomena such as gamma-ray bursts. These studies benefit
from the increased photon statistics provided even at the expense of higher background
rates. Only a few cuts are applied to this event class allowing to maintain high gamma-ray
efficiency while limiting the background contamination rate to a few Hz.
The CLEAN class of events contain tighter cuts than SOURCE class events with the field
of view background contamination rate reduced to ∼ 0.1 Hz. This is below the rate of
extragalactic gamma-ray background at all energies. For comparison, the total contribution
from Galactic diffuse emission is ∼ 1 Hz (Ackermann et al. (2012)). Moreover, CLEAN
class events have a 1.3 to 2 times lower background rate than SOURCE class events above
3 GeV making them more sensitive to the study of hard spectrum sources at high Galactic
latitudes.
Finally, themost restrictive class of events,ULTRACLEANVETO can be used in the analysis
of large regions more sensitive to the effects of instrumental backgrounds. This includes
the study of extragalactic diffuse emission, as well as investigations of cosmic ray induced
systematics. The residual contamination rate of ULTRACLEANVETO events is ∼ 40 %
lower than that of CLEAN class events at 100 MeV, with the levels becoming comparable
with increasing energy and the same above 10 GeV.
The effective area of the Fermi-LAT depends on the energy and angle of incidence of
the incoming photon, the position where pair conversion occurs (i.e. whether FRONT
or BACK event) and the spatial properties of the detector. Figure 2.5 plots the effective
area of the Fermi-LAT as a function of energy for photons striking the detector at normal
incidence (\ = 0) and this can be seen to peak in the energy range 2 - 100 GeV.
Figure 2.6 shows the acceptance weighted energy resolution of theFermi-LAT as a function
of energy for both FRONT and BACK events. The energy resolution reduces at lower en-
ergies due to the charged secondary particles not reaching the calorimeter (being deposited
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Figure 2.5: The effective area as a function of energy for normally incident photons
(\ = 0). The plots show results for both FRONT and BACK event types (in red and
blue respectively) in addition to the total (shown in black). Credit: The Fermi-LAT
Collaboration. The curves represent the performance at the time of writing; for the
latest performance plots see https://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/
canda/lat_Performance.htm, accessed on 18/11/2020.
in the tracker instead) and also at higher energies due to leakage of the shower out of the
calorimeter. Furthermore, the energy resolution is dependent on the angle of incidence of
the incoming photons and improves slightly with increasing angle before reducing sharply
at large angles from the z axis.
2.3 The Fermi-LAT data analysis pipeline
The following section describes the steps involved in a typical Fermi-LAT data analysis
pipeline using the example of 3C 279, one of the FSRQs later investigated in Chapter 3.
The steps are summarised in Figure 2.8. Throughout all the analysis presented in this
thesis, I use the Fermi Science Tools version 11− 05− 03 ∗ and FERMIPY version 0.18.0 †
(Wood et al. (2017)) in conjunction with the latest PASS 8 IRFs (Atwood et al. (2013)).
∗http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/software, accessed on 17/03/2021.
†http://fermipy.readthedocs.io, accessed on 17/03/2021.
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Figure 2.6: The 68 % containment half width of the reconstructed incoming gamma-ray
photon energy as a function of energy for both FRONT and BACK event types (in red
and blue respectively) and the total (shown in black). Credit: The Fermi-LAT Collabora-
tion. The curves represent the performance at the time of writing; for the latest perform-
ance plots see https://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/canda/lat_
Performance.htm, accessed on 18/11/2020.
2.3.1 Data Extraction and Filtering
Fermi-LAT data, in the form of events files, are obtained from the Fermi Science Support
Center’s data server ‡. These include a list of all the recorded events corresponding to
a specified region of interest (RoI) surrounding the source in a particular time interval
and energy range. Also obtained from the server is a single spacecraft file containing the
positional information of the Fermi-LAT in time intervals of 30 seconds.
For the purpose of this walk-through, I select observations made between modified Julian
dates (MJD) 54682.66 and 55047.66, which correspond to midnight on the August 4, 2008
until midnight on August 4, 2009. An energy range between 100 MeV - 300 GeV is
considered along with a RoI of radius 15◦ centred on 3C 279.
The choice of energy range is dependent on the specific analysis undertaken. In this
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Fermi-LAT increases to above 6◦ at lower energies which makes a point source analysis
difficult. Furthermore, FSRQs have relatively soft gamma-ray spectra and are not expected
to be significantly detected with the Fermi-LAT at energies above 300 GeV. The choice
of radius of RoI is based on having a sufficient knowledge of the background while at the
same time keeping computation times manageable and to reduce the effects of background
systematics.
The first step in the analysis involves applying the gtselect routine to make specified cuts to
the events files obtained from the server. For a point source analysis, I include events having
a high probability of being photons by selecting only SOURCE class events (specified by
setting the event class = 128) from both the FRONT and BACK of the detector (specified
by setting event type = 3).
Furthermore, a maximum zenith angle cut of 90◦ is applied to exclude time intervals in
which any part of the RoI is too close to the Earth’s limb. The Earth’s limb lies at a zenith
angle of 113◦ and is a bright source of gamma-ray photons produced by the interaction
of cosmic rays with the upper atmosphere. Two representative plots showing the result of
implementing the above cuts in event class and zenith angle are given in Figure 2.7.
It is then necessary to apply time selection cuts to the data in order to obtain Good Time
Intervals (GTIs), time periods in which the telescope was in survey mode. For instance,
the Fermi-LAT does not collect data when crossing the South Atlantic Anomaly, a region
120 miles above sea level where the inner Van Allen belt comes closest to the Earth’s
surface.
This region has very high levels of radiation, a consequence of the increased levels of
flux from trapped high energy particles and has affected a number of spacecrafts in orbit
around the Earth. The gtmktime routine uses the information in the spacecraft file and the
filter expression DATA_QUAL==1 && LAT_CONFIG==1 is applied to obtain good data
collected when the instrument is in nominal science configuration.
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Figure 2.7: Top: An all-sky image, in Galactic co-ordinates, of gamma-rays in the energy
range 100MeV - 300 GeV captured by the Fermi-LAT after 4.8 years of operation. Bottom:
The same all-sky image after selecting only SOURCE class events and applying amaximum
zenith angle cut of 90◦. The circle shows the location of 3C 279. Credit: Jeremy S. Perkins,















































































2.3.2. Pre-computing the binned response
2.3.2 Pre-computing the binned response
The next step involves creating a counts map of the RoI summed over photon energies
and is implemented with the gtbin routine using the CMAP option. A spatial binning of
0.2◦ pixel−1 is chosen and given that the RoI is 30◦ in diameter, I select the sizes of the x
and y axes to be 30/0.2=150 pixels.
The counts map obtained is shown in Figure 2.9 and gives an idea of the source candidates
within the RoI. The counts map also acts as a preliminary sanity check to make sure the
data query and data selection cuts have been implemented correctly and failure to do so
can result in non-circular regions or counts maps containing no events.
Once satisfied that the counts map behaves as expected, the next step is to create a counts
cube once again using gtbin, this time with the CCUBE option. The choice of energy
binning must be sufficiently narrow to prevent loss of accuracy due to rapid variations in
the effective area at low energies (see Figure 2.5). At the same time having too many bins
could potentially lead to complications at higher energies due to lack of statistics in each
individual bin. As a trade-off, my analysis considers eight energy bins per decade in energy.
Six snapshots of the counts cube generated, each spanning different energy bins, are shown
in Figure 2.10. These highlight that the PSF of the Fermi-LAT changes with energy and
how different energy cuts can be implemented to localise and investigate different sources
within the RoI.
The instrument response of the Fermi-LAT also depends on the inclination angle, defined
here as the angle between the direction to the source and the instrument z-axis. By
extension, the number of photon counts produced by a source is also expected to depend on
the time spent by the telescope observing a given inclination angle. In order to expedite the
likelihood analysis, the gtltcube routine can be applied and this uses the pointing history
of the telescope to generate a livetime cube, an array of the accumulated time spent by the
instrument as a function of inclination angle during the specified observation period.
Finally, the gtexpcube2 routine is applied to the livetime cube to generate a binned map of
the total exposure, defined as the product of the area and time the instrument observes a
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Figure 2.9: A counts map showing the distribution of gamma-ray photons over a RoI of
radius 15◦ centred on 3C 279 for the observation period between August 4, 2008 and
August 4, 2009. The colour scale shows the number of photons at each pixel in the counts
map.
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2.3.3. Preparing the source model
given position, at different energies. The final photon counts produced by a source at any
point is given by the integral of the source flux and the value of the exposure map function
at that position. Given the large PSF of the Fermi-LAT, it is necessary to account for the
contributions of sources not included in the counts cube as these could affect the region
being investigated. Figure 2.11 shows all sky exposure maps generated for this analysis at
three different energies of 100 MeV, 200 MeV and 1 GeV.
2.3.3 Preparing the source model
A source model, in the form of an XML file, is required as input for the likelihood analysis.
This model contains an initial estimate of the spatial and spectral properties of the each
source in the data as well as templates for the isotropic and Galactic diffuse background
emission.
The isotropic diffuse emission model appropriate for a 4FGL point source analysis of
all SOURCE class events striking both the FRONT and BACK of the Fermi-LAT is
iso_P8R3_SOURCE_V3_v1.txt. This details the contributions of extragalactic diffuse
gamma-rays, possible unresolved extragalactic sources, and any residual cosmic ray emis-
sion.
The template is derived in the energy range 30MeV - 1 TeV from a fit to the all sky emission
excluding both the Galactic plane and regions surrounding the Celestial poles. This is done
in order to reduce any contamination from the Galactic diffuse emission and background
gamma-rays from the Earth’s limb. A plot showing the differential flux against energy of
the isotropic diffuse emission model is shown in Figure 2.12.
The Galactic diffuse emission is modelled using the template gll_iem_v07.fits (The Fermi-
LAT collaboration (2019b)), shown in Figure 2.12, which gives the background energy
flux in the energy range 50 MeV - 81.4 GeV along with the corresponding spatial co-
ordinates. This model was developed by the Fermi-LAT Collaboration using spectral line
surveys of HI and CO (as a tracer to H2), from which the distribution of interstellar gas in
Galactocentric rings was derived.
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Figure 2.11: Three snapshots of the all sky exposure map at the energies 100 MeV, 200
MeV and 1 GeV during the observation period between August 4, 2008 and August 4,
2009. A spatial binning of 0.2◦ pixel−1 is chosen and given that the observations span the
entire sky (360◦ × 180◦), I select the sizes of the x and y axes to be 360/0.2 = 1800 pixels
and 180/0.2 = 900 pixels respectively. The colour scale shows the total exposure for each
pixel in units of cm2 s.
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Figure 2.12: Top: The distribution of differential flux against energy of the isotropic
diffuse emission model, iso_P8R3_SOURCE_V3_v1.txt, used in the analysis. Bottom:
The Galactic diffuse emission model, gll_iem_v07.fits, used in the analysis. The colour
scale is a photon flux in units of ph cm−2s−1.
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The model describes the gamma-ray emission produced from the interactions between
cosmic ray protons with interstellar nuclei, the Bremsstrahlung interaction of cosmic ray
electrons with nucleons and the IC scattering of cosmic ray electrons off of interstellar
photons. A detailed understanding of the Galactic interstellar emission is beneficial given
the lack of statistics associated with gamma-ray observations combined with the limited
angular resolution of the instrument and aids in differentiating between the interstellar
emission and emission from point sources, especially at low Galactic latitudes.
The normalisation factor of both the isotropic and Galactic diffuse emission models are
left free for the fitting procedure. This is necessary because the background templates have
been derived using the latest catalog at the time of release and could include sources which
have since been resolved when using a non-identical data selection.
I use the 4FGL catalog (The Fermi-LAT collaboration (2019a)) to compile a model con-
taining the spatial positions and spectral shapes of all sources within a radius of 20◦ from
the RoI centre. A larger radius of 20◦ than the RoI radius of 15◦ is chosen to account
for sources lying outside the RoI which might yet contribute photons to the data. While
this analysis does not contain any extended sources within the RoI, the contribution from
extended sources must also be taken into account, when applicable, and added to the XML
file∗.
Each parameter in the model has a specified range of allowed values and can either be fixed
or left free to vary during the fitting procedure. Keeping all spectral parameters i.e. the
normalisation and the spectral shapes free for all sources would make it difficult for the fit
to converge. It is therefore recommended to only free all spectral parameters for either very
bright sources or sources nearby, which I define as being within 5◦, of the source being
investigated. The normalisation parameter of all remaining sources in the model are left
free while their spectral shapes are fixed to the values reported in the 4FGL catalog (The
Fermi-LAT collaboration (2019a)).
In a binned analysis, the spectrum of each source in the finalXMLmodel is multiplied by the
∗An archive of extended source templates used can be obtained from https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/
ssc/data/access/lat/8yr_catalog/, accessed on 16/03/2021.
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Figure 2.13: Skymap showing the initial modelled distribution of the gamma-ray photons
of the analysis over the RoI centred on 3C 279 for the observation period between August
4, 2008 and August 4, 2009. The colour scale corresponds to the number of photons at
each pixel in the counts map.
exposure at that particular source position and then convolved with the instrument response
PSF for the specific observation using the gtsrcmaps tool. This produces a preliminary
counts map for all sources in the model binned in space and energy to be used in the
likelihood analysis and is shown in Figure 2.13.
2.3.4 The likelihood analysis
The likelihood can be defined as the probability of obtaining the observed data from the
given input model of sources over the RoI. The significance of the gamma-ray emission
from each source is evaluated using the maximum likelihood test statistic (TS). The TS is








2.3.4. The likelihood analysis
where !0 is the maximum likelihood of a model without the additional source (i.e. the null
hypothesis) and !1 is the maximum likelihood of a model with the additional source at the
specified location.
For a sufficiently large number of counts, the TS is asymptotically distributed as j2= where
the degrees of freedom, =, corresponds to the number of free parameters in the additional
source component (Cash (1979)). The presence of an additional source will result in a
fluctuation from this distribution. A large TS value (typically TS ≥ 25) quantifies the
presence of an additional source (i.e. the null hypothesis is incorrect). The detection




















An initial automatic optimisation of the RoI is first applied by iteratively fitting the sources
and ensuring all parameters are close to their global likelihood maxima. All sources found
to have a TS < 10 (roughly corresponding to a significance of ∼ 3f) are then removed
from the source model. This reduces the noise contribution from sources not producing
any gamma rays during the observation period investigated, thereby allowing for a better
estimate of the likelihood of the model describing the data.
The gtfindsrc routine is then applied to search for any additional point sources present in
the data and not accounted for in the model. Any source found to have a TS ≥ 10 is
permanently added to the model at the position of its highest TS value. This is followed
by a re-optimization of the RoI. The model maps generated after each of the previous steps
are shown in Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Top: Skymap showing the modelled distribution of the gamma-ray photons
obtained after removing all sources found to have a TS < 10 from the initial model of the
analysis over the RoI centred on 3C 279 for the observation period between August 4, 2008
and August 4, 2009. Bottom: Skymap showing the modelled distribution of the gamma-ray
photons obtained after removing all sources found to have a TS < 10 followed by applying
the gtfindsrc routine and adding sources found to have a TS ≥ 10 to the initial model of
the analysis over the RoI centred on 3C 279 for the observation period between August 4,
2008 and August 4, 2009. The colour scales corresponds to the number of photons at each
pixel in the counts map.
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Table 2.1: The results of the binned likelihood analysis for 3C 279 observed with the
Fermi-LAT between August 4, 2008 and August 4, 2009 in the energy range 100 MeV-300
GeV. The final two columns list the one year time-averaged flux and the TS values (see
equation 2.1) obtained from the likelihood analysis. The redshift was taken from Marziani
et al. (1996).
Source RA DEC z 0 U V Flux TS
[deg] [deg] [MeV] [10−7 photons cm−2s−1]
3C 279 194.04 -5.79 0.5362 ± 0.0004[1] 442.1 2.21 ± 0.15 0.058 ± 0.009 6.11 ± 0.02 24245
A binned likelihood analysis is performed on the source model to obtain the spectral
parameters best describing the data during the one year observation period. During the











where #0 is the normalisation in units of photons cm−2s−1MeV−1, 0 is the pivot energy in
MeV, U the spectral index and V the curvature. The best fit spectral parameters for 3C 279
are presented in Table 2.1 along with the one year time-averaged flux and the TS values.
The residmap routine can be applied to plot the residuals between the smoothed data and
model maps. This method is sensitive to both positive and negative fluctuations making it a
useful technique for assessing the goodness-of-fit. Residual maps showing both the excess
significance and excess counts obtained during this analysis are shown in Figure 2.15.
No significant residuals are found indicating that all sources in the counts map have been
accounted for. If this were not the case, the XML file would need to be remodelled with the
additional contributions and the analysis repeated until a minimal difference is obtained.
2.3.5 Generating the SED
The spectral energy distribution (SED) of a source in the model can be computed using the
sed routine. This method, by default, uses the same binning as the underlying analysis and
performs independent fits to obtain the flux normalization of the source in each energy bin
assuming a power law spectral distribution (see equation 3.9). The spectral index used in
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Figure 2.16: The one year averaged Fermi-LAT spectrum obtained for 3C 279 in the energy
range 100MeV-300 GeV. The data points are shown as circles along with the corresponding
uncertainties. The shaded region represents the best fit interval to the spectra with the
spectral parameters and their corresponding uncertainties tabulated in Table 2.1. The data
is binned into eight energy bins per decade, with individual bins having a TS < 10 (roughly
corresponding to a significance of ∼ 3f) considered as upper limits.
the fitting can either be set to a fixed value or allowed to vary over the energy range based
on the shape of the spectrum in each energy bin.
The spectral shapes of all the background components are, by default, fixed but can also be
set free during the fitting procedure. The output contains, for each energy bin, the source
flux along with the corresponding uncertainties and upper limits for individual bins having
a TS < 10, as well the TS and predicted counts in each bin. The SED obtained for 3C 279
is shown in Figure 2.16.
2.3.6 Gamma-ray Lightcurves
To study the temporal behaviour of the gamma-ray flux, the Fermi-LAT data can be binned
into a sequence of time intervals with a likelihood routine applied to each bin separately
using the lightcurve method. This step uses the same data selection criterion and input
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model as the baseline analysis and, for each temporal bin, I re-fit the spectral parameters of
all sources within 5◦ of the RoI centre as well as the normalisation factors of the background
emission models.
The output file contains the time intervals (in MJD), the corresponding flux measurements
along with their associated uncertainties, the TS values for each bin and the spectral
parameters (in this case the index U and curvature V) along with their corresponding
uncertainties. The resulting lightcurves generated for this one year analysis of 3C 279,
binned in weekly intervals are shown in Figure 2.17.
Generating lightcurves for a large data selection and size of RoI can be a time consuming
process and a number of options can be used to reduce the computation times required. It is
possible to split the analysis of the separate time bins across multiple cores by enabling the
multithread option. Furthermore, the use_scaled_srcmap option can be used to generate,
for each time bin, an approximate source map using the source map of the baseline analysis
scaled by the relative exposure∗.
2.3.7 Extracting VHE photons
It is often useful to identify the highest energy photons associated with the source of
interest. For example, measuring the VHE (W ≥ 20 GeV) photon emission can provide
a robust method for constraining the location of the emission region (for example Brown
(2013), Coogan et al. (2016), Acharyya et al. (2020); see Section 3.5). Furthermore, this
method has also proved beneficial in probing the EBL attenuation in high-redshift sources
(Armstrong et al. (2017)).
It is crucial to first ensure that the VHE photons being measured are genuinely associated
with the source of interest rather than other sources such as the isotropic and Galactic
diffuse background emission. This is done using the gtsrcprob routine which calculates
the probability of each detected photon being associated with a source in the model by
∗This option has been found to speed up the computation times by at least a factor of 2 while only resulting
in a slight loss of accuracy in model evaluation. For a point source analysis spanning daily to yearly timescales,
the loss of accuracy should be < 2%. See https://fermipy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/advanced/
lightcurve.html, accessed on 14/03/2021.
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Figure 2.17: Upper panel: The gamma-ray lightcurve for 3C 279 observed between August
4, 2008 and August 4, 2009 binned in weekly periods. Middle panel: The weekly variation
of the spectral index, U, during the corresponding interval. Lower panel: The weekly
variation of the spectral curvature, V, during the corresponding interval. The errors in all
three plots are purely statistical and only data points with TS ≥ 10 are shown.
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Figure 2.18: The detected energy, EW , of the individual high energy photons detected with
the Fermi-LAT over the one year observation period as a function of time for 3C 279. All
energies are in the rest frame of the galaxy. Only photons with energy EW ≥ 20 GeV and a
probability of ≥ 99% for originating from 3C 279 are shown.
applying a likelihood routine to the convolution of the source model with the instrument
response.
Before this step, it is necessary to account for the diffuse components using another Fermi
science tool gtdiffrsp and adding the response to the input data. This tool calculates the
integral of the convolution of the diffuse source model and the instrumental response func-
tion over solid angle and is computationally quite intensive as the integration is performed,
in principle, over the entire sky.
Figure 2.18 shows a lightcurve of the VHE photons emitted from within a radius of 0.1◦
around 3C 279 and having a ≥ 99 % probability of originating from 3C 279 over the
one year observation period investigated. A radius of 0.1◦ is chosen based on the 68 %
containment angles for both FRONT and BACK event types in the VHE regime (see Figure
2.3). The uncertainties associated with the photon energies are evaluated using the energy
resolution of the Fermi-LAT (see Figure 2.6).
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the field of space based gamma-ray astronomy has been introduced. This
includes a review of some historical telescopes like Cos B and CGRO as well as still active
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experiments like INTEGRAL and AGILE. The discussion focuses on a description of the
components of each detector, the energy range covered and some of the key scientific
outputs at the time of writing.
The second half of the chapter focuses solely on theFermi-LAT beginningwith a discussion
on the design and methodology of the various components, the algorithms used in event
reconstruction as well as background rejection and a summary of the performance and
sensitivity in terms of angular and energy resolution.
Finally, the steps involved in a typical data analysis pipeline are discussed in detail. This
includes an overview of the initial filtering applied to the data extracted from the server,
a step-by-step discussion of the methods used in pre-computing the binned response,
and a description of the different components in the source model including the diffuse
background models. This is followed by an outline of the steps involved in the likelihood
analysis before moving on to more advanced analysis techniques such as generating a
gamma-ray lightcurve and extracting the photon information from the data.
The aim of this chapter is to set the scene for Chapter 3, where I conduct a detailed
investigation of the nine brightest FSRQs observedwith theFermi-LAT, aiming to constrain
the size and location of the emission region.
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Chapter 3
Locating the gamma-ray emission
region in the brightest Fermi-LAT
Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars
As discussed in Chapter 1, Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars (FSRQs) are a subclass of blazars
characterised by strong, broad emission lines (Urry and Padovani (1995))). Being closely
oriented with our line of sight, the emission from these objects is highly Doppler-boosted,
making them some of the brightest objects in the gamma-ray sky. The close orientation
of the jet to the line-of-sight renders the resolution of structures within the jet difficult,
and consequently uncovering the location and origin of the emission remains one of the
most active areas of research. In this respect, the Large Area Telescope (LAT) on board
the Fermi satellite (Atwood et al. (2009)), discussed in Chapter 2, has been particularly
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important and this chapter presents a study of the location of the emission region in the
brightest FSRQs detected with the Fermi-LAT.
3.1 Introduction
Localizing the gamma-ray emission is an indirect process and a variety of different methods
have been used previously. The emission is assumed to be coming from compact regions,
supported by the rapid flux variability found in these objects. Timescales of the order of a
few hours have been detected in several FSRQs, for example 3C 454.3 (Abdo et al. (2011)),
PKS 1510-089 (Brown (2013), Saito et al. (2013)) and 4C 21.35 (Tanaka et al. (2011)).
There is also evidence of timescales as short as a few minutes, as has been reported in the
cases of CTA 102 (Shukla et al. (2018)) and 3C 279 (Ackermann et al. (2016)).
Assuming constant jet geometry, the size of the emission region, r, can be used to infer the
distance from the supermassive black hole (SMBH), R, using r = kR, where k is the semi-
aperture opening angle of the jet (Ghisellini and Tavecchio (2009), Dermer et al. (2009)).
This relation has been used to constrain the location of the emission region to be close to
the base of the jet. For example, in a study of 3C 454.3, 3C 273 and 4C 21.35 undertaken
by Foschini et al. (2011a) using ∼ 2 years of Fermi-LAT observations, the emission was
constrained to be from within the broad line region (BLR) under the assumption that the
full width of the jet is responsible for the emission.
Further arguments towards BLR origin are based on evidence of a spectral cut-off at GeV
energies. This has been interpreted as a consequence of photon-photon pair production
of gamma-rays with the Helium Lyman recombination continuum within the photon-rich
BLR environment (Poutanen and Stern (2010), Stern and Poutanen (2014)). However, this
interpretation has been questioned by Harris et al. (2012) who found the location of the
cut-off inconsistent with the absorption model proposed. A cut-off in the spectrum can also




Other studies suggest the emission originates farther out, on parsec scale distances from the
SMBH, and thus within the molecular torus (MT) region. Some of these studies use multi-
wavelength observations of a single source, which have revealed that gamma-ray flares are
often accompanied by flares at optical or radio wavelengths which are known to be resolved
to parsec scale distances from the SMBH (Marscher et al. (2010), Agudo et al. (2011),
Jorstad et al. (2013)). For instance, Marscher et al. (2010) studying optical, radio and
gamma-ray flares in PKS 1510-089 found a single emission feature to be a superluminal
knot outside the BLR. While emission at parsec scales would appear to contradict the
short-term variability timescales observed in these objects, the two can be reconciled by
assuming localised emission in turbulent cells (Giannios et al. (2009), Giannios (2013)).
The observation of very high energy (VHE) photons (W ≥ 20 GeV) also supports the
theory of emission from outside the BLR (Donea and Protheroe (2003), Liu and Bai
(2006)). VHE photons would be expected to be severely attenuated by interactions with the
photons in the BLR and their detection is difficult to explain if the emissionwere to originate
in regions near the central engine. At the time of writing, 8 FSRQs have been detected
at W ≥ 100 GeV, of which 3C 279 (Errando et al. (2008), MAGIC Collaboration et al.
(2008)), PKS 1510-089 (Cortina (2012), Abramowski et al. (2013)) and 4C 21.35 (Mose
Mariotti (2010), Aleksić et al. (2011)) are included in this study ∗. In addition, Pacciani
et al. (2014), studying high energy flares from a sample of FSRQs using multi-wavelength
SED modelling, found the emission to be located significantly outside the BLR.
A possible solution to accommodate both the short variability timescales and VHE photons
observed is to abandon the one-zone emission model and invoke the presence of multiple
emission regions. Multi-zone emission models have been proposed to interpret the VHE
observations of misaligned AGN (for example Lenain et al. (2008), Brown and Adams
(2011)) as well as the multi-wavelength spectral distribution of blazars (for example PKS
1510-089 (Nalewajko et al. (2012))). Furthermore, it has been suggested that these multiple
simultaneously active emission regions lie at various points throughout the jet, both in the
BLR and MT (for example PKS 1510-089 (Brown (2013))). In a study of the absorption
∗http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/, accessed on 11/06/20.
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of VHE photons in the BLR field of FSRQs, Böttcher and Els (2016) suggest that the
opacity constraints derived can be circumvented by resorting to multi-zone models. In
such a model, the GeV and VHE emission would not be produced co-spatially, with the
latter being emitted at a scale of several parsecs from the central engine.
The detection of 4C 21.35 with MAGIC (Aleksić et al. (2011)) has been explained by
invoking the presence of axion-like particles (ALPs; Tavecchio et al. (2012)). ALPs
(Weinberg (1978)) are light, neutral bosons and have been predicted by the extension of
the standard model in particle physics. Gamma-rays produced inside the BLR are assumed
to oscillate into ALPs, which do not interact with BLR photons and are therefore not
absorbed until they are converted back into photons in magnetic fields outside the BLR
(Galanti et al. (2019)). This leads to a considerable fraction of VHE photons escaping
absorption inside the BLR. Multiple experiments are in operation to confirm the presence
of ALPs (see Graham et al. (2015) for a review).
In this chapter, I investigate the gamma-ray emission from a sample of nine bright FSRQs
detected with the Fermi-LAT during the first eight years of observations. In particular,
I identify periods of high flux with the aim of using the increased photon statistics to
constrain the characteristics and location of the emission region under the assumption of a
leptonic model for the origin of the gamma-rays. This is followed by a study of the VHE
(W ≥ 20 GeV) photon emission from each source. More specifically, I want to:
• identify the shortest variability timescales for the two brightest flare periods in each
source and understand the implications on the size and location of the emission
region;
• investigate further evidence for either BLR or MT emission in the flare spectra such
as a possible spectral cut-off and evidence for energy dependent cooling timescales;
• determine whether the VHE emission observed with the Fermi-LAT for the sample
is compatible with BLR origin and what the findings tell us about the nature of the
emission region(s);
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• assess whether there is an overarching trend in the results obtained for the sources
and consider how they compare with other studies in the literature.
3.2 Source Selection and Data Reduction
The main goal of this investigation is to locate the origin of the gamma-ray emission in
FSRQs. This led to a three step process in the identification of suitable sources, primarily
governed by having sufficient photon statistics to allow for a detailed study of the gamma-
ray emission. The first step involved surveying the Fermi-LAT 8 year catalog of detected
sources, the 4FGL catalog (The Fermi-LAT collaboration (2019a)), for point sources
identified as FSRQs and ordering these by the detection significance of each identification.
It was also desirable to choose from these bright FSRQs sources having flaring episodes
with averaged daily fluxes ≥ 10−6 cm−2 s−1 within uncertainties of 1f above 100 MeV
as reported in the Fermi-LAT list of monitored sources†. Finally, it was essential that all
the identified sources had known redshifts as this is important for interpretation. The final
sample of nine sources chosen for this study is shown in Table 3.1.
The data reduction routine applied is described in detail in Section 2.3. To summarise, I
select all SOURCE class events from both the FRONT and BACK of the detector observed
between modified Julian dates (MJD) 54682.66 and 57604.66. This corresponds to mid-
night on the August 4, 2008 until midnight on August 4, 2016. I consider the energy range
100 MeV-300 GeV and a region of interest (RoI) with radius 15◦ centred on each source.
The initial model for each analysis consisted of all sources within 20◦ of the RoI centre with
the spatial positions of each source given by the RA and DEC obtained from the 4FGL cata-
log (The Fermi-LAT collaboration (2019a)). Also included in the model were the most re-
cent templates for the isotropic andGalactic diffuse emission, iso_P8R3_SOURCE_V3_v1.txt
and gll_iem_v07.fits respectively (see Section 2.3.3).
The analysis began with an initial automatic optimisation of the RoI by iteratively fitting
†https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/msl_lc/, accessed on 11/03/2021.
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the sources. This ensures all parameters are close to their global likelihood maxima.
The spectral normalisation of all modelled sources within the RoI were left free as were
the normalisation factor of both the isotropic and Galactic diffuse emission templates.
Furthermore, the spectral shape parameters of all sources within 5◦ of the centre of the RoI
were left free to vary while those of other sources were fixed to the values reported in the
4FGL catalog (The Fermi-LAT collaboration (2019a)).
The gtfindsrc routine was then applied to search for any additional point sources present in
the model and not included in the 4FGL catalog. No significant additional point sources
were detected indicating that all sources in the model had been accounted for. A binned
likelihood analysis was performed to obtain the spectral parameters best describing the
data during the eight year observation period.
The significance of the gamma-ray emission from each source was evaluated using the
maximum likelihood test statistic (TS). The TS is defined as the log likelihood ratio
between the maximized likelihoods with and without an additional source, !1 and !0







During the likelihood analysis, eight sources in the sample were found to be best modelled











where #0 is the normalisation in units of photons cm−2s−1MeV−1, 0 is the pivot energy
in MeV, U the spectral index and V the curvature.
The brightest source in the sample, 3C 454.3, was found to be best modelled by a power














where W and U are index1 and index2 respectively and cut is the cut-off energy in MeV.
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The resulting eight year averaged spectra of all sources are shown in Figure 3.1 with the
spectral parameters obtained from the fit tabulated in Table 3.1 along with the observed
time-averaged flux and TS values of each source.
3.3 Gamma-ray Lightcurves
To study the temporal behaviour of the gamma-ray flux, the eight year Fermi-LAT data
were initially binned monthly with a likelihood routine applied to each bin separately
using the lightcurve method (see Section 2.3.6). The spectral parameters of all sources
within 5◦ of the RoI centre were left free for each bin as were the normalisation factors
of the background emission models. The resulting lightcurves are shown in Figure 3.2
along with the corresponding uncertainties. Only time intervals having TS ≥ 10 (roughly
corresponding to a significance of 3f) were considered.
In order to pursue an analysis of the location of the emission region, it is necessary to
identify periods of flaring in the lightcurves. There is no general consensus on how to
define a flaring period (for example Resconi et al. (2009), Meyer et al. (2019)). A study by
Nalewajko (2013) defines flares as a contiguous period of time associated with a flux peak
having a flux higher than half the peak value of the entire observation. While this approach
is intuitive, the identification of the flux peaks considered and, in particular, the treatment
of overlapping flare periods is arbitrary.
Meyer et al. (2019) propose a simple two-step procedure based on the Bayesian Block
algorithm (Scargle et al. (2013)), an approach designed to find a series of segments in
the lightcurves over which the flux measurements are compatible to within observational
uncertainties. This method identifies blocks of data points having a flux higher than both
the preceding and subsequent blocks and then proceeding downwards in both directions as
long as the blocks have successively lower fluxes. This approach allows to objectively split
the lightcurves into groups of intervals corresponding to flare and quiescent periods.
My definition of flares is primarily designed to identify the periods of highest flux during


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.1: a. The eight year time-averaged Fermi-LAT spectra obtained for 3C 279,
3C 454.3, 4C 21.35, B2 1520+31 and CTA 102 in the energy range 100 MeV-300 GeV,
shown in separate plots for clarity. The data points are shown as circles along with the
corresponding uncertainties. The curves represent the best fits to the spectra with the
spectral parameters for each source tabulated in Table 3.1. The data are binned into eight
energy bins per decade, with individual bins having a TS < 10 considered as upper limits.
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b. The eight year time-averaged Fermi-LAT spectra obtained PKS 0454-234, PKS 1424-
41, PKS 1502+106 and PKS 1510-089 in the energy range 100 MeV-300 GeV, shown in
separate plots for clarity. The data points are shown as circles along with the corresponding
uncertainties. The curves represent the best fits to the spectra with the spectral parameters
for each source tabulated in Table 3.1. The data are binned into eight energy bins per
decade, with individual bins having a TS < 10 considered as upper limits.
identifies local peaks in flux defined as bins having a flux more than both the preceding
and succeeding bin. I then keep going in both directions as long as the corresponding bins
are successively lower in flux. I then impose the following conditions: (1) The peak of
the flare must have a flux greater than twice the average flux during the entire observation
period; (2) Each bin in the flare must also have a flux greater than the average flux during
the observation period. Once this is no longer satisfied, I extend the final ranges by one
time bin on each side to mark the onset and end of the flares.
Also shown in Figure 3.2 are the time periods satisfying my definition of a flare. Although
some objects show several flares based on my definition, this study focuses on the two
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brightest flares for each object indicated by darker shaded regions. These are likely to
provide sufficient statistics to search for the shortest variability timescales and investigate
the presence of a spectral cut-off or energy dependence in the cooling timescales during
these periods.
For the identified flare periods, I search for variability on shorter timescales by re-analysing
the data with finer binning including daily, 6 hour and 3 hour bins which still satisfy the TS
≥ 10 criterion. The choice of 3 hour bins as a minimum is motivated by the fact that this
is roughly the time taken for the Fermi-LAT to complete a full scan of the sky (2 orbits).
The resulting 3 hour binned lightcurves for each flare period considered in this study are
shown in Appendix A.
3.4 Constraining the size and location of the Emission region
3.4.1 Variability timescales
The observed flux variability can be characterised by calculating the time taken for the flux
to increase or decrease by a factor of 2. Known as the doubling or halving timescale, g,
this is defined by:
 (C) =  (C0)2g
−1 (C−C0) (3.4)
where F(t) and F(C0) are the fluxes at times t and C0 respectively. A least squares routine was
performed to provide the best fit to equation 3.4 for three consecutive flux measurements
in the 3 hour binned lightcurves of each flare period. From these, we can calculate the
intrinsic timescales, gint = g/(1 + I), where I is the redshift of each source.
The choice of three consecutive observations in the fitting procedure is motivated by it
being the minimum number of points required to estimate the variability timescale given
the number of free parameters in equation 3.4. As I am going through every single point
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Figure 3.2: a. The eight year gamma-ray lightcurves for 3C 279, 3C 454.3, 4C 21.35
and PKS 1510-089 between August 4, 2008 (MJD 54682.66) and August 4, 2016 (MJD
57604.66) binned in monthly periods. The errors are purely statistical and only data points
with TS ≥ 10 are shown. The horizontal lines indicate the average flux of each source
during the entire period. The blue shaded regions indicate periods of flaring activity, with
the dark blue shaded regions being the time intervals studied in this investigation.
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b. The eight year gamma-ray lightcurves for B2 1520+31, CTA 102, PKS 0454-234, PKS
1424-41 and PKS 1502+106 between August 4, 2008 (MJD 54682.66) and August 4, 2016
(MJD 57604.66) binned in monthly periods. The errors are purely statistical, and only
data points with TS ≥ 10 are shown. The horizontal lines indicate the average flux of each
source during the entire period. The blue shaded regions indicate periods of flaring activity,
with the dark blue shaded regions being the time intervals studied in this investigation.
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Figure 3.3: The logarithm of the ratio of the fluxes against the rise timescales (i.e. those
associated with an event corresponding to an increase in flux) from Table 3.2. A Pearson
coefficient of -0.36 indicates mild anti-correlation.
in the lightcurve sequentially, this method should be able to give a good estimate for
variability.
However, an important caveat of using equation 3.4 is that it considers flux ratios rather
than the flux values, which as seen in Figure 3.3 raises the possibility of the timescales
anti-correlating with the logarithm of the ratio of the fluxes for fixed time differences
between observations. Nevertheless, the measurement of doubling timescales is common
in the study of FSRQs (for example Foschini et al. (2011a), Saito et al. (2013)) and I use
the same method for the purposes of comparability. As seen in Section 3.6, the results I
obtained are compatible with other studies of the same flares.
The fastest variability timescales having a statistical significance of at least 3f found for
the flares studied are tabulated in Table 3.2. Interestingly, only 3 of the 18 fastest timescales
are associated with an event corresponding to a decrease in flux. This could be interpreted
as evidence for fast-rise exponential decay (FRED) type flares, resulting from the injection




A further caveat when investigating a sample spanning a large range of redshifts, in
conjunctionwith considering a fixed time difference between observationswhen calculating
the variability timescales, is a potential bias towards rapidly varying sources at high redshift.
As seen in Table 3.2, the three shortest variability timescales measured are associated
with the three farthest FSRQs in the sample, namely B2 1520+31, PKS 1424-41 and
PKS 1502+106. This could be a consequence of the Malmquist bias, an effect leading
to the preferential detection of intrinsically brighter objects to greater distances. This
selection bias affects flux-limited surveys, with AGN sources which are more luminous
being detectable to higher redshifts, resulting in a trend of increase in luminosity with
redshift as seen for my sample in Figure 3.4.
Since the luminosities strongly correlate with redshift, any correlation between the mass
of the SMBH and luminosity would also result in it corellating with redshift too. If the
variability timescales scale with themass of the SMBH, it would also be redshift dependent.
Nevertheless, selecting a sample of the brightest sources is common in the study of FSRQs
(for example Meyer et al. (2019)) and the choice of sample is motivated by the necessity
to have sufficient photon statistics in order to allow for a detailed study of the gamma-ray
emission. As seen in Section 3.6, the choice of sample also facilitates comparison with
other studies of the same flares in literature.
Using geometric arguments, the intrinsic variability timescales can be used to constrain
the size of the emission region:
A ≤ 2Xgint (3.5)
where r is the size of the emission region, c is the speed of light and X is the Doppler factor
of the jet. Wherever possible, I use the measurements of X from Jorstad et al. (2017) for
this calculation. The measurements are based on the finding in Jorstad et al. (2005) that
the flux density of majority of the 43 GHz superluminal knots decrease faster than the rate
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.4: The distribution of gamma-ray luminosity against redshift for the sample of
FSRQs investigated in this study. A Pearson coefficient of 0.82 indicates strong correlation.
adiabatic cooling. Under this assumption, the value of the Doppler factor , X, was derived
from the observed radio variability timescale, gvar, luminosity distance, 3! and angular





If a measurement of X is not available in literature I use a value of 10, considered typical
for these objects (for example Foschini et al. (2011a)). The size of the emission region
derived for each of the flares is reported in Table 3.3. Also given for comparison are the
Schwarzschild radii for these objects calculated from the mass of the SMBH (Ghisellini
et al. (2010)).
The measurement of the size of the emission region also allows for a simple back-of-the-
envelope calculation of the energetics of the flare events. I consider the classical shock-in-jet
model (for exampleMarscher and Gear (1985)), which assumes that instabilities in the flow
can lead to the formation of an internal shock within the jet. The particles at the shock front
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Table 3.3: Results for the size of the emission region, remission, obtained for both flare
periods of each source. Also listed are the fastest intrinsic variability timescales, gint, in
hours (see Table 3.2) as well as the average values of the Doppler factors, X (Jorstad et al.
(2017)) (see equation 3.5), used in the calculation. Where a Doppler factor is not available
in the literature I use a value of 10, considered typical for these objects (for example
Foschini et al. (2011a)). For comparison, the final column shows the Schwarzschild radius,
rs, for each source, calculated from the mass of the SMBH (Ghisellini et al. (2010)).
Source Flare X gint remission rs
Peak [hours] [1013m] [1013m]
3C 454.3 Dec 2009 24.4 1.47 ± 0.32 3.87 ± 0.84 0.15
3C 454.3 Nov 2010 24.4 2.80 ± 0.39 7.38 ± 1.03 0.15
CTA 102 Sept 2012 30.5 1.45 ± 0.26 4.78 ± 0.86 0.15
CTA 102 Feb 2016 30.5 1.09 ± 0.18 3.59 ± 0.59 0.15
B2 1520+31 July 2009 10.0 0.65 ± 0.11 0.70 ± 0.12 0.37
B2 1520+31 Nov 2009 10.0 3.03 ± 0.84 3.27 ± 0.91 0.37
PKS 1510-089 Nov 2011 35.3 1.79 ± 0.27 6.82 ± 1.03 0.10
PKS 1510-089 Feb 2012 35.3 1.39 ± 0.41 5.30 ± 1.56 0.10
PKS 1502+106 Feb 2009 10.0 0.86 ± 0.17 0.93 ± 0.18 0.44
PKS 1502+106 July 2015 10.0 1.23 ± 0.08 1.33 ± 0.09 0.44
PKS 1424-41 Jan 2013 10.0 0.71 ± 0.22 0.77 ± 0.24 0.15
PKS 1424-41 Apr 2013 10.0 2.56 ± 0.61 2.76 ± 0.66 0.15
3C 279 Dec 2013 18.3 2.08 ± 0.17 4.11 ± 0.34 0.13
3C 279 June 2015 18.3 2.14 ± 0.65 4.23 ± 1.28 0.13
4C 21.35 June 2010 7.4 2.57 ± 0.83 2.05 ± 0.66 0.09
4C 21.35 Nov 2014 7.4 2.09 ± 0.15 1.67 ± 0.12 0.09
PKS 0454-234 Jan 2009 26.0 1.62 ± 0.28 4.55 ± 0.79 0.37
PKS 0454-234 Nov 2011 26.0 1.39 ± 0.24 3.91 ± 0.67 0.37
get accelerated due to diffuse shock acceleration processes. The cross-sectional radius of
the shock, 'shock, is given by (Bromberg and Levinson (2009)):













(Shukla and Mannheim (2020)), where !W is the gamma-ray luminosity, Γ
the Lorentz factor of the jet and [ the radiative efficiency of the jet, typically taken to be
0.1 (Nemmen et al. (2012)).
Equating the radius of the shock with the size of the emission region, a lower limit of
the Lorentz factor can be obtained. For the June 2015 flare for 3C 279, the value of the
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Lorentz factor is found to be Γ ∼ 65. Assuming that the Doppler factor X ∼ Γ ∼ 65 (for
example Foschini et al. (2011a), Shukla and Mannheim (2020)), this would give values
of X contrary to that measured in Jorstad et al. (2017), implying that this particular flare
is incompatible with a shock-in-jet model and requires other models, for example models
invoking magnetic reconnection within the jet (Giannios et al. (2009), Giannios (2013)).
With the size of the emission region accounted for, I then try to constrain its location. A
small emission region does not automatically imply emission from near the central engine
as over-densities of the plasma can occur throughout the jet, including within the MT. It has
been proposed that these result from magnetic reconnection events (Giannios et al. (2009),
Giannios (2013)) or the recollimation of the jet (Bromberg and Levinson (2009)).
A first order approximation of the distance of the emission region from the SMBH can
be made by assuming a simple one-zone emission model in which the entire width of the
jet is responsible for the emission. This assumption is supported by evidence of observed
variability correlations at different frequencies (Ulrich et al. (1997)). However, FSRQs
have also been known to exhibit orphan flares, for example gamma-ray flares with no
counterpart at longer wavelengths (for example MacDonald et al. (2017)). As noted in
Romero et al. (2017), while this assumption is an over-simplification of the jet geometry, it
does allow for a valid first order approximation to localise the compact emission regions,
and is complemented with the other methods discussed in the remainder of this section.
The size of the emission region, A , is then related to the distance of the emission region
from the central engine, ', using:
A = k' (3.8)
where k is the semi-aperture opening angle of the jet and has typical values between 0.1
- 0.25. (Ghisellini and Tavecchio (2009), Dermer et al. (2009)). The limits obtained are
shown in Figure 3.5 which plots the distances of the gamma-ray emission regions from
the central engine obtained for the two brightest flares together with the radius of the BLR
(RBLR) for each source (Ghisellini et al. (2010), Britto et al. (2015)).
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Figure 3.5: Limits on the distance of the gamma-ray emission regions from the central black
hole obtained for both flares from each source are shown as solid shaded regions, with the
earlier flare on the left. This calculation assumes the entire width of the jet to be responsible
for the emission. The circles represent the limits on the corresponding distances calculated
by Meyer et al. (2019) using variability considerations under the assumption of a conical
jet model. The triangles represent lower limits obtained by Meyer et al. (2019) using fits to
the gamma-ray spectra (M. Meyer, private communication). The diamonds represent the
radius of the BLR (RBLR) for each source taken from Ghisellini et al. (2010). For sources
not reported in Ghisellini et al. (2010), RBLR was calculated using RBLR = 1015L0.5disk,45 m
from values of Ldisk,45, the disk luminosity in units of 1045erg s−1, reported in Britto et al.
(2015).
For comparison, I also show the corresponding distances reported in Meyer et al. (2019)
who investigated five of the sample of FSRQs studied here (exact values obtained from M.
Meyer, private communication). These distanceswere obtained using variability timescales
(shown as circles) and from fits to the observed gamma-ray spectrum (shown as triangles).
In general, I find the emission regions to be closer to the black hole than both sets of results
reported in Meyer et al. (2019) and within the BLR for all sources.
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3.4.2 Photon-photon pair production
The BLR is a photon-rich environment and the interaction between these photons and
gamma-ray photons can lead to photon-photon pair production (WW → 4+4−). TheMThas a
much lower photon density than theBLR,meaning there is less likelihood of pair production
in the MT compared to the BLR. Pair production manifests itself as an attenuation of the
gamma-ray flux for emission coming from the inner regions of the BLR, whereas emission
originating from the MT is not expected to have this spectral feature (Donea and Protheroe
(2003), Liu and Bai (2006)).
Emission originating from the BLR would therefore be expected, in general, to be better
described by a model with a cut-off (such as a log parabola) rather than a power law. It
should be noted that the presence of a cut-off in the spectrum does not automatically imply
BLR origin of emission; it can also be the consequence of a break in the energy distribution
of the emitting electrons (Dermer et al. (2015)).
To search for the presence of a cut-off, each flare period was re-analysed in daily bins using
the routine outlined in Section 3.2. This helped improve statistics at the high energy (1-300
GeV) end of the spectrum. In addition to a log parabolic model (see equation 3.2), I also









where W is the spectral index, 0 is the pivot energy in MeV and #0 is the normalisation in
units of photons cm−2s−1MeV−1.
To compare the fits provided by the two models, I performed an Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) test (Akaike (1974)) to determine which model fits the data better. The
AIC of a model s is given by:
AICB = −2ln!B + 2: 5B (3.10)
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where !B is the likelihood of the model s given the data and : 5B is the number of free
parameters in the model.
In order to compare two models s and s’, I use the difference in AIC values:
ΔAICB,B′ = AICB − AICB′ (3.11)
which estimates how much more model s diverges from the true distribution than model
s’, also known as the relative Kullback-Leibler information quantities of the two models
(Burnham and Anderson (2001), Harris et al. (2012)). Another way of interpreting this is
to consider howmuch data would be lost by modelling the data by model s instead of model
s’. This method is true for both nested and non-nested models (Findley et al. (1998)); for
example, a power law is nested in a log parabola since every parameter in a power law is
also present in a log parabola.
A log parabolic model has one extra free parameter relative to a power law model and
an AIC test also balances the systematic error in a model with fewer parameters with the
random errors of a model having more parameters (Bozdogan (1987)). A lower AICmeans
a better description of the data. An AIC difference of greater than 2 between two models
means that the model with the higher AIC is significantly worse than the model with the
lower AIC value (Lewis et al. (2011)). The AIC differences between the log parabolic and
power law models found for each flare investigated in this work are tabulated in Table 3.4.
Two of the sources, 3C 454.3 and CTA 102, are found to favour a log parabola during both
flares studied, suggesting emission from the BLR. Three further sources, namely 3C 279,
4C 21.35 and PKS 1510-089, are seen to favour a log parabola during one flare but the
results are inconclusive during the other. The results for the remaining four sources are
inconclusive during either flare. This broadly agrees with the results of Costamante et al.
(2018), who investigated the presence of a cut-off in the spectra for a sample of 106 FSRQs
with the highest significance in the Third Fermi-LAT catalog (Ackermann et al. (2015))
including all nine sources studied in this work. Evidence was found for a cut-off in 1/3
of the sources, and it was concluded that the emission in the sample originated in regions
outside the BLR.
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Table 3.4: Summary of the mean difference in AIC values (see equations 3.10 and 3.11)
between a log parabola and power law model during the flare periods from each source.
Also shown is the model the flare spectra prefer, if any; this was determined using the
mean difference in AIC values, whereby a difference of greater than 2 between two models
indicates that the model with the higher AIC is significantly worse than that with the lower
AIC value (Lewis et al. (2011)).
Source Flare Peak Model Preferred ΔAIC
3C 454.3 Dec 2009 Log parabola -6.10
3C 454.3 Nov 2010 Log parabola -39.45
CTA 102 Sept 2012 Log parabola -2.51
CTA 102 Feb 2016 Log parabola -2.22
B2 1520+31 July 2009 Neither -0.57
B2 1520+31 Nov 2009 Neither 1.09
PKS 1510-089 Nov 2011 Neither -0.05
PKS 1510-089 Feb 2012 Log parabola -2.28
PKS 1502+106 Feb 2009 Neither -1.45
PKS 1502+106 July 2015 Neither -0.40
PKS 1424-41 Jan 2013 Neither -0.65
PKS 1424-41 Apr 2013 Neither -0.47
3C 279 Dec 2013 Neither -1.64
3C 279 June 2015 Log parabola -6.01
4C 21.35 June 2010 Log parabola -2.03
4C 21.35 Nov 2014 Neither 0.51
PKS 0454-234 Jan 2009 Neither -1.97
PKS 0454-234 Nov 2011 Neither -0.92
Figure 3.6 shows two representative sets of plots for 3C 454.3 (December 2009) and PKS
1502+106 (July 2015). The top plots show the evolution of daily flux during the course of
the flares. 3C 454.3 is seen to strongly favour a log parabolic model during this outburst,
which is also in accordance with the negative mean AIC value found. PKS 1502+106 is
also observed to favour a curved spectrum during some days of the flare period but this
behaviour is not consistent, resulting in neither model being favoured ultimately. I address
the exact nature and implications of any cut-off on the VHE emission later on in Section
3.5.
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Figure 3.6: Upper panels: Daily evolution of flux for 3C 454.3 during its December 2009
flare (top) and PKS 1502+106 during its July 2015 flare (bottom). Middle panels: The
daily variation of the spectral parameter V during the corresponding flare periods. The
dashed horizontal line is at V = 0. Lower panels: Difference in AIC values between the
log parabola and power law fits to spectra observed during the flare in daily intervals.
The points in the red shaded region represent daily intervals better modelled with a log
parabola over a power law. The points in the green shaded region represent daily intervals
favouring a power law over a log parabola. Points between the shaded regions represent
daily intervals showing no significant deviation between the two models.
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3.4.3 Energy dependent cooling
Another key difference between BLR and MT emission is the energy of the seed photons
in these regions. The photons in the BLR, being ultraviolet photons, are typically a factor
∼ 100 more energetic than the infrared photons present in the MT. Dotson et al. (2012)
found that Inverse Compton (IC) scattering takes place in the Klein-Nishina regime when
the emission region is located inside the BLR, and in the Thomson regime for emission
from farther out within the MT.
This difference results in energy-independent electron cooling times for emission from
the BLR as opposed to energy-dependent cooling timescales for regions within the MT.
Cooling times are shorter at higher energies, such that emission from the MT would be
expected to have, in general, a time-lag on timescales of a few hours between the cooling
of the MeV and GeV components of the flare.
To investigate this, I re-analysed the flare periods in two distinct energy ranges: 0.1 - 1
GeV (low energy) and 1 - 300 GeV (high energy), binned in six hourly intervals using the
procedure outlined in Section 3.2. Six hour bins were chosen as a compromise to allow for
sufficient events for analysis (especially at high energies) while still enabling the detection
of short timescale variability. The resulting high- and low-energy lightcurves are shown in
Appendix B.
Local cross-correlation functions (LCCFs; Welsh (1999)) were then applied to the high-
and low-energy lightcurves to search for correlations in the data. The use of LCCFs was
motivated by the fact that this technique is independent of differences in sampling rates
of the two lightcurves. Unlike Discrete Correlation Functions (DCFs; Edelson and Krolik
(1988)), LCCFs are intrinsically bound in the interval [-1,1] and have also been found to
be more efficient than DCFs in the study of correlations (Max-Moerbeck et al. (2014b)).
There were not sufficient statistics to enable a LCCF analysis for all flares: this was the
case for both the flares studied from B2 1520+31, PKS 0454-234 and PKS 1424-41, and
the November 2014 flare from 4C 21.35. Furthermore, the LCCF for the December 2013
flare from 3C 279 did not exhibit a clear peak making it difficult to draw any conclusions.
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Figure 3.7: Left : A comparison between the PDF histograms of the original lightcurve (in
blue) and the lightcurves generated from 1000 simulations (in red). Right : Periodograms
of the original lightcurve (in blue) and the lightcurves generated from 1000 simulations (in
red). The final two columns in Table 3.5 list the spectral slopes, V where the power spectral
density PSD ∝ a−V , of the original lightcurves and the mean and 95% confidence intervals
of the simulated lightcurves respectively.
The LCCFs obtained from flares of the remaining sources are shown in Figure 3.8. Also
shown is the peak of the LCCFs along with the corresponding uncertainties, both derived
from Gaussian fits. While the peaks of the Gaussian fits give a first order determination
of the uncertainty, these do not account for the effects of correlated red-noise between the
datasets (Uttley et al. (2003)).
In order to provide a better estimate of the significance of the observed peaks, Monte Carlo
simulations were performed to generate 1000 artificial low energy lightcurves matching
the probability distribution function (PDF) and power spectral density (PSD) of the obser-
vations using the method outlined in Emmanoulopoulos et al. (2013)∗. Figure 3.7 shows a
representative plot of the PDF and PSD obtained from both the original and 1000 simulated
lightcurves of the November 2010 flare of 3C 454.3.
Each simulated lightcurve was cross-correlated with the corresponding observed high
energy lightcurves and the 68%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals obtained are shown in
∗The code was developed from Connolly, S. D., 2016, Astrophysics Source Code Library, re-




Figure 3.8 with the results summarised in Table 3.5. With the exception of the December
2009 flare from 3C 454.3, the February 2009 flare from PKS 1502+106 and the February
2012 flare of PKS 1510-089, all correlations are found to have a significance of ≥ 95%.
A peak at 0 indicates an absence of time-lag implying BLR origin of the gamma-ray
emission. This is found to be compatible with observations from the June 2015 flare from
3C 279, the November 2010 flare of 3C 454.3, the February 2016 flare of CTA 102 and the
July 2015 flare from PKS 1502+106. A positive time-lag on the other hand implies that
the low energy flux is delayed with respect to the high energy flux. Under the assumption
that the flux increase in both energy bands occurs at the same time, this points towards MT
origin of emission and is seen for both flares from PKS 1510-089, the December 2009 flare
from 3C 454.3 and the February 2009 flare from PKS 1502+106.
Two flares, namely the June 2010 flare from 4C 21.35 and the September 2012 flare from
CTA 102, show evidence of a negative temporal lag indicating that the changes to the
low energy flux precede any changes to the high energy flux. While a negative temporal
lag does not constrain the location of the emission to either the BLR or MT, it can be
interpreted as evidence indicating the MeV and GeV components of the flare have different
origin. Evidence of a negative time lag between the high- and low-energy lightcurves in
FSRQs has also been reported in other studies (for example Brown (2013), Cohen et al.
(2014)).
3.5 VHE Emission
I now investigate the very high energy (VHE) photon emission from the sample of FSRQs
and discuss its implications on the location of the emission region. For this study, VHE
photons are defined as photons having an energy W ≥ 20 GeV in the rest frame of the
source. The observation of VHE photons is generally difficult to explain if the emission is
assumed to be coming from the inner regions of the BLR as photon-photon pair production
would make the escape of the high energy photons less probable (Donea and Protheroe
(2003), Liu et al. (2008), Böttcher et al. (2009)).
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Figure 3.8: a. Local cross-correlation functions (LCCFs) calculated between the 0.1 -
1 GeV and the 1 - 300 GeV lightcurves during the flare periods. (The lightcurves, binned
in six hour intervals, shown in Appendix B.) The shaded regions indicate the error bounds
of the LCCFs. The LCCFs have been fitted with a Gaussian with the time corresponding
to the peak of the fit and the associated uncertainty shown in the legend. The green lines
represent the 68%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals (from darker to lighter shades)
derived from Monte Carlo simulations.
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b. Local cross-correlation functions (LCCFs) calculated between the 0.1 - 1 GeV and the
1 - 300 GeV lightcurves during the flare periods. (The lightcurves, binned in six hour
intervals, shown in Appendix B.) The shaded regions indicate the error bounds of the
LCCFs. The LCCFs have been fitted with a Gaussian with the time corresponding to the
peak of the fit and the associated uncertainty shown in the legend. The green lines represent
the 68%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals (from darker to lighter shades) derived from
Monte Carlo simulations.
As a first step, I performed a binned maximum likelihood analysis on the entire eight year
data set in the 20 GeV-300 GeV, 50 GeV-300 GeV and 100 GeV-300 GeV energy ranges,
using the point source and diffuse emission models outlined in Section 3.2. The positions
and spectral definitions of all sources in the RoI were once again taken from the 4FGL
catalog (The Fermi-LAT collaboration (2019a)).
The resulting flux values and test statistic of sources having a TS ≥ 10 for the different
energy ranges are listed in Table 3.6. As expected, both flux and detection significance
decrease with increasing threshold energy. Two of the three sources found to have a TS ≥
10 above 100 GeV are among the FSRQs detected with ground-based instruments: PKS
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Table 3.5: Results of the LCCF study between the 0.1 - 1 GeV and the 1 - 300 GeV
lightcurves during the flare periods. This includes the times corresponding to the peaks of
the Gaussian fit along with the associated uncertainties and their significance in percentile
derived from Monte Carlo simulations. The final two columns list the spectral slopes, V
where the power spectral density PSD ∝ a−V , of the original lightcurves and the mean and
95% confidence intervals of the simulated lightcurves respectively.
Source Flare LCCF Timelag Significance Voriginal Vsimulations
Peak Peak [hours] [%]
3C 454.3 Dec 2009 0.4±0.2 11.5±3.3 ≥68 1.05 ± 0.01 1.11 ± 0.20
3C 454.3 Nov 2010 0.9±0.1 0.1±1.3 ≥99 1.22 ± 0.01 1.27 ± 0.28
CTA 102 Sept 2012 0.8±0.2 -13.9±1.7 ≥99 0.67 ± 0.03 0.73 ± 0.36
CTA 102 Feb 2016 0.7±0.4 5.6±7.2 ≥95 1.28 ± 0.02 1.32 ± 0.31
PKS 1510-089 Nov 2011 0.8±0.2 17.5±2.4 ≥99 0.71 ± 0.01 0.74 ± 0.22
PKS 1510-089 Feb 2012 0.3±0.2 25.5±8.0 ≥68 1.05 ± 0.01 1.01 ± 0.17
PKS 1502+106 Feb 2009 0.3±0.2 10.6±4.1 ≥68 1.13 ± 0.02 1.20 ± 0.28
PKS 1502+106 July 2015 0.6±0.4 0.5±2.7 ≥95 0.86 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.19
3C 279 June 2015 0.7±0.3 0.9±2.8 ≥99 0.76 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.16
4C 21.35 June 2010 0.9±0.2 -5.8±0.4 ≥99 0.97 ± 0.02 1.08 ± 0.25
1510-089 (Abramowski et al. (2013)) and 3C 279 (Errando et al. (2008)). PKS 0454-234,
while not yet detected with current ground-based instruments, is an interesting candidate
for such observations.
To check that the VHE photon emission is associated with the source, I used the Fermi
science tool gtsrcprob (see Section 2.3.7), which calculates the probability of each photon
being associated with a source in the RoI. Before this step, it was necessary to account for
the diffuse components using another Fermi science tool gtdiffrsp and adding the response
to the input data. I restrict myself to a radius of 0.1◦ around each source and consider only
photons having a ≥ 99 % probability of originating from the sources.
Figure 3.9 shows the lightcurves of the VHE photons emitted by the sample over the entire
eight year observation period with the time periods satisfying my definition of flares (see
Section 3.3) again shown as shaded regions. In most cases, the VHE photon emission is
seen to occur during the flare events.
There are instances (for example PKS 0454-234) in which there is VHE photon emission
outside the flare periods. As discussed later, this could indicate that the VHE photons are
emitted from a different location than the lower energy emission studied previously, but
at the very least shows that GeV flares are not necessarily a predictor of VHE emission,
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and vice versa. This reinforces the requirement for comprehensive sky surveys in the VHE
regime (Hassan et al. (2017b); see Chapter 5).
As discussed in Section 3.4.2, emission coming from the BLR is expected to have an
intrinsic cut-off due to photon-photon pair production. I now attempt to quantify the nature
of this cut-off and study its implications for the location of the emission region. The Fermi
science tool gtobssim is used to simulate observations for the sample of FSRQs taking into
account IRFs and the spacecraft pointing history.
This routine allows the simulation of observations from both point and diffuse sources
within a selected RoI having a specified spectral shape. In addition to evaluating actual
data, this method is also useful in planning observation proposals. The gtobssim tool
requires the spacecraft pointing history and livetime cube files as well as a source model
XML file containing information, such as the integral flux, spectral shape, energy range
and spatial position of the source. Furthermore, more than one source may be simulated at
any given time with the list of sources to be simulated provided as a separate input.
The simulations assume intrinsic absorption due to BLR photons and the energies of the
simulated photons, when compared to the energies of the observed photons, should reveal
whether this assumption is correct and if the observed VHE photons are indeed compatible
with BLR origin. I specify the energy distribution for my simulations by starting with the
eight year time-averaged spectra obtained in Section 3.2 and concentrate on the energy
range 20 GeV-300 GeV.
Attenuation due to the Extragalactic Background Light (EBL) is also accounted for; I use
the EBL opacities, g, stated in the Domínguez et al. (2011) model in this study to calculate
the likely attenuation. This model has been found to be compatible with the upper limits
from gamma-ray astronomy (for example Mazin and Raue (2007), MAGIC Collaboration
et al. (2008)).
The intrinsic absorption due to photons present in the BLR is accounted for by choosing
a number of cut-off energies, cut, evenly spaced in the interval 10 GeV-30 GeV. The
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where once again 0 is the pivot energy in MeV, #0 is the normalisation in units of photons
cm−2s−1MeV−1 and U and V the spectral index and curvature respectively.
Using 1000 simulations for each sourcewith different seed variables, the energy distribution
of the most energetic photons simulated was determined. These are shown in Figure 3.10,
where I plot the 1f and 2f confidence intervals as a function of the different cut-off energies
used in the simulations. Also shown is the energy of highest energy photon observed
with the Fermi-LAT during the eight year period for each source with its corresponding
uncertainty.
The cut-off energy range which best agrees with the observation was then determined and
compared to the expected onset of the intrinsic cut-off due to interaction with Lyman alpha
photons in the BLR (LyU = 251+I GeV for a source at redshift z (Pacciani et al. (2014))). In
the case where the observed and expected photon energies are compatible, the VHE photon
emission observed with the Fermi-LAT is compatible with BLR origin; this is the case for
for 3C 279, 3C 454.3 and 4C 21.35. However, for the other 6 sources, the VHE emission
is constrained to parsec scale distances from the central engine, i.e. within the MT.
3.6 Discussion
3.6.1 Individual Sources
In order to draw conclusions regarding the location of the emission region, I now combine
the findings from the methods discussed in the previous two sections and study their
implications for each source individually. The results are summarised in Table 3.7.
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Figure 3.9: a. The detected energy, EW , of the individual high energy photons detected
with the Fermi-LAT over the entire eight year observation period as a function of time
for 3C 279, 3C 454.3, 4C 21.35 and PKS 1510-089. All energies are in the rest frame
of the galaxy. Only photons with energy EW ≥ 20 GeV and a probability of ≥ 99% for
originating from each source are shown. Also shown as blue shaded regions are the time
intervals which satisfy my definition of a flare period (see Section 3.3), with the darker
shaded regions being the time intervals studied in this investigation.
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b. The detected energy, EW , of the individual high energy photons detected with the Fermi-
LAT over the entire eight year observation period as a function of time for B2 1520+31,
CTA 102, PKS 0454-234, PKS 1424-41 and PKS 1502+106. All energies are in the rest
frame of the galaxy. Only photons with energy EW ≥ 20 GeV and a probability of ≥ 99%
for originating from each source are shown. Also shown as blue shaded regions are the
time intervals which satisfy my definition of a flare period (see Section 3.3), with the darker
shaded regions being the time intervals studied in this investigation.
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Figure 3.10: a. The plots show the energy distributions of the most energetic photons,
max, obtained from Monte Carlo simulations as a function of the cut-off energy, cut,
used in the simulations (see equation 3.12) for 3C 279, 3C 454.3, 4C 21.35, B2 1520+31
and CTA 102. The blue and red shaded regions represent the 1f and 2f confidence
intervals respectively. The green dashed line is the energy of highest energy photon
observed with the Fermi-LAT during the eight year observation period for each source
along with the corresponding uncertainty. The cut-off energy range which best agrees with
the observations is shown as the vertical blue shaded region. For comparison, the black
vertical line is the expected intrinsic cut-off energy due to interaction with Lyman alpha
photons calculated as LyU = 251+I GeV where z is the redshift of the source.
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b. The plots show the energy distributions of the most energetic photons, max, obtained
from Monte Carlo simulations as a function of the cut-off energy, cut, used in the sim-
ulations (see equation 3.12) for PKS 0454-234, PKS 1424-41, PKS 1502+106 and PKS
1510-089. The blue and red shaded regions represent the 1f and 2f confidence intervals
respectively. The green dashed line is the energy of highest energy photon observed with
the Fermi-LAT during the eight year observation period for each source along with the cor-
responding uncertainty. The cut-off energy range which best agrees with the observations
is shown as the vertical blue shaded region. For comparison, the black vertical line is the
expected intrinsic cut-off energy due to interaction with Lyman alpha photons calculated
as LyU = 251+I GeV where z is the redshift of the source.
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Table 3.6: The average flux and test statistic (TS) values (see equation 3.1) obtained
from a likelihood analysis of the eight year (MJD 54682.66 - MJD 57604.66) Fermi-LAT
observations of each source above an energy threshold of W ≥ 20 GeV, W ≥ 50 GeV
and W ≥ 100 GeV respectively. Only sources having a TS ≥ 10 in each energy range are
shown.
Source Flux TS
[ 10−6 photons cm−2 s−1]
20 GeV-300 GeV
3C 454.3 5.71 ± 0.86 536
CTA 102 0.76 ± 0.32 89
B2 1520+31 1.42 ± 0.41 85
PKS 1510-089 11.47 ± 1.51 820
PKS 1502+106 2.77 ± 1.38 213
PKS 1424-41 7.85 ± 0.89 837
3C 279 5.97 ± 1.18 386
4C 21.35 6.89 ± 1.13 501
PKS 0454-234 6.26 ± 1.05 504
50 GeV-300 GeV
3C 454.3 0.52 ± 0.35 25
PKS 1510-089 4.42 ± 1.35 119
PKS 1424-41 0.42 ± 0.20 39
3C 279 2.31 ± 0.95 65
4C 21.35 1.19 ± 0.54 69
PKS 0454-234 2.14 ± 0.79 84
100 GeV-300 GeV
PKS 1510-089 2.42 ± 1.18 39
3C 279 1.28 ± 1.02 16
PKS 0454-234 0.39 ± 0.29 22
3.6.1.1 3C 454.3
The variability timescales for 3C 454.3, the brightest of the sources, predict a compact
emission region of size (3.87± 0.84)× 1013 mfor theDecember 2009 flare and (7.38± 1.03)
× 1013 m for the November 2010 flare. Both of these are compatible with emission from
the inner regions of the BLR in a simple one-zone model. This conclusion is reinforced
by evidence that the spectra of both flares favour a log parabolic model over a power law,
particularly in the case of the November 2010 flare.
The bright November 2010 flare also provides sufficient statistics for a LCCF to be obtained;





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































supporting a BLR origin of the emission. However, the LCCF for the December 2009 flare
indicates the low energy flux is delayed with respect to the high energy flux with evidence
of a time-lag of 11.5 ± 3.3 hours. Assuming the flux increase in both bands takes place at
the same time, this favours emission from the MT.
As seen in Figure 3.9, both flare periods studied in this work are observed to be accompanied
by the emission of VHE (EW ≥ 20 GeV) photons. The most energetic photon from this
source, with energy 95.1 ± 6.1 GeV, was emitted on MJD 56076.89 and is outside of the
flare periods studied here. Monte Carlo simulations when compared to the energy of this
photon show that the cut-off energy that best agrees with the observations is 13.0± 1.2 GeV,
which is compatible with the expected cut-off of 13.441 ± 0.001 GeV due to interaction
with Lyman alpha photons in the BLR. 3C 454.3 has not been detected in the energy range
EW ≥ 100GeVwith ground-based gamma-ray telescopes and an analysis of the Fermi-LAT
data over the entire observation period also found no significant emission in this energy
range.
The November 2010 flare was studied in Foschini et al. (2011a) and the 2− 3 hour intrinsic
variability timescales reported is compatible with the 2.80 ± 0.39 hours result for the same
flare observed in this investigation. It should also be noted that the Foschini et al. (2011a)
calculation requires the successive measurements to have a difference in flux significant at
at least 3f. A separate investigation of 3C 454.3 from August 2008 to January 2010 by
Tavecchio et al. (2010) also found variability timescales of a few hours and constrained the
size of the emission region to R < 3.5×1013(X)/10m = 8.54× 1013 m for X = 24.4 (Jorstad
et al. (2017)), a factor ∼ 1.8 times larger than the upper limits obtained in this study. Both
investigations conclude that the emission region is within the BLR. The same conclusion
is also reached in a study of the November 2010 flare by Vercellone et al. (2011).
Combining the results of my analyses, I conclude that the gamma-ray emission in 3C
454.3 predominantly comes from regions within the BLR. However, the December 2009
flare exhibits energy dependence of the cooling timescales, suggesting the possibility of
multiple simultaneously active emission regions both within the BLR and the MT. This
agrees with the findings of the multi-wavelength study of the same flare by Pacciani et al.
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(2010) who concluded that explaining the gamma-ray observations corresponding to the
peak of the flare requires models more elaborate than a simple one-zone emission model.
An investigation of the June 2014 flare from 3C 454.3 by Coogan et al. (2016) also suggests
the presence of multiple emission regions and constrains the location of the emission to
be outside the BLR. As seen in Table 3.7, the possibility of multiple simultaneously active
emission regions is not a property unique to 3C 454.3 but a general feature found in my
sample.
3.6.1.2 CTA 102
The September 2012 flare from CTA 102 shows a shortest variability timescale of 1.45
± 0.26 hours while the February 2016 flare shows an even shorter timescale of 1.09 ±
0.18 hours. Both of these imply an extremely compact emission region which, assuming
the entire width of the jet to be responsible for the emission, are both compatible with
emission from near the central engine. The spectra from both flares studied also favour a
log parabola over a power law, which in principle reinforces the theory of BLR origin of
the emission.
The peak of the Gaussian fit to the LCCF obtained for the February 2016 flare is compatible
with an absence of a time-lag and further evidence of emission from within the BLR. The
LCCF for the September 2012 flare shows evidence of a lag at -13.9 ± 1.7 hours, which
indicates that the variations in low energy flux precede any changes to the high energy flux.
This can be interpreted as evidence of multiple emission regions, with the MeV and GeV
components having different origins for this particular flare.
Only two VHE photons are seen during the entire observation period, both of which
coincide with the February 2016 flare. The most energetic of these photons, observed
on MJD 57404.15, has an energy 46.5 ± 2.9 GeV. Monte Carlo simulations indicate this
photon best agrees with a cut-off at 5.5 ± 0.6 GeV as opposed to the 12.32 ± 0.02 GeV
expected from Lyman alpha photon interaction.
A possible explanation for the unusually low cut-off observed in the spectrum is the
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absorption of gamma-rays due to pair production on Helium II recombination continuum
photons (Poutanen and Stern (2010)). This would indicate the emission originates deep
inside the BLR, within a light-year from the SMBH. Sahakyan (2020) also report evidence
of a spectral cut-off in the energy range 9 - 16 GeV from Fermi-LAT observations of CTA
102 between January 2016 and April 2018. The feature is stated to be likely due to an
intrinsic break in the energy distribution of the emitting particles and the observations were
found incompatible with BLR origin of emission.
Zacharias et al. (2017) explain the evolution of CTA 102 from late 2016 to early 2017 as
being a result of the addition of a large amount of mass to the jet over a period of a few
months, with the subsequent drop in the light curve due to ablation of the material. From
modelling the spectrum, a strong constraint on the maximum electron Lorentz factor is
derived which also forces a cut-off of the IC component to be fixed at ∼ 20 GeV. This is
an upper limit of the maximum photon energy achievable without taking EBL absorption
into consideration. For comparison, my Monte Carlo simulations are compatible with
an expected spectral cut-off at 6.09 ± 0.60 GeV when EBL absorption is not taken into
account, which is not compatible with the result of Zacharias et al. (2017).
In conclusion, I find evidence indicating the gamma-ray emission in CTA 102 is produced
in multiple compact emission regions, some of which may be deep inside the BLR.
3.6.1.3 B2 1520+31
B2 1520+31 shows a fastest flux doubling time of 0.65± 0.11 hours from the July 2009 flare,
the shortest variability timescale obtained from all the flares studied in this investigation
and implying an extremely compact emission region of size (0.70 ± 0.12) × 1013 m for this
particular flare. The November 2009 flare has a variability timescale of 3.03 ± 0.84 hours
corresponding to an emission region of size (3.27 ± 0.91) × 1013 m. These two timescales
were observed in flux measurements ∼ 100 days apart and if the two flares had their origin
in a single event, this would suggest the emission region is expanding with a velocity of
(2.97 ± 0.97) × 106 ms−1 ≈ 0.01 c.
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The spectra of both the flares studied show no strong preference for either a power law or
a log parabolic model, making the search for a spectral cut-off inconclusive. The study
of energy dependence in cooling timescales was also found to be inconclusive, due to a
lack of photon statistics preventing analysis using LCCFs. A total of 8 VHE photons were
observed over the entire eight year observation of which 2 coincide with the July 2009 flare.
The most energetic of these photons, having energy 126.04 ± 8.66 GeV, was observed on
MJD 57095.99, outside the time intervals corresponding to a flaring period.
Monte Carlo simulations indicate that a cut-off energy at 17.1 ± 1.6 GeV best agrees
with the energy of this photon. This is considerably higher than the 10.040 ± 0.001 GeV
expected due to Lyman alpha absorption and indicates that the VHE photon emission is
not compatible with BLR origin. Pacciani et al. (2014) investigated a high energy flaring
period of B2 1520+31 from April 2009. Interpolating the work of Liu and Bai (2006), the
optical depth, gWW , was calculated for the BLR region. The optical depth for gamma-rays
emitted at the midpoint of the spherical BLR shell was found to be gWW = 1.4 at 35 GeV and
gWW = 2.0 at 50 GeV. This further implies the VHE photons observed are likely produced
at large distances from the SMBH.
The evidence from the flare variability studies, put together, suggests the gamma-ray
flares are being produced in a very small emission region, which could be within the
BLR. However, there is no further evidence to suggest BLR origin of emission since
investigations of both a cut-off in the flare spectra and energy dependence of cooling
timescales proved inconclusive. Furthermore, the VHE photon emission observed with the
Fermi-LAT strongly disfavours BLR origin for these photons.
3.6.1.4 PKS 1510-089
TheNovember 2011 flare for PKS 1510-089was found to have a fastest variability timescale
of 1.79 ± 0.27 hours while the February 2012 flare has a shortest timescale of 1.39 ± 0.41
hours. Assuming the entire width of the jet to be responsible for the emission, this would
indicate emission from within the BLR. This possibility is supported by the spectrum of
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the February 2012 flare favouring a log parabolic model over a power law, although the
November 2011 flare favours neither model significantly.
An investigation into the energy dependence of the cooling timescales shows evidence that
both flares exhibit a positive time-lag between the high- and low-energy emission. Under
the assumption that the flux increase in both energy bands occurs simultaneously, this in
turn indicates emission from the MT. Furthermore, the VHE photons observed with the
Fermi-LAT predict an expected cut-off energy of 21.2 ± 1.7 GeV, which is higher than the
18.38 ± 0.03 GeV cut-off expected for BLR origin emission. There is also substantial VHE
photon emission outside the flare periods including the most energetic photon, of energy
107.6 ± 7.4 GeV, observed on MJD 55687.83. Indeed, PKS 1510-089 has been detected
at EW ≥ 100 GeV with the H.E.S.S. telescopes (Abramowski et al. (2013)), which would
also indicate emission farther from the black hole.
An investigation of the first 3.75 years of Fermi-LAT data for PKS 1510-089 by Brown
(2013) includes theNovember 2011 flare studied here and reports an even shorter variability
timescale of 1.21 ± 0.15 hours by applying equation 3.4 directly to two consecutive flux
measurements satisfying TS ≥ 10, rather than the three consecutive time bins I have
used. From spectral and variability studies, it was concluded that the jet was capable of
simultaneously producing rapid variability gamma-ray emission at various points along
the entire jet from the BLR to the MT. Both my study and that of Brown (2013) agree
on the lack of a trend between GeV flux and emission of VHE photons, which can be
interpreted as further evidence of multiple emission zones with the VHE emission thought
to be produced farther out in the MT.
A study of the Fermi-LAT data from September to December 2011 by Saito et al. (2013)
found similar results and conclusions to Brown (2013) and also reported observed doubling
timescales of ∼ 1 hour. Assuming a generic Doppler factor X = 20, the emission region
was constrained to be of size 1.5 × 1013 m which is smaller than the upper limit of
(6.82 ± 1.03) × 1013 m obtained in this work using X = 35.3 (Jorstad et al. (2017)) from
optical data. The emission region was thought to be located within the BLR while any
VHE emission, if detected, was argued to be produced further from the central engine. A
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similar conclusion was reached by Barnacka et al. (2014) who use a two-zone model to
reproduce the VHE emission observed with the H.E.S.S. telescopes in March 2009. In
their model the bulk of the GeV emission is found to be coming from within the BLR,
while the VHE emission results from the Comptonization of IR photons from the MT. My
results support this hypothesis.
3.6.1.5 PKS 1502+106
The shortest variability timescale from the February 2009 flare of PKS 1502+106 is 0.86 ±
0.17 hours, one of only three sub-hour timescales discovered among the flares investigated.
Based on this timescale, the size of the emission region is constrained to be (0.93 ± 0.18)
× 1013 m. The July 2015 flare also shows hour scale variability, with a shortest variability
timescale of 1.23 ± 0.08 hours implying an emission region of size (1.33 ± 0.09) × 1013 m.
The spectra for both flares were found to favour neither a power law nor a log parabolic
model, so there is no evidence for a cut-off in the spectrum. The results of the LCCF study
are mixed; emission from the July 2015 flare supports the premise of BLR origin with
evidence for a correlation peak at 0.5 ± 2.7 hours, but the more rapid February 2009 flare
shows a correlation peak at 10.6 ± 4.1 hours, which is instead compatible with emission
from within the MT.
Both the flare periods studied coincide with VHE photon emission, including the most
energetic photon which has an energy 145.11 ± 11.09 GeV and was observed on MJD
57283.92 (during the July 2015 flare). Monte Carlo simulations reveal that a cut-off energy
of 14.7 ± 1.5 GeV best agrees with this observation, which is higher than the expected
cut-off of 8.803 ± 0.005 GeV due to Lyman alpha absorption of BLR photons. This implies
that the VHE photon emission observed with the Fermi-LAT is not compatible with the
BLR and might indicate the presence of multiple emission regions.
The complex nature of my findings agrees with the results of Abdo et al. (2010d), whose
study of Fermi-LAT observations from PKS 1502+106 between August - December 2008
concluded that the gamma-ray emissionwas produced byExternal Compton (EC) scattering
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of BLR photons. Using the flux increase between August 5 and 6, the maximum size of the
emission region was constrained to be R ≤ 6.8 × 1013 m which is a factor ∼ 6 bigger than
my findings. The level of correlations found between gamma-ray, X-ray, optical and UV
data during the flare and post-outburst periods, supported the conclusion that this source
is likely to be at the border between BLR dissipated FSRQs and MT dissipated FSRQs.
Abdo et al. (2010d) also suggest the large gamma-ray dominance over other wavelengths
observed during the outburst is difficult to explain with a single-zone emission model.
An investigation by Max-Moerbeck et al. (2014a), using the first three years of Fermi-LAT
data cross-correlated with radio data, found PKS 1502+106 as one of only three sources
to show a correlation at larger than 2.25f. The radio variations were found to lag the
gamma-ray variations, indicating the gamma-ray emission originates upstream of the radio
emission at a distance of 22 ± 15 pc from the central engine, which is beyond the BLR for
a conical jet model.
In conclusion, this study finds PKS 1502+106 to be another example of an FSRQ with
multiple simultaneously active emission regions. There is evidence of BLR emission from
the short variability timescales, while the study of energy dependent cooling timescales
yields different results for the two flare periods. However, the VHE photons observed with
the Fermi-LAT are clearly not compatible with a BLR origin for the emission.
3.6.1.6 PKS 1424-41
The observed variability timescales of the January 2013 flare from PKS 1424-41 indicate
a gamma-ray emission region of size (0.77 ± 0.24) × 1013 m. The April 2013 flare from
this source was found to have a larger emission region of size (2.76 ± 0.66) × 1013 m.
However, in neither flare is one spectral model favoured over another, and a lack of statistics
at high energies made the study of energy dependent cooling inconclusive. Monte Carlo
simulations show that the most energetic photon observed with the Fermi-LAT, having
energy 140.5 ± 10.7 GeV and observed on MJD 56970.42, outside the flare periods I have
studied, is compatible with a cut-off energy of 12.3 ± 1.2 GeV. This is just incompatible
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with the energy cut-off expected due to BLR emission of 9.920 ± 0.001 GeV.
A multi-wavelength study of the April 2013 flare by Tavecchio et al. (2013) found the
emission region to be located outside the BLR. Interpreting the SED using a one-zone
leptonic model, the emission region was constrained to a distance of 5 × 1016 m from
the central engine. Emission regions within the MT can also be reconciled with the
short variability timescales observed in this study if one assumes the existence of compact
emission regions throughout the jet. It has been proposed that these result from magnetic
reconnection events (Giannios et al. (2009), Giannios (2013)) or the recollimation of the
jet (Bromberg and Levinson (2009)).
The gamma-ray observations corresponding to the January 2013 flare period investigated
in this work were claimed to be coincident with the petaelectronvolt (PeV; 1 PeV = 106
GeV) neutrino cascade event IC 35 detected by the IceCube collaboration (Kadler et al.
(2016)), interpreted as evidence for hadronic emission from this object. IceCube events
are classified depending on the pattern of the light seen in the detector array. Track events
result from a high energy muon travelling a large distance, forming a visible track in the
detector, and have an angular resolution of ≤ 1◦. Cascade events, such as IC 35, are due to
particle showers resulting from neutrino interactions and can be resolved to ∼ 15◦(Aartsen
et al. (2014)). The larger positional uncertainty for the cascade event raises the possibility
of chance spatial coincidences between astrophysical neutrinos and potential astrophysical
sources.
The IC 35 neutrino event that Kadler et al. (2016) claimed to associated with the gamma-ray
flare studied in this work was centered on the coordinates RA = 208.4◦ and DEC = -55.8◦
with amedian positional uncertainty of '50 = 15.9◦. As such, there is an angular separation
of \ = 14.8◦ between PKS 1424-41 and the neutrino cascade event. A Monte Carlo study
of IceCube track neutrino candidates, revealed that a single neutrino event within 1◦ of a
gamma-ray source is consistent with chance coincidence (Brown et al. (2015)). Finally, I
note that the January 2013 flare period also included the emission of 8 VHE photons but
that there was no reported detection of neutrino events at those exact time intervals.
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Nonetheless, a hadronic component to the emission might explain why the leptonic ap-
proaches used throughout this study to determine the location of the emission region from
the flares have proved inconclusive.
The results of my investigations, put together, implies an extremely compact gamma-ray
emission region. There is no direct evidence to suggest BLR origin as investigations into the
presence of a cut-off in the spectrum and the energy dependence of the cooling timescales
proved inconclusive for both flare periods studied. The VHE photon emission observed
with the Fermi-LAT is incompatible with BLR origin and indicates emission from within
the MT.
3.6.1.7 3C 279
3C 279 shows a shortest variability timescale of 2.08 ± 0.17 hours during the December
2013 flare and 2.14 ± 0.65 hours for the June 2015 flare. While the December 2013 flare
favours neither model, the spectrum of the June 2015 flare strongly favours a log parabola
over a power law and is therefore compatible with an emission region inside the BLR.
Further evidence towards BLR origin of emission is provided by the LCCF study of the
June 2015 flare showing a lag of 0.9 ± 2.8 hours, indicating no energy dependence in
cooling timescales. The LCCF study of the December 2013 flare was inconclusive due to
a lack of photon statistics.
During the flare periods studied, 19 VHE photons were observed with the Fermi-LAT.
However, the maximum observed photon energy, 88.6 ± 6.5 GeV, was observed on MJD
56785.70, just outside the period of the December 2013 flare. Monte Carlo simulations
suggest that this corresponds to a cut-off energy of 16.5 ± 1.5 GeV, which is compatible
with the expected cut-off energy of 16.234 ± 0.004 GeV due to interaction with Lyman
alpha photons and indicates the VHE emission is also compatible with BLR origin.
A study of the December 2013 flare by Hayashida et al. (2015), based on broadband
spectral modelling, found the shortest variability timescales to be ∼ 2 hours which agrees
well with my result and also places the emission region within the radius of the BLR. Rani
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et al. (2018) studied the flaring activity of 3C 279 between November 2013 - August 2014
and found six bright flares superimposed on the long term outburst. The first three of
these correspond to the December 2013 flare studied in this investigation. This flare was
accompanied by the ejection of a new VLBI component, and the 43 GHz core beyond the
BLR is suggested as the potential source of the gamma-ray emission.
The June 2015 flare was studied by Ackermann et al. (2016) and a flux doubling time of
less than 5 minutes on top of the long term evolution of the event has been reported. These
extremely short timescales constrain the emission region to a size of R ≤ 10−4(X/50) pc =
1.13 × 1012 m for X = 18.3 (Jorstad et al. (2017)).
A separate investigation of the June 2015 flare was undertaken in the EW ≥ 100 GeV
domain with H.E.S.S. (H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al. (2019)). Using a combined fit of the
Fermi-LAT data and H.E.S.S. data to find constraints on the absorption of gamma-rays, the
emission region was found to be at a distance r ≥ 1.7×1015 m from the SMBH and beyond
the BLR. The minute scale variability was attributed to small turbulent cells (Giannios
(2013)) rather than an emission region encompassing the entire width of the jet.
The H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al. (2019) study used EBL optical depths from the
Franceschini et al. (2008) model and adopted a detailed study of the BLR absorption by
considering different geometries in order to extrapolate theFermi-LAT data beyond 10GeV.
Nonetheless, the extrapolation under-predicts the H.E.S.S. flux at the highest energies by
an order of magnitude, and indeed no one-zone model was able to fully describe the
multi-wavelength behaviour during the June 2015 flare.
In conclusion, while the results from the December 2013 flare are inconclusive, the results
from the June 2015 flare support a BLR origin for the gamma-ray emission. The VHE
emission observed more generally from this source with the Fermi-LAT is also found to
be compatible with a BLR origin. While the presence of multiple emission regions seen
in other sources has been suggested (Rani et al. (2018)), this study finds no direct evidence




The variability timescales of 4C 21.35 (also known as PKS 1222+216) are indicative of an
emission region of size (2.05 ± 0.66) × 1013 m for the June 2010 flare and (1.67 ± 0.12)
× 1013 m for the November 2014 flare. Under the simple one-zone model assumption,
both of these indicate emission from within the BLR. In terms of the spectral shape, the
November 2014 flare favours neither model, but the June 2010 flare is better fitted by a log
parabola than a power law which, in principle, is further evidence for BLR origin of the
emission.
The June 2010 flare shows evidence of a LCCF peak at -5.8 ± 0.4 hours, indicating
that changes to the low energy component of the emission precedes changes to the high
energy component. This suggests that, similarly to the case of CTA 102, the MeV and
GeV components of this particular flare have different origins and may be interpreted as
evidence for multiple emission regions. The November 2014 flare did not have enough
photon statistics to allow the study of energy dependence in cooling timescales using
LCCFs.
The most energetic VHE photon was observed at an energy of 84.1 ± 6.2 GeV on MJD
55317.89 (during the June 2010 flare). Monte Carlo simulations show that this is indicative
of a cut-off energy of 15.6 ± 1.4 GeV, which is lower than the expected cut-off at 17.48
± 0.01 GeV due to interaction with Lyman alpha photons within the BLR. This implies
the high energy photon emission observed with the Fermi-LAT is, in principle, compatible
with BLR origin.
The June 2010 flare of 4C 21.35 investigated in this work was detected with MAGIC
(Aleksić et al. (2011)) in the energy range 70 GeV ≤ EW ≤ 400 GeV. This spectrum was
found to be well described with a hard power law and also, unlike the H.E.S.S. 3C 279
spectrum (H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al. (2019)), to connect smoothly with the Fermi-
LAT spectrum (Tanaka et al. (2011)), suggesting a common origin for the emission. The
observed flux doubling times of 10 minutes also constrained the size of the emission
region to R ≤ 2.5(X/10) × 1012 m = 1.85 × 1012 m for X = 7.4 (Jorstad et al. (2017)).
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Assuming a standard one-zone model, this would imply an emission region well within
the BLR. However, the dense photon fields in the BLR would lead to high opacity for
the gamma-rays detected with MAGIC due to photon-photon pair production (see Section
3.4.2).
This contradiction is addressed in Tavecchio et al. (2011) who examine whether a one-
zone model is a viable solution to reproduce the observed spectral energy distribution and
variability of 4C 21.35 from the MAGIC detection. Three different models are used: i) a
simple one-zone model outside the BLR, ii) a two-zone model with the emission region
predominantly located outside the BLR and iii) a two-zonemodel with the emission regions
inside the BLR. The two-zone models are found to be energetically less demanding than the
single zone model and the results are compatible with a scenario in which the jet undergoes
recollimation at large distances from the SMBH.
The results of my investigations for 4C 21.35, together with evidence from other work,
again suggests that gamma-ray emission results from multiple compact regions along the
relativistic jet.
3.6.1.9 PKS 0454-234
PKS 0454-234 is seen to have a shortest variability timescale of 1.62 ± 0.28 hours for
the January 2009 flare and 1.39 ± 0.24 hours during the November 2011 flare. Both
timescales indicate emission from extremely compact regions in the jet of size (4.55 ±
0.79) × 1013 m and (3.91 ± 0.67) × 1013 m respectively. However, a search for evidence
of a possible cut-off in the spectrum for both flares proved inconclusive. This was also the
case for the investigation into the energy dependence in cooling timescales, due to the large
uncertainties in flux.
While the flare intervals studied are both accompanied byVHE emission, themost energetic
VHE photon (W = 185.9 ± 14.2 GeV) was observed on MJD 57486.05, when there is no
evidence for any flaring activity at lower energies. An energy cut-off at 27.5 ± 2.4 GeV
best agrees with this observation; this is significantly higher than the 12.5 GeV expected
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for this source due to interaction with Lyman alpha photons and suggests emission from
beyond the BLR.
Interpolating the work of Liu and Bai (2006), who investigated a period of VHE activity of
PKS 0454-234 from November - December 2012, the optical depth, gWW , for gamma-rays
emitted at the midpoint of the spherical BLR shell is gWW = 0.9 at 35 GeV and gWW = 1.3 at
50 GeV. I find a significant detection (TS = 84) of this object at W > 50 GeV combining
all 8 years of Fermi-LAT data (Table 3.6), suggesting that there is emission originating
from beyond the BLR. This agrees with the findings of Pacciani et al. (2014) who report
that the shape of the SED for PKS 0454-234, in particular the large separation between the
IC peak and the synchrotron peak, suggests the VHE emission is likely to be coming from
large distances from the SMBH.
Thus, while the rapid variability from this object suggests that emission could originate
within the BLR, there is no supporting evidence for this contention from the spectral shape
or from a LCCF analysis. The evidence from the VHE emission, which is seen both during
the flares studied and outside flare events, is strongly suggestive of emission originating
outside the BLR. The observed high energy photon emission makes PKS 0454-234 an
interesting candidate for follow-up observations with IACTs, particularly as it is one of
only three objects to show evidence (at the ∼ 4f level) for emission above 100 GeV in
the Fermi-LAT dataset I analysed. The other two objects showing such evidence (PKS
1510-089 and 3C 279) have already been detected with IACTs.
3.6.2 Overview and Implications
A detailed analysis of the two brightest flares from the sample of nine FSRQs has revealed
flux variability timescales of the order of a few hours, indicating gamma-ray emission
from extremely compact regions. Within the context of a simple one-zone model, these
timescales are compatible with emission regions within the BLR. However, other evidence
reveals a more complex picture.
The search for presence of a spectral cut-off shows evidence that 7 of the 18 flares studied
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favour a log parabolic model over a power law; this can be interpreted as evidence of BLR
origin of emission for these flares. The remaining flares were found to favour neither model
over the other, which could indicate emission either from within the BLR or beyond it.
A study of energy dependence in cooling timescales shows evidence of achromatic cooling
in 4 flares, indicating BLR origin of emission, while a further 6 flares revealed the presence
of a time-lag between the MeV and GeV components of the emission which can be
interpreted as evidence of multiple emission regions. Of these, 4 flares (including both
those from PKS 1510-089) showed evidence of a positive time-lag between the high- and
low- energy flux suggesting emission from regions within the MT, and 2 showed a negative
time-lag, which may be indicative of multi-zone emission.
Finally, throughMonte Carlo simulations it is shown that the EW ≥ 20GeV photon emission
observedwith theFermi-LAT frommost sources (the exceptions being for 3C 279, 3C 454.3
and 4C 21.35) is incompatible with BLR origin. This implies emission regions within the
MT at parsec scale distances from the central engine, and the lack of correlation between
the observed GeV flare intervals and VHE photon emission detected in some sources (for
example PKS 0454-234) can be interpreted as evidence of multiple emission regions.
The results of the investigations presented in this work lead to the natural conclusion that a
more complex emission model than a simple one-zone leptonic model is required. As seen
in Table 3.7, there is evidence to suggest the presence of multiple simultaneously active
emission regions both within the BLR and the MT, in most individual sources even during
the same flaring episode.
In the context of the sources studied in this work, multi-zone emission has been suggested
in previous investigations (for example PKS 1510-089 (Nalewajko et al. (2012), Brown
(2013)), 3C 454.3 (Coogan et al. (2016), Finke (2018)), 3C 279 (Rani et al. (2018))
and 4C 21.35 (Foschini et al. (2011b)). The existence of multiple extremely compact
and simultaneously active emission regions is seemingly a characteristic feature found in




This chapter describes a temporal and spectral analysis of the gamma-ray emission from a
sample of nine bright FSRQs observed with the Fermi-LAT over the first eight years of its
operation. I consider photons detected in the energy range 100 MeV-300 GeV in the time
interval MJD 54682.66 - MJD 57604.66 which corresponds to midnight on the August 4,
2008 until midnight on August 4, 2016. During this period each source was observed to
have several intervals satisfying my definition of a flare (see Section 3.3). The two brightest
flares from each source were investigated in detail in order to draw conclusions regarding
the size and location of the emission region.
These bright flares provided sufficient statistics to allow for re-analysis in daily, 6 hourly
and 3 hourly intervals while still satisfying the TS ≥ 10 criterion for each bin. The 3 hour
binned lightcurves revealed variability in timescales of a few hours, with the shortest flux
doubling time obtained being 0.65 ± 0.11 hours from the July 2009 flare of B2 1520+31.
These short timescales imply an extremely compact emission region of the order of 1013 m
for each source. While it should be noted that emission regions within the MT can also be
reconciled with the short variability timescales observed in this study, for instance those
resulting from magnetic reconnection events (Giannios et al. (2009), Giannios (2013)) or
the recollimation of the jet (Bromberg and Levinson (2009)), if one assumes that the entire
width of the jet is responsible for the emission, the timescales indicate BLR origin.
The flare periods were then studied in more detail to search for the presence of a cut-off in
the spectrum which can be interpreted as a consequence of photon-photon pair production
within the BLR. An AIC test was undertaken to determine which of a power law and a log
parabolic model provided a better fit to the data. This study finds evidence for a spectral
cut-off in 7 of the 18 flares investigated, supporting a BLR origin for the emission during
these events. No conclusive evidence for a cut-off was found for the other 11 flares.
This was followed by an investigation into the energy dependence in cooling timescales by
applying LCCFs to search for correlations between the high energy (1 - 300 GeV) and low
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energy (0.1 - 1 GeV) flux. 4 flares were found to have a LCCF compatible with a peak at 0,
indicating no energy dependence and implying a BLR origin for the emission. A further 6
flares show evidence of a time-lag between the MeV and GeV components of the emission
which can be interpreted as indicating the presence of multiple emission regions. Among
these, 4 flares have a positive time-lag between the high- and low- energy flux suggesting
emission regions within the MT and 2 showed evidence for a negative time-lag. The results
of the remaining flares were found to be inconclusive, with the lack of photon statistics
preventing the calculation of LCCFs.
The final investigation consideredVHE (EW ≥ 20GeV) photon emission from the sample of
FSRQs. A likelihood analysis of all photons in the energy range 20 - 300GeV over the entire
eight year observation period revealed significant emission from all sources at a confidence
level of > 5f. This was followed by a closer inspection of the individual photons observed.
Monte Carlo simulations were used to compare the most energetic photon observed with
the Fermi-LAT for each source to the expected photon energy distribution assuming BLR
origin of emission. Only three of the sources, 3C 279, 3C 454.3 and 4C 21.35, are found
to have VHE photon emission compatible with the expected BLR Lyman alpha photon
interaction suggesting that the VHE emission in the other sources is being produced in
emission regions within the MT.
The apparent contradictions regarding the origin of the gamma-ray emission found in
the sample can be reconciled by invoking the presence of multiple simultaneously active
emission regions both within the BLR and the MT.
Future study of the gamma-ray emission from FSRQs as well as other sources in the VHE
energy range is expected to improve with the construction of the Cherenkov Telescope
Array (CTA; Acharya et al. (2013); Cherenkov Telescope Array Consortium et al. (2019);
see Section 4.4). The CTA is expected to provide unprecedented insight over a wide energy
range of 20 GeV-300 TeV and improve on the sensitivity of current ground-based telescopes
by more than an order of magnitude. The CTA will comprise two observatories in order to
provide a full-sky coverage. The Northern array will be located in La Palma (Spain) and
the Southern array will be located at Paranal (Chile).
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The results of my simulations presented in Section 5.4 (see Table 5.2) indicate that 7 of
the 9 sources investigated in this chapter should be detectable with the CTA in just 5 hours
of observation with the exceptions being B2 1520+31 and PKS 1502+106. The enhanced
sensitivity should provide improved statistics to make even stronger conclusions regarding
the nature of the emission regions.
In particular, it will be fascinating to have an improved understanding of the dominant
factors responsible for the origin of the emission as well as possible reasons for the
changeable location within the context of the multi-zone emission model. Furthermore,
the lack of correlations between the VHE photon emission and the GeV flares seen in some
sources (for example PKS 0454-234) underlines the importance of survey, as opposed to





Despite the remarkable success of the Fermi mission, an important disadvantage of space
based gamma-ray astronomy is the smaller effective area of telescopes, leading to a reduced
sensitivity at the highest energies. Furthermore, current space based detectors also lack the
instantaneous sensitivity required to finely probe the underlying physics of the emission
phenomena. While it is conceivable to launch a space satellite with a very large detector,
as things stand such an undertaking would be far too expensive to make it practical.
Fortunately, a pair production mechanism similar to that found in the Fermi-LAT detector
already exists all around us.
As discussed in Section 1.3.2.1, a gamma-ray entering the Earth’s atmosphere undergoes
electron positron pair production and ultimately gives rise to electromagnetic air showers.
The Cherenkov light produced in these showers can be observed by ground-based instru-
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ments. This chapter begins with a description of the mechanisms involved in the production
of the air showers before proceeding to a discussion on Cherenkov radiation and the current
generation imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs). I conclude by introducing
the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA), the next generation ground-based observatory for
gamma-ray astronomy.
4.1 Air showers
High energy photons entering the Earth’s atmosphere interact with the Coulomb field of
atmospheric nuclei to produce an electron positron pair. These particles can themselves
interact with the nuclei and emit Bremsstrahlung radiation, which can further pair produce,
leading to a cascade of secondary particles. The cascade continues as long as the resulting
particles have an energy greater than the critical energy required for pair production, c =
2<4 = 1.02 MeV where <4 is the rest mass of an electron. This results in electromagnetic
air showers as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
The propagation of an air shower can be understood using the basic model proposed by
Bethe and Heitler (Heitler (1954); Matthews (2005)). This simplified model relies on
the assumptions that only Bremsstrahlung and pair production interactions take place and
the energy is divided equally between the particles produced at each stage of interaction.
Therefore, the number of shower particles (electrons, positrons and photons) involved at
each interaction doubles, meaning that after a distance nR, where R is the radiation length,
the number of particles will be 2=.
Since the energy is divided equally, each particle will have an energy 0/2= where 0 is
the energy of the primary gamma-ray photon. The process continues until the energy of
each particle drops below 2 at which point the rate of production of new particles falls
drastically. The number of particles at showermaximum is therefore #max = 2=max = 0/2
and occurs after a distance:






Figure 4.1: An illustration of an electromagnetic air shower induced by a primary gamma-
ray photon having energy 0 and radiation length R. Adapted from Longair (2011).
Hadronic particles, for example cosmic rays, also interact with atomic nuclei and produce
similar air showers on entering the Earth’s atmosphere. These interactions are more com-
mon than gamma-ray induced showers and involve the production of secondary particles
like electrons, positrons, pions, muons and kaons. The neutral pions decay into a pair of
gamma-ray photons and initiate an electromagnetic shower as discussed previously. Cos-
mic ray air showers, in general, have a larger transverse momentum and, as seen in Figure
4.2, the resulting particles are more spread out than those produced from gamma-rays.
Another potential source of electromagnetic air showers are cosmic ray electrons (Earl
(1961), Meyer and Vogt (1961)). Electrons are primarily produced as secondary particles
from high energy collisions between cosmic rays with the interstellar medium. Both air
showers produced by cosmic ray electrons and showers initiated by gamma-rays are pure




Figure 4.2: A comparison of Monte Carlo simulations for the development of a 300 GeV
gamma-ray shower (left) and a 900 GeV hadronic shower (right). The horizontal scale has
been exaggerated for clarity of illustration. Adapted from Fegan (1997).
4.2 Cherenkov Radiation
Acharged particle, for example an electron or positron formed during an air shower, moving
through a medium, for example the Earth’s atmosphere, at a velocity greater than the phase
velocity of light in that medium forms a shock wave and emits a pulse of Cherenkov
radiation.
As shown in Figure 4.3, the Cherenkov radiation propagates outward, generating a cone
of constructive interference governed by the Huygens principle. The entire process is
analogous to a sonic boom generated when an object travels through air at a velocity faster
than the speed of sound in air.
The direction of propagation of the Cherenkov radiation wavefront is determined by the
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Figure 4.3: An illustration of the Huygens construction for determining the direction of
propagation of the Cherenkov radiation wavefront.
opening angle, \ , and depends on both the velocity of the charged particle, E, as well as





where V = E/2. For Cherenkov radiation to be emitted, the velocity of the particle must be
larger than the phase velocity of light in the medium, E > 2/=.
Since the refractive index of air decreases with altitude, as the density of air decreases, the
opening angle increases downwards but is always less than ∼ 1.4◦. Figure 4.4 shows the
evolution of the opening angle and radius of the resulting cone with altitude. This variation
results in the Cherenkov light being focused as a ring around the shower axis having a
typical radius of ∼ 120 m, although there may be further spread due to the Coulomb
scattering of the electron positron pairs.
Figure 4.5 compares the distributions of the Cherenkov emission at ground level produced
by a 300GeVgamma-ray photon and a 1TeVproton. The proton shower has amore complex
distribution with small sub-clusters produced by secondary electromagnetic showers and
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Figure 4.4: An illustration of the evolution of the opening angle, U, and radius of the
resulting cone of Cherenkov radiation with altitude. Credit: K. Bernlöhr, MPIK Heidel-
berg. (https://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/CosmicRay/ChLight/Cherenkov.html,
accessed on 22/01/2021).
rings generated from muon showers. This difference in the distributions can be used to
reject background cosmic-ray events with stereoscopic systems i.e. several telescopes
viewing the same shower from different angles.
The number of Cherenkov photons emitted by a charged particle at a given wavelength, _,






indicating a preference for shorter wavelengths. As a result of atmospheric absorption, the
Cherenkov radiation is found to peak in the blue/UV regime at typical wavelengths of ∼
400 nm.
The Frank-Tamm relation was derived under the assumption that an electron is moving an
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Figure 4.5: The lateral distributions of the Cherenkov light generated from an air shower
initiated by a 300 GeV gamma-ray photon (left) and a 1 TeV proton (right) as seen from
ground level. The area displayed covers 400 × 400 m2 with the shower core at the
centre. Credit: K. Bernlöhr, MPIK Heidelberg. (https://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/
CosmicRay/ChLight/Cherenkov.html, accessed on 22/01/2021).
infinite distance in a perfectly isotropic dielectric medium at a constant velocity, as shown
in Figure 4.6. The electric field of the electron distorts the nearby atoms of the medium.
These atoms are momentarily transformed into electric dipoles aligned with respect to the
electric field of the electron.
If the electron was moving at a non-relativistic velocity, the polarisation would be com-
pletely symmetric and no net field would be produced by the medium. However, if instead,
the velocity of the electron was faster than the phase velocity of light in the medium, an
asymmetry would be formed along the trajectory of the electron and result in a net dipole
field, causing parts of the polarised medium to release small bursts of electromagnetic
radiation.
4.3 Current generation IACTs
The Cherenkov radiation produced in air showers can be observed using IACTs. In
principle, the method involves a telescope with a large collection area focusing these pulses
onto a camera, traditionally composed of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), and capable of
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Figure 4.6: The polarisation produced in the dielectric medium due to the presence of the
electron, for the cases of a non-relativistic (left) and relativistic (right) electron respectively.
very fast image capturing. The three main experiments involving current generation IACTs,
namely MAGIC, H.E.S.S. and VERITAS, are shown in Figure 4.7.
4.3.1 MAGIC
The Major Atmospheric Gamma-ray Imaging Cherenkov (MAGIC) telescopes are located
at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory in La Palma, Spain. At an altitude of 2200 m
above sea level, it comprises two IACTs, each 17m in diameter, separated by 85m. MAGIC
is sensitive to gamma-rays in the energy range 25 GeV - 30 TeV, and is the most sensitive
currently generation IACT at EW ≤ 100 GeV. This is a result of having a large total mirror
surface area of 236 m2 which made it, prior to the construction of H.E.S.S. II, also the
biggest IACT.
Particular highlights among the investigations performedwithMAGIC relevant tomy thesis
are the detection of 3C 279 (MAGIC Collaboration et al. (2008)) and 4C 21.35 (Aleksić
et al. (2011)) in the energy range 70 GeV ≤ EW ≤ 400 GeV. Another major discovery with
MAGIC was the observation of rapid variability from the radio galaxy IC 310 located at
the outskirts of the Perseus cluster which constrained the emission region to be smaller
than 20 % of the gravitational radius of its central SMBH (Aleksić et al. (2014)).
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Figure 4.7: Top: The MAGIC II (left) and MAGIC I (right) telescopes. Credit: Derek
Strom, Giovanni Ceribella and the MAGIC Collaboration (https://www.sense-pro.
org/portraits/experiments/magic, accessed on 28/08/2020). Middle: The large
central H.E.S.S. telescope along with two smaller telescopes. Credit: MPIK (https:
//www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS, accessed on 28/08/2020). Bottom: The VERITAS
gamma-ray telescope located in the Santa Rita Mountains, Arizona. Credit: VERITAS




The High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S. after Victor F. Hess, Nobel laureate who
first observed cosmic rays) located at the Khomas Highlands in Namibia, is formed of 5
IACTs at an altitude of 1800 m above sea level. The observatory comprises four 12 m
telescopes forming a perfect square of side 120 m with a larger 28 m telescope at its centre.
It is sensitive to gamma-rays in the energy range 30 GeV - 100 TeV.
The Galactic survey performed with H.E.S.S. (H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al. (2018))
has detected 78 sources in the VHE regime. Furthermore, deep gamma-ray observations
performed with H.E.S.S. showed evidence of the SMBH at the centre of the Milky Way
being a potential source of PeV cosmic rays (HESS Collaboration et al. (2016)). Finally,
among the FSRQs investigated in this thesis, observationsmadewithH.E.S.S. have detected
PKS 1510-089 (Abramowski et al. (2013)) and 3C 279 (H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al.
(2019)) in the energy range EW ≥ 100 GeV.
4.3.3 VERITAS
Located on Mount Hopkins in Arizona, USA, the Very Energetic Radiation Imaging
Telescope Array System (VERITAS) is an array of four 10 m IACTs sensitive to photons
in the energy range 50 GeV - 50 TeV. The telescopes, at an altitude of 1268 m above sea
level, are arranged in a diamond-shaped distribution separated by a baseline of ∼ 100 m.
Due to its being able to collect scientific data even under conditions of partial moonlight,
VERITAS has on average, a 40% increase in data yield (Daniel (2020)).
Since it began operations in September 2007, observations with VERITAS have led to the
detection of VHE emission from 31 BL Lac objects, the first of which were the discoveries
of W Comae and 1ES 1218+304 in the same field (Acciari et al. (2008), Acciari et al.
(2009b)), 3 FSRQs (for example 4C 21.35 (Holder (2014))) and 3 radio galaxies (for
example M87 (Acciari et al. (2009a)))∗. Moreover, the discovery of the starburst galaxy
∗ http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/, accessed on 29/04/21 and Benbow (2019).
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M82 (VERITASCollaboration et al. (2009)) provided evidence of supernovae frommassive
stars being a dominant accelerator for cosmic ray particles.
4.4 The Cherenkov Telescope Array
Building on the success of current ground-based experiments, the Cherenkov Telescope
array (CTA) represents the next generation observatory in ground-based gamma-ray as-
tronomy. Driven by the engagement of the CTA Consortium, comprising more than 1500
members from institutions in 31 different countries, the CTA will operate as an open
observatory potentially capable of achieving unprecedented scientific goals.
4.4.1 Layout
The CTA will consist of arrays of 50 - 100 IACTs on two different sites, one in each
hemisphere, aiming to provide full sky coverage with enhanced sensitivity and improved
angular and energy resolution. The northern array, CTA N, will be located at the Roque
de los Muchachos Observatory in La Palma, Spain, close to the site which currently hosts
the MAGIC telescopes. The southern array, CTA S, will be located in the Atacama Desert,
Chile, less than 10 km away from the Paranal Observatory operated by the European
Southern Observatory (ESO).
As a trade-off between achieving peak performance over a wide range of energy and costs
of construction, the CTA will comprise different sized telescopes:
Small-Sized Telescopes (SSTs)
At energies beyond a few TeV, air showers are capable of producing a large number of
Cherenkov photons spread over a large area. In order to maximise the detection of these
photons, the CTA is expected to have 70 Small-Sized Telescopes (SSTs) having ∼ 8 m2
collection area well spread out at distances of 200 m to 400 m between them. The SSTs will
be present only in the southern site and will achieve full system sensitivity in the energy




The Medium-Sized Telescopes (MSTs) represent the "workhorses" of the CTA and are
most optimised to an energy range between 150 GeV - 5 TeV. Each telescope, similar in
design to H.E.S.S. and VERITAS, will be ∼ 12 m in diameter and spread out over an area
of 5 × 105 m2 across both the northern and southern sites. The larger area covered will
provide greater sensitivity and help build on the knowledge already gained in this energy
regime from other ground-based experiments.
Schwarzschild-Couder Telescopes (SCTs)
The Schwarzschild-Couder Telescopes (SCTs) are a proposed dual-mirrored alternative
version of the MSTs also achieving full system sensitivity in the energy range between
150 GeV - 5 TeV. The dual-mirror optical system is designed to focus the photons better
and obtain a more detailed image, helping in the detection of faint sources. The prototype
Schwarzschild-Couder Telescope (pSCT) was inaugurated at the Whipple Observatory,
Arizona in January 2019.
Large-Sized Telescopes (LSTs)
The CTA will comprise four Large-Sized Telescopes (LSTs), ∼ 23 m in diameter, spread
over both the northern and southern sites and most optimised to the energy range between
20 GeV - 150 GeV. At these energies, the air showers produce lower densities of Cherenkov
photons, typically contained within a ring of radius ∼ 100 m which are relatively faint,
requiring larger mirrors in order to image them.
CTANwill focus on the lower and middle energy ranges roughly between 20 GeV - 20 TeV
and is planned to host 4 LSTs, 15 MSTs and no SSTs. CTA S, on the other hand, should
be sensitive to photons between 20 GeV - 300 TeV, the full energy range of the CTA. The
full array will consist of 4 LSTs, 25 MSTs and 70 SSTs. The proposed layouts of the full
northern and southern baseline arrays are shown in Figure 4.8.
It should be noted that Figure 4.8 is based on the expected layout of the full CTA baseline
array. The initial construction phase of the CTA, referred to as the alpha configuration,
will consist of 4 LSTs and 9 MSTs for the Northern array and 14 MSTs and 37 SSTs for the
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Southern array. The full array, referred to as the omega configuration, will be completed
in a later phase of construction subject to the availability of funds.
The performance of an IACT array can be estimated through detailed Monte Carlo simu-
lations (for example Bernlöhr et al. (2013)) and depends on parameters related to both the
design of the telescopes and the arrangement of the telescopes on the ground. A detailed
study of optimal and cost-effective telescope layouts required to maximise performance
over a wide range of energies is given in Acharyya et al. (2019).
At the low energy regime, for example, the performance of the CTA will be dominated by
the LSTs since these telescopes are capable of detecting faint low energy showers due to
their larger reflecting surfaces. For LSTs, a further consideration is the cost of the dish
structures and it is expected that the CTA Northern site will consist of a square array of 4
LSTs, both for the full baseline array as well as the initial alpha phase of construction.
Furthermore, the telescopes should be optimally spaced as, for example, having too-large
separationswill result in fewer showers being simultaneously detected by all four telescopes,
and have an adverse effect on the cosmic-ray background rejection. The size of the lightpool
generated on the ground increases with energy and also impacts the layout. At energies
∼ 30 GeV, the Cherenkov light is contained within a typical radius of ∼ 120 m (Hassan
et al. (2017a)). Acharyya et al. (2019) find an inter-telescope spacing of between 100 m
to 150 m between the LSTs provides a good trade-off between having sufficient images for
each air shower and a reasonable collection area, resulting in optimal sensitivity.
On the other hand, for energies in the TeV regime, the performance of the CTA will be
limited by the number of gamma-ray showers detected. Having multiple SSTs up to large
distances from the centre of the array increases the effective collection area and allows to
observe multiple sources with sufficient statistics, even for reduced observing times (Colin
and LeBohec (2009)). Furthermore, at these energies the cosmic-ray background can be
rejected almost entirely and an inter-telescope spacing of 190 m to 300 m between the SSTs
was found to provide optimal performance (Acharyya et al. (2019)).
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Figure 4.8: The proposed layout of both the CTA northern and southern arrays.
Credit: the CTA consortium, see https://www.cta-observatory.org/about/
how-cta-works/array-layouts/, accessed on 21/09/2020.
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4.4.2 Performance and Sensitivity
It is expected that the CTA will improve upon the sensitivity of current generation IACTs
by at least an order of magnitude. This can be achieved with the help of improved
background rejection techniques, an increase in collection area and enhanced angular and
energy resolution.
The Cherenkov photons are collected by mirrors and then focused on a camera capable
of imaging the air showers and reconstructing the direction and energy of the primary
gamma-ray photon. Traditionally, the reflecting surface of IACTs comprises a Davies-
Cotton design (Davies and Cotton (1957)) with the camera located in the focal plane. The
extremely short timescales of Cherenkov flashes (typically of the order of a ns) mandate that
the camera must have fast electronics and as a result sensors like charge-coupled devices are
disfavoured. Instead cameras are based on photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) or more recently
silicon photomultipliers; these transform the incoming photons into electrical pulses which
are processed and stored by a readout system.
The improved sensitivity with the CTA will be a result of the large number of telescopes
observing each event and the increased collection area. Traditionally, shower images are
parameterised in terms of second order moments using Hillas parameters (see Appendix
C). Having multiple points of view of the same event will aid in determining the origin
of the shower. Furthermore, having a large number of telescopes will also lead to the
collection of a larger percentage of the Cherenkov radiation, resulting in enhanced energy
reconstruction.
The expected performance of the CTA is estimated through detailed Monte Carlo simu-
lations of several key parameters such as the minimum detectable flux, field of view and
angular and energy resolution. These parameters are also strongly linked to the proposed
layout of both arrays (see Acharyya et al. (2019) for a detailed study of optimal layout).
The simulations generate large scale productions (prod) and IRFs released by the CTA
Analysis and Simulation Working Group (ASWG) are periodically updated to reflect an
improved understanding of the CTA layout and can be used, as in Chapter 5, to study the
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scientific potential of the CTA.
For the purpose of this thesis, I use the latest prod3b-v2 IRF release †. Response functions
have been provided for observation times of 30 mins, 5 hours and 50 hours using both
arrays at zenith angles of 20◦, 40◦ and 60◦ respectively. The production focused on the
optimisation of flux sensitivity, so the results do not as yet reflect the final performance
of the CTA in terms of angular and energy resolution. Furthermore, the simulations
assume nominal telescope pointing i.e. all the telescopes in the array are pointed parallel
to each other. A performance evaluation for divergent pointing modes is currently under
production.
Figure 4.9 shows a comparison between the expected sensitivity with the CTA and existing
gamma-ray experiments. As seen in Figure 4.9, the observable energy range with the CTA
should extend from below 100 GeV to beyond 100 TeV, spanning more than four decades
in energy. The improved sensitivity will help, among others, in the study of faint sources
already observed with the Fermi-LAT, the discovery of potentially new source populations
at high energies and to discriminate between different hypotheses for gamma-ray emission.
Figure 4.10 shows a plot of the angular resolution, defined as the angle containing 68 %
of the gamma-ray photons, of the southern array as a function of the reconstructed energy.
The CTA is expected to achieve an angular resolution of below 0.05◦ at TeV energies and,
as can be seen, will be a considerable improvement on current generation experiments.
Furthermore, as seen in Figure 4.10, the enhanced angular resolution will also be com-
plemented with an increase in effective collection area. Figure 4.11 shows a comparison
between the sensitivity of the CTA and the Fermi-LAT as a function of observing times-
cales. It can be seen that the CTA will be many orders of magnitude more sensitive than
the Fermi-LAT for variability ranging from minutes to monthly timescales, with the two
sensitivities only being comparable for time periods of almost a decade, roughly the entire
mission time of the Fermi-LAT at the time of writing.
†see https://forge.in2p3.fr/projects/cta_analysis-and-simulations/wiki/Prod3b_
based_instrument_response_functions for the IRF productions, accessed on 21/09/20.
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Figure 4.9: The expected differential flux sensitivity as a function of energy for 5f
detections in 50 hour observations with CTA N and CTA S. The plots are generated
assuming a binning of five evenly spaced logarithmic bins per decade in energy. Also
shown are the corresponding curves for MAGIC, H.E.S.S. and VERITAS as well as the
results for 10 year observations with the Fermi-LAT and 1 year and 5 year observations
using HAWC. The Fermi-LAT and HAWC results have both been scaled by a factor of
1.2 to account for different energy binning. Credit: the CTA consortium. The CTA
curves represent the performance at the time of writing; for the latest performance plots
see https://www.cta-observatory.org/science/cta-performance, accessed on
21/09/2020.
4.4.3 Key Science Projects
In order tomake themost of the enhanced performance and sensitivity, theCTAConsortium
has compiled a dedicated list of Key Science Projects (KSPs) which will take up roughly
40% of the observing time of the CTA over the first ten years of its operation. Some
of the science cases considered are described briefly in the rest of this chapter and a
comprehensive discussion on each can be found in Acharya et al. (2013) and Cherenkov
Telescope Array Consortium et al. (2019).
The Extragalactic Survey
The CTA is expected to carry out a blind survey of 25% of the extragalactic sky at
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Figure 4.10: Top: The angular resolution, defined as the angle within which 68 % of the
reconstructed gamma-ray photons are confined, for CTA S. Also shown for comparison
are the corresponding curves for the Fermi-LAT, HAWC, MAGIC and VERITAS. Bottom:
The effective collection area for gamma-rays from point sources as a function of energy
optimised for 30 min, 5 hour and 50 hour observations with CTA S. Cuts have been applied
to account for gamma-ray hadron separation and also in the direction of the reconstructed
events. Credit: the CTA consortium. The CTA curves represent the performance at the
time of writing; for the latest performance plots see https://www.cta-observatory.
org/science/cta-performance, accessed on 25/09/2020.
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Figure 4.11: A comparison of the differential flux sensitivities of the CTA and the Fermi-
LAT as a function of observing time. It should be noted that this plot was obtained for
PASS 6 Fermi-LAT IRFs and early models of the CTA. Credit: Funk et al. (2013).
high energies. Current generation IACTs have detected over 60 extragalactic sources, the
majority of which are BL Lac objects∗. However, this sample is strongly biased since
most observations were triggered by high flux measurements at lower energies in the
optical, X-ray and gamma-ray regimes and roughly half these alerts took place when the
sources themselves were undergoing flaring activity (Acharya et al. (2013); Cherenkov
Telescope Array Consortium et al. (2019)). Chapter 5 presents a detailed investigation of
the extragalactic source populations that should be detectable with the CTA.
Galactic Plane Survey
The Galactic Plane Survey (GPS), potentially the most exciting endeavour with the CTA,
will study the entire Galactic plane using both the northern and southern arrays. It will
help to investigate both known targets and also reveal new populations of promising
VHE gamma-ray sources including supernova remnants (SNRs), pulsars and other binary
systems. Furthermore, the properties of the diffuse gamma-ray emission from the Galactic
∗http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/, accessed on 11/01/21.
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plane can be investigated in detail and the large legacy data sets generated will inform
astronomical studies of the future.
Galactic Centre
The study of the Galactic Centre with the CTA aims for a deep exposure of the inner-
most regions of our Galaxy along with a comprehensive survey of places not previously
investigated with existing IACTs at high latitudes extending to the outer edge of the optical
Bulge. This region includes a number of possible VHE emitters including the SMBH at
the Galactic Centre, dense molecular clouds, active star formation regions (SFRs), multiple
pulsars and SNRs and the large outflows known as the Fermi bubbles.
LMC Survey
The Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) is one of the nearest and most active star forming
galaxies and contains a number of potential gamma-ray sources. These include multiple
SNRs (including SN1987A; the nearest in recent memory), the very active SFR 30Doradus
and numerous bubbles (including 30 Dor C). Deep surveys of the LMC will involve
population studies of SNRs and pulsars, investigations into cosmic ray propagation, as well
as searches for dark matter signals.
Transients
Transients are populations of astronomical sources both inside and beyond our Galaxy
which exhibit extreme flaring activity across the entire electromagnetic spectrum ranging
from timescales of a fewmilliseconds to those spanningmanyyears. A source of gamma-ray
emission, Transients are thought to be associated with relativistic emission from compact
objects such as neutron stars.
The enhanced sensitivity provided with the CTA will allow for the study of the extremely
short timescale variability associated with such phenomena. In addition, the relatively
large field of view will help to both detect transient events, as well as conduct follow-up
observations based on alerts from monitoring instruments.
This includes the study of high-energy neutrino events. Follow-up investigations of neutrino
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alerts from IceCube have been conducted in the VHE regime (for example TXS 0506+056
with VERITAS (Abeysekara et al. (2018))) and the CTA will provide further insight
regarding their origin. Transients are also potential sources of gravitational waves, as
directly detected for the first time from a binary black hole merger (Abbott et al. (2016a),
Abbott et al. (2016b)).
Cosmic Ray PeVatrons
The study of cosmic ray particles is intrinsically linked to that of gamma-ray astronomy
because cosmic rays can also produce VHE gamma-rays via the decay of neutral pions.
The cosmic ray PeVatron study with the CTA will aim to study the mechanisms of cosmic
ray acceleration up to energies of the order of ∼ PeV by focusing on sources which exhibit
comparatively harder spectra (with typical spectral indices ≤ 2).
Star Forming Systems
CTA observations of star forming systems will investigate whether there is a connection
between high energy particles and star formation processes. This includes the study of
massive stellar clusters within our Galaxy, in nearby star forming galaxies like the LMC
and Andromeda, as well as starburst galaxies having high supernova rates.
Active Galactic Nuclei
AGN already account for roughly 40% of the gamma-ray sources detected with current
generation IACTs. Once theCTA is in full operation, the number of detections is expected to
increase by at least a factor of four, especially for sources at high redshift. A comprehensive
measurement of the gamma-ray emission from AGN would, among other things, improve
our understanding of the acceleration processes taking place near the SMBH, complement
the study of the origin of cosmic rays, open a window for the study of ALPs, and help
compute the attenuation due to the EBL.
Clusters of Galaxies
Clusters of Galaxies are among the most massive gravitationally bound systems in the
Universe and are believed to harbour cosmic ray particles. The CTA, through the search
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for a first detection of the diffuse gamma-ray emission, will aim to establish if there is
indeed any evidence for proton acceleration in these environments.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the field of ground-based gamma-ray astronomy has been introduced. This
includes a discussion of the underlying physics of the production and propagation of air
showers. A simplified model has been assumed to derive expressions for the location and
number of secondary particles produced at shower maximum. Furthermore, a distinction
has been made between air showers produced by gamma-ray photons and those induced by
hadronic interactions, for example from the cosmic ray background.
The emission of Cherenkov radiation has been discussed with an emphasis on the evolution
of the opening anglewith altitude. This is followed by a review of current generation IACTs,
namely MAGIC, H.E.S.S. and VERITAS focusing on the location and layout, performance
and a mention of some of the key scientific outputs at the time of writing.
The second half of the chapter focuses on the CTA with a discussion of the proposed layout
of both the northern and southern array. This is followed with an overview of the expected
performance and sensitivity as obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, each of
the key scientific cases to be potentially investigated with the CTA have been summarised.
The scientific potential is investigated further in Chapter 5 where the expected telescope
response is used for a detailed study of the extragalactic source populations that will be




studies for the CTA
The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA; see Section 4.4) is the next generation observatory
in ground-based gamma-ray astronomy. While benefiting from the extensive knowledge
gained from current generation IACTs (see Section 4.3), the CTA is designed to improve
upon their sensitivity by an order of magnitude. The CTA is also expected to achieve
unprecedented angular and energy resolution and have a much wider field of view than
current ground-based experiments.
These advancements, put together, will enable scientists to conduct large scale surveys of
the sky in the VHE regime and generate legacy datasets hugely beneficial to the broader
astronomical community. In this chapter, I conduct a detailed study of the CTA’s ability
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to observe extragalactic AGN, and highlight how these investigations will enhance our
understanding of the Universe at the highest energies.
I begin with a discussion of the motivations behind the extragalactic survey within the
framework of the CTA KSP (see Section 4.4.3) before introducing the source sample
and extrapolation schemes used in this investigation. The steps of the analysis chain
are described in detail and major results are presented for each configuration simulated.
Finally, using the results of my analysis, I derive the VHE blazar luminosity function (LF),
a question of fundamental importance in gamma-ray astronomy.
5.1 The Extragalactic Survey
The extragalactic survey KSP will comprise a blind survey of 25% of the extragalactic sky,
and is aimed at producing an unbiased source catalogue in the VHE regime (Acharya et al.
(2013); Cherenkov Telescope Array Consortium et al. (2019)). Current generation IACTs
have detected over 60 extragalactic sources, the majority of which are BL Lac objects∗.
However, this sample is strongly biased since most observations were triggered by high flux
measurements at lower energies in the optical, X-ray and gamma-ray regimes and roughly
half these alerts took place when the sources themselves were undergoing flaring activity
(Acharya et al. (2013); Cherenkov Telescope Array Consortium et al. (2019)).
The CTA is expected to increase the number of blazars detectable in their average state
while also potentially discovering new source populations previously unseen at the highest
energies. The resulting catalogue will form one of the main legacy datasets of the CTA
and will greatly benefit the entire astronomical community. It is also expected to:
• provide an unbiased estimate of the yet-to-be-determined LF for AGN in the VHE
regime (see Section 5.5),
• potentially discover extreme blazar sources peaking at energies W ≥ 100 GeV, as
well as previously undetected VHE source classes (for example Seyfert galaxies),
∗http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/, accessed on 11/01/21.
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• detect rapid flares not observable in short timescales with Fermi-LAT and current
IACTs,
• detect dark sources having no known astrophysical counterpart (for exampleAharonian
et al. (2008b)), potentially evidence of dark matter annihilation (see Acharyya et al.
(2021) for an assessment of the CTA’s potential for dark matter investigations around
the Galactic centre).
In order to provide uniform coverage of the entire sky, the extragalactic survey has been
proposed to be completed using both the northern and southern arrays within the first three
years of the CTA’s operation. The final catalogue will contain, for each source, the signific-
ance of detection, the differential energy spectrum, spatial and spectral parameters, integral
flux and any associations with known objects. Moreover, it will also have information on
the time periods in which the observations were obtained as well as the intervals corres-
ponding to flares (if any). The survey will be accompanied by extensive multi-wavelength
studies including simultaneous optical and radio observations, Fermi-LAT data analysis,
and Target of Opportunity (ToO) studies in the X-ray regime.
This chapter presents an investigation of the extragalactic source population accessible
to the CTA based on the anticipated performance of both observing arrays. The results,
among other things, will:
• show the impact of the CTA on AGN population studies,
• present a list of promising sources of each AGN class (for example BL Lacs, FSRQs,
radio galaxies etc.),
• discuss the observation times required to study these objects,






As described in Section 2.2, the Fermi-LAT (Atwood et al. (2009)) scans the entire sky
every three hours with excellent sensitivity and angular resolution. The 4FGL catalog (The
Fermi-LAT collaboration (2019a)) contains a list of gamma-ray sources observed during
its first eight years of operation in the energy range from 50 MeV - 1 TeV. Having a total
of 5064 sources above a significance of 4f, the catalog is the deepest in this energy range
to date. A large majority of these sources (over ∼ 60 %) are AGN, including 3137 blazars
(further categorised as 1131 BL Lacs, 694 FSRQs and 1312 blazar candidates of unknown
types (BCUs)).
With the energy threshold of the CTA expected to be ∼ 20 GeV, the 4FGL provides one of
the best available lists of targets for the survey and allows for a realistic forecast of the AGN
population accessible to the CTA when in operation. An incremental version of the 4FGL
catalog, 4FGL Data Release 2 (4FGL-DR2; Ballet et al. (2020)) was released during the
production of the simulations. This catalog is based on the first ten years of Fermi-LAT
observations and will be used in future simulations.
An accurate measurement of redshift is required for the extrapolation schemes used in
the analysis. The sample used in this investigation consists of extragalactic sources from
the 4FGL catalog having a known spectroscopic redshift∗. Figure 5.1 shows a skymap of
the final sample of 1551 AGN used in this investigation and Figure 5.2 plots the redshift
distributions for the different classes of AGN.
5.2.2 Extrapolation scheme
The 4FGL catalog provides the spectral parameters of sources in the energy range from
50 MeV - 1 TeV. In order to use this information to investigate the prospects of detection
∗The redshifts were compiled from literature by P. Goldoni and T. Hassan. See https://zenodo.org/




































































































































































































































Figure 5.2: The distribution of known spectroscopic redshifts of the 4FGL extragalactic
sources investigated in this study for each class of AGN (total number of sources of each
type shown in legend). Other includes Seyfert galaxies, compact steep spectrum quasars,
soft spectrum radio quasars and other non-blazar active galaxies.
with the CTA,which is sensitive to energies well beyond 1 TeV, the spectramust be carefully
extrapolated to higher energies.
During the extrapolation, it is important to take into account the attenuation in the flux
resulting from the interaction of the gamma-rays with the photons from the EBL (see
Section 1.3.2.2) due to photon-photon pair production. The level of attenuation depends
on both the energy of the gamma-ray photon and the distance to the source, hence the
requirement for an accurate measurement of redshift. As with the investigation presented
in Chapter 3, I use the values of g (E,z) stated in Domínguez et al. (2011) to calculate the
likely attenuation of the spectra from the extragalactic sources (see Figure 1.4).
There is no general consensus on how to extrapolate the Fermi-LAT spectra to the VHE
regime (for example Hassan et al. (2017b)). For the purpose of this chapter, I consider the
following functions to model the extrapolated spectrum:
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where W is the spectral index, 0 is the pivot energy in MeV and #0 is the normal-
isation in units of photons cm−2s−1MeV−1.











where U is the spectral index, V the spectral curvature, 0 the pivot energy in MeV
and #0 the normalisation in units of photons cm−2s−1MeV−1.
The assumption regarding the power law spectral behavior of AGN in the VHE regime is
motivated by 18 sources in the sample observed to have a power law spectrumwhen detected
with current generation IACTs∗. The log parabolic extrapolation scheme is motivated by
the Fermi-LAT spectra of 320 sources in the sample reported to favour a log parabolic
model over a power law at a confidence level of ≥ 3f (The Fermi-LAT collaboration
(2019a)).
It should be noted that given the lack of detailed understanding of the emission mechanisms
in AGN, especially in the VHE regime, no chosen extrapolation scheme will be absolute
at this stage. For example, Romano et al. (2018) in an investigation of the detection
prospects of Narrow-Line Seyfert 1 galaxies account for the intrinsic absorption due to
photons present in the BLR by including an additional cut-off at 30 GeV in the power
law extrapolated spectra (see equation 3.12). Further investigations to statistically evaluate
the most appropriate extrapolation scheme for the final publication based on current VHE
detections are ongoing.
∗This was obtained from gamma-cat, an open data collection and source catalog for gamma-ray astronomy
(https://github.com/gammapy/gamma-cat, last accessed: 07/04/2021). The repository itself was last
updated on 07/07/2018.
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Figure 5.3: The distributions of the spectral index, W, and curvature, V, for the 4FGL
extragalactic sources considered in this investigation.
The distributions of the spectral index, W, and curvature, V, are shown in Figure 5.3. Figure
5.4 shows the final spectra obtained under the power law and log parabolic extrapolation
schemes for all sources investigated. These are used as input for the simulations.
5.3 Data analysis pipeline
The results presented in this chapterwere obtained from simulations using ctools (Knödlseder
et al. (2016)), a software package developed for the scientific analysis of CTA data as well
as data from current generation IACTs. Ctools is built within the framework ofGammaLib,
a generic library written in C++ which supports the analysis of gamma-ray event data.
A typical ctools analysis is based on a number of independent, well-defined steps combined
into a customised data analysis pipeline depending on the goals of the analysis. The
framework is similar to that of ftools (Pence et al. (1993)), a collection of analysis packages
commonly used in X-ray astronomy, and similar to the methods used in the analysis of
Fermi-LAT and INTEGRAL data.
Each step can be run from the command line or, as is more common when handling large
datasets, using python scripts. Python scripts allow for the transfer of information from one
step to another without the need of storing the intermediate results and thereby reducing the
amount of memory consumption. Also included in the package is the calibration database
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Figure 5.4: The extrapolated spectra obtained for both power law (top) and log parabolic
(bottom) functions for all sources simulated in this investigation. This includes the attenu-
ation due to EBL (using the Domínguez et al. (2011) model). The colourbar shows to the
redshift of each source.
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containing the IRFs labelled by the array and observation times considered. The final
results are produced in FITS format and the output can be visualised using the matplotlib
module in python (Hunter (2007)).
The following section describes the steps involved in a typical ctools simulation and
likelihood analysis using the example of 3C279, one of the FSRQs investigated inChapter 3.
The steps are summarised in Figure 5.5 and a more detailed description can be found in
the online documentation ∗. Throughout all the analysis presented in this thesis, I use the
ctools version 1.7.3 in conjunction with the prod3b-v2 IRFs.
5.3.1 Simulating event data
The first step in the analysis involves simulating a list of source and background events
based on an input model and specified instrument response. This is performed using the
ctobssim tool and the inputs required are the pointing direction, radius of region of interest
(RoI), the time and energy intervals considered and the instrument response. The results
presented in this work are obtained for observation times of 5 and 20 hours. A random
number generator is used to simulate multiple independent samples each using different
seed parameters. All the results presented in this investigation consider 100 independent
instances of each simulation.
A source model, in the form of an XML file, is required as input for the simulation and
likelihood analysis. This model contains an initial estimate of the spatial and spectral
properties of each source as well as a template for the instrumental background model.
The spectral shape of each source is modelled as either the extrapolated power law or log
parabolic model derived in Section 5.2.2. The values of the normalisation and the spectral
shape parameters of each source are left free during the fitting procedure. The spatial
position of each source is fixed to the positional co-ordinates reported in the 4FGL catalog
(The Fermi-LAT collaboration (2019a)).
The instrumental background model, CTAIrfBackground, is a template of the predicted
∗http://cta.irap.omp.eu/ctools/users, accessed on 01/03/2021.
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5.3.1. Simulating event data
background rate, in units of MeV−1s−1sr−1, as a function of the position in the field of
view and measured energy and is based on the IRFs used for each source. The energy
dependence is multiplied by a power law initially defined to represent a constant value of
1 but kept free to accommodate uncertainties in the background information provided.
The IRFs are released by the CTA Analysis and Simulation Working Group (ASWG)
and are periodically updated to reflect new Monte Carlo (MC) productions based on an
improved understanding of the CTA layout. The simulations presented in this chapter are
based on the prod3b-v2 IRF release † which includes the 20◦, 40◦ and 60◦ zenith angle
full array response for observation times of 30 mins, 5 hours and 50 hours with both the
northern and southern arrays. The specific IRF used for each source, shown for CTA N
and CTA S in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 respectively, is dependent on the observing array
being considered as follows:
• 20◦ IRFs for sources culminating between 0◦ and 25◦ from zenith,
• 40◦ IRFs for sources culminating between 25◦ and 45◦ from zenith,
• 60◦ IRFs for sources culminating between 45◦ and 65◦ from zenith,
• sources not culminating in these intervals are not simulated. By imposing this
condition, I do not exclude any source from the sample for both observing arrays put
together.
It should be noted that the prod3b-v2 IRF release focused on the optimisation of flux
sensitivity, so the results do not as yet reflect the final performance of the CTA in terms
of angular and energy resolution. Furthermore, the simulations assume nominal telescope
pointing i.e. all the telescopes in the array are pointed parallel to each other. A performance
evaluation for divergent pointing modes is currently under production.
The IRF appropriate for the analysis of 3C 279 for an observation period of 20 hours with
CTA S is South_z20_50h and the corresponding integrated background rate as a function
†https://forge.in2p3.fr/projects/cta_analysis-and-simulations/wiki/Prod3b_
based_instrument_response_functions, accessed on 01/03/2021.
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5.3.1. Simulating event data
Figure 5.8: The distribution of the integrated background rate against energy of the
South_z20_50h IRF, used in the simulation of 3C 279 for an observation period of 20
hours with CTA S. The feature observed at ∼ 100 GeV corresponds to where the MSTs
start detecting events.
of energy is shown in Figure 5.8. This estimate only includes contributions from simulated
hadronic and electron air shower events that pass selection cuts optimised for the different
observing times.
In this investigation, I consider a RoI of radius 3◦. This choice is based on the anticipated
off-axis sensitivity of the CTA. Above 100 GeV, the radius of the RoI within which the
sensitivity is still within a factor of 2 of the sensitivity at the centre is ∼ 3◦. No further
sources except for the source of interest and the instrumental background are included in
each event simulation.
The six energy thresholds considered for simulations involving the 20◦ IRFs are 30 GeV,
50 GeV, 100 GeV, 300 GeV, 500 GeV and 1 TeV. The IRFs generated for 40◦ and 60◦
zenith angles have a lower energy limit of ∼ 67 GeV and the corresponding simulations
only consider four different energy thresholds, at 100 GeV, 300 GeV, 500 GeV and 1
TeV. The upper energy limit of the simulated events in all cases is fixed at 200 TeV.
Energy dispersion is not considered at this stage since both my test simulations and those
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undertaken by Romano et al. (2018) showed that it increased computation times by a factor
of ∼ 10 without bringing any noticeable change in the results.
5.3.2 Pre-computing the binned response
The ctobssim tool outputs a FITS file containing a list of events and good time intervals
(GTIs), defined here as contiguous time periods for which the recorded events can be used
for scientific analysis. A counts map obtained during an instance of simulation of 3C 279
for an observation period of 20 hours with CTA S at an energy threshold of 100 GeV is
shown in Figure 5.9. A spatial binning of 0.02◦ pixel−1 is chosen and given that the RoI is
6◦ in diameter, I select the sizes of the x and y axes to be 6/0.02=300 pixels.
The event data are then binned into a counts cube, a 3-dimensional data cube spanning
the spatial co-ordinates and reconstructed energy in logarithmically spaced intervals. The
ctbin tool is used to create a counts cube FITS file containing the photon counts, energy
bounds and GTIs of all events in the counts cube.
Following the standard rules implemented in CTA performance evaluation∗, I divide the
energy range into 5 logarithmic bins per decade in energy. Four snapshots of the counts
cube generated during an instance of simulation of 3C 279, spanning the first four energy
bins and covering an energy range 100 GeV - 670 GeV, are shown in Figure 5.10.
In order to expedite the fitting procedure, the next step is to pre-compute the instrument
response from the counts cube. This involves creating an exposure cube, a point spread
function (PSF) cube and a background cube.
The exposure cube is a 3-dimensional data cube containing the exposure, defined as the
sum of the effective area multiplied by the livetime of the observations, as a function of
sky direction and energy. Mathematically, the exposure function, - (?, ), is given by:
- (?, ) =
∑
8
eff,8 (?, ) × g8 (5.3)
where eff,8 (?, ) is the effective area for observation 8 having photon arrival direction
?, energy  and an observation lifetime g8 . This computation is performed using the
∗https://www.cta-observatory.org/science/cta-performance, accessed on 02/04/2021.
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Figure 5.9: A counts map showing the distribution of gamma-ray photons in the energy
range 100 GeV - 200 TeV over a RoI of radius 3◦ centred on 3C 279 for an observation
period of 20 hours with CTA S. The colour scale shows the number of photons at each
pixel in the counts map.
ctexpcube tool and results in another FITS file containing three extensions, namely the
exposure values (in units of cm2 s), energy intervals and GTIs of all observations in the
exposure cube. Four snapshots of the exposure cube generated during an instance of
simulation of 3C 279, spanning the first four energy bins and covering an energy range 100
GeV - 670 GeV, are shown in Figure 5.11.
The ctpsfcube tool is then used to generate a PSF cube, a 4-dimensional cube spanning the
spatial co-ordinates, photon energy and the off-set angle between the true and measured
arrival directions of the photon. The PSF cube values are defined as:
%( (X |?, ) =
∑
8 %(8 (?′ |?, ) × eff,8 (?, ) × g8∑
8 eff,8 (?, ) × g8
(5.4)
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5.3.3. The likelihood analysis
where X is the angular separation between the actual and reconstructed photon directions
? and ?′. The output is a PSF FITS file which contains the PSF cube values (in units of
sr−1), the energy intervals and a binary table of off-set angles as the three extensions.
The final step involves computing a background cube, a 3-dimensional cube spanning the
reconstructed spatial co-ordinates and photon energy computed as:
(?′,  ′) =
∑
8 8 (?′,  ′) × g8∑
8 g8
(5.5)
where 8 (?′,  ′) is an estimate of the background rate for observation 8 having a recon-
structed photon arrival direction ?′ and energy  ′ respectively. The number of background
counts in each bin is predicted from the input model. This is performed by the ctbkgcube
tool which creates a FITS file containing two extensions, namely the background cube
values (in units of MeV−1s−1sr−1) and a binary table of the energy boundaries of each bin.
This routine also produces an output file in XML format which is the same as the input XML
file used for the ctobssim routine except that the original background model, CTAIrfBack-
ground, is replaced by a different model of type CTACubeBackground. This background
model enables the extraction of the background information from the background cube
during the likelihood analysis and has a spectral component that is left free during the
fitting procedure to avoid uncertainties in the background rate propagating into the flux
estimate of the source.
5.3.3 The likelihood analysis
The ctlike tool can now be used to perform a maximum likelihood fit to the event data and
obtain the significance, flux, spectral index and positional extent of all sources in the model.
While this investigation involves the analysis of binned data, the same routine can also be
extended to unbinned and On/Off data as well as a combined analysis of CTA simulations
and observations made with H.E.S.S. and Fermi-LAT.
Along similar lines to the likelihood procedure described for the analysis of Fermi-LAT
data (see Section 2.3.4), the ctlike tool computes the test statistic (TS; Mattox et al. (1996)):
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TS = 2ln! ("B + "1) − 2ln! ("1) (5.6)
where ln! ("B + "1) is the log likelihood value obtained when fitting both the source and
background to the data and ln! ("1) is the log likelihood value obtained from fitting only
the background to the data i.e. with the source removed.
For a sufficiently large number of counts, the TS is asymptotically distributed as j2= where
the degrees of freedom, =, correspond to the number of free parameters in the additional
source component (Cash (1979)). The presence of an additional source will result in a
fluctuation from this distribution. A large TS value (typically TS ≥ 25) quantifies the
presence of an additional source (i.e. the null hypothesis is incorrect).
All free parameters in the model file are adjusted by the ctlike tool and an output XML
file is produced containing the best fit results along with an estimate of their associated
uncertainties. The maximum likelihood fit can be inspected by computing the fit residuals.
The csresmap routine creates a residual counts map with the events corresponding to the
fitted model components having been subtracted. This method is sensitive to both positive
and negative fluctuations making it a useful technique for assessing the goodness-of-fit.
Among the different algorithms that may be implemented for inspecting the residuals, it is
often useful to extract a map of the percentage residuals obtained from the sky map and
model map as:
Percentage Residual =
Sky Map −Model Map
Model Map
. (5.7)
The residual map obtained during an instance of simulation for 3C 279 is shown in Figure
5.12. No significant residuals (≥ ±1%) are found, indicating that the model fit was
satisfactory.
5.3.4 Further analysis
The ctlike tool computes the significance of detection, the number of source and background
photons and the best fit spectral parameters, along with their corresponding uncertainties
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Figure 5.12: The percentage residual map obtained over a RoI of radius 3◦ centred on
3C 279 for an observation period of 20 hours with CTA S. The colour scale shows the
percentage residual (see equation 5.7) at each pixel in the counts map.
and the upper flux limits for the source, to within a confidence interval of 95 %. While
these comprise the main results of this investigation, further steps can also be performed
using ctools.
The SED of a source can be derived using the csspec script. The source spectrum is
obtained by performing a maximum likelihood fit to compute the source flux along with its
corresponding uncertainty for a number of independent spectral bins spanning the entire
energy range of the analysis. For sources not detected within a given spectral bin, an upper
flux limit can also be computed. The csspec tool generates a FITS file containing the fitted
source spectrum and the TS values of the source in each bin.
Finally, it is also possible to compute a lightcurve in order to examine the temporal
variability in the flux and spectrum of a particular source. The cslightcrv script performs
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a maximum likelihood fit over a series of time intervals and outputs a FITS file containing
the best fit spectral parameters along with their uncertainties along with the TS values and
flux limits for each temporal bin.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Overview
The number of extragalactic AGN of each classification predicted to be detected for 5 and
20 hour observations with CTA N and CTA S at energy thresholds of 30, 50, 100, 300,
500 and 1000 GeV under the power law extrapolation scheme are shown in Table 5.1. Also
stated for each sub-sample are the number of these objects already detected in the VHE
regime with current generation IACTs ∗. It should be noted that the detections with current
generation instruments involve a range of energy thresholds, observation times and flux
states and while the numbers do not facilitate a direct comparison, they do provide a useful
estimate of the increase in detections anticipated with the CTA.
Furthermore, sources having a declination roughly in the interval −36◦ ≤ DEC ≤ 40◦
are expected to be observable from both arrays, leading to some overlap in the tabulated
results. For example, out of the 19 FSRQs expected to be detected with CTA S in 5 hour
observations at an energy threshold of 100 GeV, 10 are also expected to be detected with
CTA N at the same energy threshold and period of observation.
Figures 5.13 - 5.16 show skymaps of all sources from the sample expected to be detected
with CTA N and CTA S for observation times of 5 and 20 hours respectively, together
with the significance of each detection. These results assume a power law extrapolation
scheme with an energy threshold of 100 GeV and highlight the expected enhancements for
extragalactic population studies in the VHE regime through the CTA KSPs and dedicated
proposals.



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































It should be noted that the results presented in this work are based on the expected per-
formance of the full CTA baseline array (see Section 4.4). The initial construction phase of
the CTA, referred to as the alpha configuration, will consist of 4 LSTs and 9 MSTs for the
Northern array and 14 MSTs and 37 SSTs for the Southern array. The full array, referred
to as the omega configuration, will be completed in a later phase of construction subject to
the availability of funds.
The impact of the lower sensitivity and sky coverage of the alpha configuration has been
investigated in Brown et al. (2021). As expected, the alpha configuration is found to
perform worse than the omega configuration, with the most significant difference found for
the Southern array, a result of the lack of LSTs in the initial configuration for CTA S.
For example, Brown et al. (2021) expect only 100 sources to be detectable with CTA S at an
energy threshold of 100 GeV under the power law extrapolation scheme for an observation
time of 20 hours. It should be noted that the results presented in Brown et al. (2021) were
obtained using a standard ON-OFF (or aperture photometry) approach and theGAMMAPY
software package (Deil et al. (2017), Nigro et al. (2019)). For comparison, my analysis
predicts 304 sources to be detected at the same energy threshold and for the same period
of observation.
5.4.2 Scientific Objectives
The increased number of detections and improved statistics provided with the CTA will
help address a wide range of questions in VHE astronomy. A non-exhaustive list of such
questions are discussed in this section within the context of my results.
Will we detect the FSRQs investigated in Chapter 3?
Despite being some of the brightest sources detected with the Fermi-LAT, only 8 FSRQs
have been detected above W ≥ 100 GeV at the time of writing∗, namely, PKS 1510-089,
3C 279, 4C 21.35, S3 0218+35, PKS 0736+017, Ton 599, B2 1420+32 and PKS 1441+25.
This can be explained by invoking the blazar sequence (for example Fossati et al. (1998),
∗http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/, accessed on 11/01/21.
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Table 5.2: The expected detection significance, best fit spectral index, W, and photon flux
for the sample of FSRQs studied in Chapter 3 above an energy threshold of 100 GeV. The
results are obtained under the power law extrapolation scheme for an observation time of
5 hours and represent the mean values from 100 independent instances of simulation. B2
1520+31 and PKS 1502+106 are not expected to be detected at a significance of 5f and
the corresponding best fit spectral index and flux values are listed as NA.
4FGL name Common name RA DEC z CTA Significance W Flux
[deg] [deg] Site [f] [10−102<−2B−1]
J2253.9+1609 3C 454.3 343.50 16.15 0.86 N 31.83 ± 1.18 2.26 ± 0.21 0.39 ± 0.02
J2232.6+1143 CTA 102 338.15 11.73 1.03 N 5.39 ± 0.96 2.47 ± 1.48 0.06 ± 0.01
J1522.1+3144 B2 1520+31 230.55 31.74 1.49 N 1.53 ± 0.89 NA NA
J1512.8-0906 PKS 1510-089 228.22 -9.11 0.36 S 42.48 ± 1.31 2.35 ± 0.08 0.39 ± 0.01
J1504.4+1029 PKS 1502+106 226.10 10.49 1.84 N 2.24 ± 1.10 NA NA
J1427.9-4206 PKS 1424-41 216.99 -42.11 1.52 S 9.78 ± 0.98 2.12 ± 0.98 0.09 ± 0.01
J1256.1-0547 3C 279 194.04 -5.79 0.54 S 24.22 ± 1.30 2.32 ± 0.17 0.22 ± 0.01
J1224.9+2122 4C 21.35 186.23 21.38 0.43 N 20.91 ± 1.75 2.25 ± 0.17 0.22 ± 0.01
J0457.0-2324 PKS 0454-234 74.26 -23.41 1.00 S 13.91 ± 1.09 2.09 ± 0.45 0.13 ± 0.01
Ghisellini et al. (2017)). While the IC peaks of BL Lacs predominantly occur at relatively
higher energies, FSRQs peak in the sub-GeV range and are mostly detected only during
flaring periods.
Furthermore FSRQs, which typically have redshifts above 1 (see Figure 5.2), are harder to
detect with current generation IACTs as a consequence of pair production with the EBL
photons. The CTA is expected to increase the number of FSRQs detected in the VHE
regime with, for example, 34 such sources expected to be detected with CTA S in 20 hour
observations at an energy threshold of 100 GeV.
The results obtained from extrapolating the eight year time-averaged flux states of the FSRQ
sample investigated in Chapter 3 are presented in Table 5.2. Each source is simulated for
the CTA site providing the largest elevation, calculated from the difference in latitudes of
the location of the observing array (28.76◦ N for CTA N and 24.68◦ S for CTA S) and the
declination of the source. The simulations indicate that 7 of the 9 sources investigated in
Chapter 3 are expected to be detected at a significance of 5f. The two exceptions are B2
1520+31 and PKS 1502+106, while CTA 102 is found to be a marginal detection with an
expected significance of 5.39 ± 0.96 f.
What other source classes emit VHE gamma-rays?
While blazars are expected to form the most numerous class of the detections with the
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detection of ∼ 250 such sources forecast for 20 hour observations at an energy threshold
of 100 GeV, the CTA is also expected to detect sources from non-blazar populations and
enable further studies of the emission mechanisms taking place in these objects. The
AGN unification model (see Section 1.2.3) suggests that radio galaxies differ from blazars
primarily due to an unfavourable alignment of their jets to our line of sight and observations
with the CTA will allow scientists to explore this further. 21 radio galaxies are expected
to be detected with CTA N in 20 hour observations at an energy threshold of 100 GeV, an
increase of a factor of 4 on current IACT detections.
An investigation by Romano et al. (2018) found the Narrow-Line Seyfert 1 galaxy SBS
0846+513 to be observable with CTA N in its average flux state which agrees with my
results. The Circinus Galaxy is the only radio-quiet Seyfert galaxy to have been detected
with the Fermi-LAT at GeV energies (Hayashida et al. (2013)) and my analysis indicates
that it will also be detected for the first time in the VHE regime with the CTA. A handful of
other non-blazar active galaxies are also expected to be observable with the CTA namely
B3 1009+427, PKS 0521-36, PKS B1353-171 and CGCG 050-083.
Will we also detect sources at high redshift and why are these detections useful?
As seen in the redshift distributions of the detected sources presented in Figures 5.17 and
5.18, the CTA is expected to detect sources at redshifts higher than 0.5, with for example,
the detection of 18 such sources predicted in 5 hour observations with CTA S at an energy
threshold of 100 GeV. For comparison, only 4 such sources namely PKS 1441+25, 3C 279,
Ton 599 and B2 0218+357, have been detected with current generation IACTs.
The results highlight that the CTA will not only multiply the number of sources detected,
but also expand the horizons to which we can observe the gamma-ray sky. As described in
Abdalla et al. (2021), the detection of high redshift blazars will enable scientists to explore
a range of topics in astronomy, cosmology and fundamental physics. These include the
measurement of the gamma-ray absorption by the EBL, investigations of intergalactic




Figure 5.17: The redshift distribution of sources expected to be detectable with CTA N at
energy thresholds of 30, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 GeV under the power law extrapolation
scheme for the observation times of 5 hours (top) and 20 hours (bottom) respectively. Also
shown is the redshift distribution of all simulated sources for each particular configuration.
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Figure 5.18: The redshift distribution of sources expected to be detectable with CTA S at
energy thresholds of 30, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 GeV under the power law extrapolation
scheme for the observation times of 5 hours (top) and 20 hours (bottom) respectively. Also
shown is the redshift distribution of all simulated sources for each particular configuration.
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Figure 5.19: The Fermi-LAT fluxes in the energy range 1 GeV ≤ W ≤ 100 GeV versus
the redshift of all sources in the sample. The red outlined sources are those already
detected with current generation IACTs and highlighted in green are the AGN expected
to be detectable in 20 hour observations with either CTA N or CTA S above an energy
threshold of 100 GeV under the power law extrapolation scheme.
The distribution of GeV fluxes measured with the Fermi-LAT against redshift of all sources
in the sample is shown in Figure 5.19, highlighting the sources which have been detected
with current generation IACTs and those expected to be visible with CTA N or CTA S in
20 hour observations. In addition to bright high redshift sources, the CTA is also expected
to detect fainter objects at relatively lower redshifts. The increased number of sources will
provide a basis for a first ever reliable estimate of the LF of blazars (see Section 5.5) and
help investigate the evolution of the different source populations in the VHE regime.
What are the brightest sources of each AGN class expected to be detected?
The extragalactic survey will also include the long-termmonitoring of sources with the aim
of generating VHE lightcurves. In order to construct a representative sample of potential
targets for the CTA, it is important to include sources from each AGN class and an example
of such a list is given in Table 12.1 of Acharya et al. (2013). Table 5.3 presents the results of
a similar sample when observed with CTA N and CTA S for an exposure time of 5 hours at
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an energy threshold of 100 GeV. It is expected that the list of targets will be reviewed every
five years once the CTA is fully operational and potentially reduced to the most interesting
objects for further monitoring over the entire lifetime of the CTA.
What is the shortest observing time required for detection and why is this important?
As seen in Table 5.3, Mkn 421 is expected to be the brightest source detectable with the
CTA with an expected significance of 757.44 ± 2.01 f in 5 hours of observation. This
result is not surprising given that at a redshift of z = 0.03, Mkn 421 is one of the closest
known BL Lac objects and was the first extragalactic source to be detected in the TeV
regime (Punch et al. (1992)).
An important consequence of this expected result will be the ability to observe variability
in short timescales possibly less than a minute. This is particularly important for Mkn
421 as the source has a history of fast flaring events (for example Gaidos et al. (1996),
Fossati et al. (2008), Acciari et al. (2011)). Investigating short timescale variability will
aid in understanding the mechanisms involved in the production of gamma-rays as well as
in localising the emission region (as studied for FSRQs in Chapter 3).
To put this in context, Abeysekara et al. (2020) investigated the February 2010 flare using
VHE observations at W ≥ 110 GeV with VERITAS and multi-wavelength data from
partner observatories. The high statistics provided from this extraordinary flare, having a
peak flux of 27 Crab Units above 1 TeV, allowed the VERITAS data to be binned in 2minute
and 5 minute intervals. The study concluded that the multi-wavelength observations were
difficult to explain using a classical one-zone emission model.
Indeed short timescale variability at high energies, in general, indicates emission mech-
anisms more complex than single-zone emission as the bulk Lorentz factors required are
incompatible with the results obtained from radio observations (Piner and Edwards (2018)).
A similar study of the July 2006 flare from PKS 2155-304, another of the brightest sources
expected to be observable with the CTA, using H.E.S.S. data (Aharonian et al. (2009)) also
suggested the need for two emission zones. The improved statistics provided with the CTA
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.20: The expected significance of Mkn 421 as a function of observation times
evenly spaced in the interval 1 - 60 seconds when observed with CTA N at an energy
threshold of 100 GeV. The dashed curve indicates the best fit and the predicted time
required for a 5f detection is shown in the legend.
drawn regarding the nature of the emission region.
Figure 5.20 plots the expected significance of Mkn 421 as a function of observation time
for sub-minute timescales when observed with CTA N at an energy threshold of 100 GeV.
From interpolating the fit, it is shown that a 5f detection of the source in its average flux
state is, in principle, expected for an observation period of 1.13+0.23−0.17 seconds. It should be
noted that this estimate is obtained from simulations and may not be reached in practice,
but nevertheless, highlights the anticipated ability to observe variability in unprecedented
short timescales with the CTA.
Furthermore, the observation of AGN in short timescales will enable multiple tests for LIV.
A possible energy dependence in the speed of light has been predictedwithin the framework
of quantum gravity (for example Ellis et al. (2008)). Due to its improved sensitivity, the
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CTA is expected to facilitate precise investigations into the energy dependence in the arrival
times of high energy photons and be able to distinguish between any modification effects
intrinsic to the source and those induced during propagation (Doro et al. (2013)). Previous
studies in the VHE regime, for example using H.E.S.S. observations of PKS 2155-304
(Aharonian et al. (2008a)) while finding no significant evidence of a time-lag, have derived
lower limits on any possible energy dependence.
What is the effect of spectral curvature on the number of detections?
As expected, the results of the simulation are strongly linked to the spectral model assumed.
Figure 5.21 shows a comparison between the source significances obtained under the power
law and log parabola extrapolation schemes for 5 hour observations with CTA N and
CTA S. In general, the power law extrapolation scheme yields higher significances with
the exceptions being the 231 sources having negative curvature (i.e. an upward-curved-
spectrum) in the 4FGL catalog (The Fermi-LAT collaboration (2019a)). The redshift
distributions of extragalactic sources expected to be detected in 5 hour observations with
CTA N and CTA S under the log parabola extrapolation scheme are shown in Figure 5.22.
5.5 Towards a blazar Luminosity Function with the CTA
Having studied the detection prospects of individual AGN with the CTA, I now move on
to considering the objects as a source population. The evolutionary properties of blazars
in the TeV regime are poorly understood, primarily due to the intrinsic biases involved in
observations with current generation IACTs. Investigating these properties for different
classes of AGN will help reveal how these sources are distributed in space and also how
they evolve over cosmic time.
The CTA extragalactic survey will aim to provide the flux and spectral shapes of all sources
in the survey region down to a minimum achievable flux based on the sensitivity of the
survey. In conjunction with the redshift range over which the survey is conducted, this
will allow the space density of the source populations to be derived for any assumed
cosmological model.
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Figure 5.21: A comparison between the significances obtained under the power law and
log parabola extrapolation schemes for CTA N (top) and CTA S (bottom) respectively.
The dashed line indicates equal performance. The green points represent sources having a
negative curvature as reported in the 4FGL catalog (TheFermi-LAT collaboration (2019a)).
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Figure 5.22: The redshift distribution of sources expected to be detected with CTA N (top)
and CTA S (bottom) at energy thresholds of 30, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 GeV under
the log parabola extrapolation scheme for observation times of 5 hours. Also shown is the
redshift distribution of all simulated sources for each particular configuration.
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The luminosity function (LF) describes the number of sources per unit comoving volume
per unit luminosity and is usually expressed as a function of redshift. An increasing LF
with redshift indicates positive evolution, meaning there were more sources in the past. A
decreasing LF, on the other hand, implies negative evolution, meaning fewer sources in the
past.
An unbiased and reliable measurement of the LF is pivotal to answering a number of
key scientific questions. For instance, integrating the LF of blazars followed by the
subtraction of the contributions from known sources would allow for the measurement
of the contribution of unresolved blazars to the diffuse isotropic gamma-ray background
(IGRB; Abdo et al. (2010e)).
As discussed in Chapter 1, gamma-ray emission mechanisms may involve the production
of neutrinos. An estimate of the energy density of the IGRB can be extrapolated to PeV
energies (1 PeV = 106 GeV) and then compared to the energy density of cosmic neutrino
emission. Such multi-messenger studies might help ascertain if these two signals have a
common origin and quantify the extent of neutrino emission in blazars (Ahlers (2019)).
Furthermore, a comparison of LFmodels for different source classes at various wavelengths
can be used to verify whether or not all sources belong to the same underlying popula-
tion as hypothesized in AGN unification models (see Section 1.2.3). Unfortunately, the
determination of the LF in the VHE regime has proved quite challenging so far. One of the
main reasons for this is the inherent bias in the blazar sample. This is brought about due
to targeted observations motivated by flare periods at lower energies (for example with the
Fermi-LAT).
The limits on the sensitivities of current generation IACTs make it unfeasible to conduct
a large uniform survey, especially at higher redshifts where the effects of EBL absorption
also hinder these investigations. A preliminary study of sample selection methods towards
determining the LF in the TeV regime using observations with VERITAS is conducted
in Brill (2019). As discussed in Section 4.4, the CTA is designed to achieve an order
of magnitude increase in sensitivity which, in conjunction with a wider field of view,
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particularly for the SSTs, will allow for such a survey to be conducted.
Despite this, there have been a number of investigations aimed at determining the gamma-
ray LF using one of two main semi-independent approaches. The first is a binned non-
parametric measurement using the 1/+max test (Schmidt (1968)) as used, for example, in
a study of a sample of EGRET blazars in the energy range 20 MeV - 30 GeV (Chiang
and Mukherjee (1998)). This method is based on using the flux limit of the instrument to
determine the largest volume, +max, containing an object having the same luminosity as a
source in the sample while still being able to detect it.
An important disadvantage of this approach is that it is based on the assumption of the
distribution of all galaxies in space being uniform (Binggeli et al. (1988)). This is overcome
using the second approach which undertakes a maximum likelihood fit of an analytic model
describing the LF to a sample of blazars ordered in luminosity (for example Marshall et al.
(1983)). Furthermore, this method can be used to compare different analytical forms of the
LF, particularly for small samples which cannot be finely binned in redshift and luminosity,
and has been adopted in Fermi-LAT studies of BL Lacs (Ajello et al. (2014)) and FSRQs
(Ajello et al. (2012)) in the energy range 100 MeV - 100 GeV.
In the remainder of this chapter, I use the second approach to fit the results of the simulations
presented previously andmake an estimate of the LF expected to be observed with the CTA,
the first investigation of this nature in this energy regime. A standard cosmology is adopted,
with a Hubble constant of 0 =71 km s−1Mpc−1, Ω" = 0.27 an ΩΛ = 0.73 as derived
from the results of the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (Komatsu et al. (2009)).
5.5.1 Source Sample
The quality of the estimated LF depends primarily on having sufficient sources represent-
ative of a typical AGN population. This can be achieved through an unbiased, uniform
and flux-limited survey of the entire sky. As seen in Table 5.1, blazars constitute by far
the majority of the sources expected to be detectable with the CTA. The sample used in
the calculation of the LF consists of the 220 BL Lac and 34 FSRQ sources forecast to be
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detectable (defined as having TS ≥ 25) from CTA S at an energy threshold of 100 GeV in
20 hours of observation.
My choice of sample is motivated by the necessity to have sufficient photon statistics in
order to allow for the extraction of the evolutionary parameters. CTA S is expected to
produce the largest number of detections from a single source population, marginally more
than expected with CTA N at the same threshold. While the results are obtained from a 20
hour all-sky survey using the full CTA baseline array, the methods developed can also be
applied to more realistic configurations including, for example reduced observing times or
the alpha array, as well as to real data obtained with current generation IACTs.
Furthermore, the detection of AGN in the TeV regime also depends on the flux state of the
source during observation. This can introduce a further potential bias in the sample since
many sources can only be detected when undergoing flaring periods. Since the results are
obtained from the extrapolation of the 8 year time-averaged Fermi-LAT spectral parameters
(see Section 5.2.2), the sample is not expected to suffer from biases associated with flaring
periods. Finally, all the sources have a known spectroscopic redshift measurement and the
simulations already account for EBL absorption.
The VHE luminosity, L, is calculated from the predicted CTA energy flux, ((1, 2), in






where Γ is the spectral index, I is the redshift and 3! is the luminosity distance:






Ω" (1 + I′)3 +ΩΛ
. (5.9)
The above relation is based on the assumption that 2 >> 1, which is satisfied by my
choice of energy interval. The denominator in equation 5.8 represents the K-correction
term, accounting for the redshift modification between the observed and emitted energies.




Figure 5.23: The distributions of VHE luminosity against redshift for the sample of BL
Lacs and FSRQ sources expected to be detected in 20 hour observations with CTA S above
an energy threshold of 100 GeV.
5.5.2 Analysis Method
Similar to the approach adopted in Ajello et al. (2014), the space density of the sample
of blazars is obtained as a function of the 100 GeV - 200 TeV CTA rest frame luminosity









= Φ(!,+ (I), Γ) × 3+
3I
. (5.10)
Here Φ(!,+ (I), Γ) represents the LF and 3+
3I
the co-moving volume element per unit












As seen in Equation 5.10, the LF will depend on the intrinsic distribution of the photon
indices. This distribution is assumed to be independent of redshift as evidenced in a study
of EGRET detected blazars in Venters and Pavlidou (2007) who also find the spectral
index distribution to be compatible with a Gaussian distribution. The same conclusion
was obtained by Abdo et al. (2010c) in an investigation of the spectral index distribution
of Fermi-LAT detected sources based on the first Fermi-LAT catalog (1LAC; Abdo et al.
(2010b)).
A Gaussian model was also adopted in the derivation of the LF using Fermi-LAT obser-
vations of BL Lacs (Ajello et al. (2014)) and FSRQs (Ajello et al. (2012)). It should be
noted that given the lack of blind AGN surveys in the VHE regime, no chosen spectral
index distribution will be absolute at this stage. Nevertheless, for the purpose of this thesis,
I also model the spectral index relation with a Gaussian:
Φ(!,+ (I), Γ) ∝ 4−
(Γ−`)2
2f2 , (5.12)
where ` and f are the mean and dispersion of the distribution respectively.
The Ajello et al. (2015) study investigated the Fermi-LAT data from a sample of 403
blazars (more specifically 211 BL Lacs, 186 FSRQs and 6 BCUs) in the energy range 100
MeV - 100 GeV and the results were found to better reproduce the overall evolutionary
properties than the results presented in Ajello et al. (2014). Three different models for
the LF were tested, namely the primarily luminosity evolution (PLE) model, the primarily
density evolution (PDE) model, and the luminosity-dependent density evolution (LDDE)
model.
In all models, the LF at redshift z=0 is defined as a smoothly-joined double power law
multiplied by the photon index distribution:

















where the Gaussian mean, `, has been allowed to change with luminosity as:
`(!) = `∗ + V × [log(!) − 46] . (5.14)
Under the PDE and LDDE models, the space density of the blazar population evolves
identically for all source luminosities. An evolutionary factor, 4(I, !), describing the
changes in the blazar population over cosmic time, is applied to the PDE and LDDE
models such that:
Φ(!, I, Γ) = Φ(!, I = 0, Γ) × 4(I, !), (5.15)
In the PLE model, on the other hand, the form of the LF remains constant but the lumin-
osities change over cosmic time. The evolutionary factor is applied as as:
Φ(!, I, Γ) = Φ(!/4(I, !), I = 0, Γ). (5.16)
For the PDE and PLE models, the evolutionary factor is defined as:
4(I, !) = (1 + I):4I/b , (5.17)
with
: = :∗ + g × [log(!) − 46] . (5.18)
The final model has 10 free parameters (A, W1, W2, !∗, :∗, g, b, `∗, V , and f) making it
hard to constrain, especially with the inherent lack of statistics at high energies.
LFs have also been previously modelled as a power law, perhaps most notably in Schechter
(1976), the first analytical determination of the LF. Physically, such a model implies that the
probability distribution of the blazar sample is a power law, usually a good first empirical
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approximation. For the purpose of this thesis, I model the LF at redshift I as a simple
power law with pure luminosity evolution such that:










where !0 = 1046 erg B−1 and the evolutionary factor is defined as:
4(I) = (1 + I): . (5.20)
The final model has 5 free parameters (, U, : , ` and f). It has been shown (for example
Hatziminaoglou et al. (2001), Butler et al. (2019)) that, for a pure power law LF as assumed
in this study, the PLE and PDE models are observationally indistinguishable. The LDDE
model is not considered at this stage since the additional parameters would make it more
difficult to constrain given the lack of statistics.
The observed LF is a result of the convolution of the intrinsic LF with relativistic beaming,
where the effect of beaming is to induce the break modelled in equation 5.13. Therefore,
modelling the observed LF as a pure power law implies that either there is no significant
beaming (this might be the case in the optical band, for example) or that the sensitivity of
the instrument or lack of statistics prevents us from resolving the break.
The expected source count distribution for the sample of blazars is expressed as:







Φ(!,+ (I), Γ) 3+
3I
3Γ3I3! (5.21)
where ! (I, ) is the luminosity of a source having redshift I and a simulated flux . The
best fitting parameters of the LF are obtained by using the Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) technique (Gamerman and Lopes (2006); Hogg and Foreman-Mackey (2018))
to fit the above expression to the results of the simulations. The limits of the integrals
correspond to those spanned by the sample investigated.
An important caveat of my approach is that it assumes the sky coverage of the survey,
Ω(!, I, Γ), defined here as the probability of detecting in the survey a blazar of luminosity
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! and photon index Γ at a redshift I to be uniformly 1. As previously stated, the results
presented are therefore a preliminary, optimistic estimate and will benefit from detailed
Monte Carlo investigations of the CTA sky coverage similar to that conducted for a sample
of Fermi-LAT detected blazars in Abdo et al. (2010c). A back-of-the-envelope calculation
towards this is presented in Section 5.5.4.
MCMC methods are capable of sampling a probability distribution function (pdf) even in
the absence of a full analytical description of the pdf. For the purpose of this computation,
the simplest and most commonly used algorithm for MCMC, the Metropolis–Hastings
algorithm (Metropolis et al. (1953)) is adopted, using the emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al.
(2013)) implementation in python∗.
The algorithm requires two inputs: the function to be sampled, 5 (\), and a proposal pdf,
@(\ ′ |\), capable of drawing up a new position in the parameter space, \ ′, from the previous
position, \. The later will include a range of physically acceptable values of the parameters
or, if applicable, results obtained from previous experiments.
In principle, the algorithm is simply a biased random walk through the entire parameter
space, aimed at finding a set of parameters that best fit the data sample. The steps involved
in the algorithm are summarised in Figure 5.24.
5.5.3 Results
The best fit parameters obtained from the MCMC for both BL Lacs and FSRQs are
reported inTable 5.4. Figure 5.25 gives an illustrative representation of the one-dimensional
distributions of the parameters in theMCMC sample and also includes scatter plots showing
the correlations between them. The normalization factor, , and the slope parameter, U,
are both well constrained from the fit. Furthermore, the normalization factor, , for the
BL Lac sample is found to be a factor ∼ 2.4 times larger than that of the FSRQ sample.
BL Lacs are found to have a steeper LF than FSRQs and this broadly agrees with the results
obtained from Fermi-LAT observations, in which the faint-end slope index parameters
∗see https://emcee.readthedocs.io/en/stable/ for full documentation, accessed on 13/03/2021.
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Figure 5.24: A flowchart of the steps involved in a typical MCMC algorithm.
Table 5.4: The parameters, , U and : , are obtained from the MCMC fit of a simple
power law LF (see equation 5.19) to the source count distributions for BL Lacs and FSRQs
expected to be detected in 20 hour observations with CTA S at an energy threshold of 100
GeV. The mean and dispersion parameters, ` and f, are obtained from fitting a Gaussian
(see equation 5.12) to the photon index distribution of both samples. The uncertainties
represent the 68 % containment regions around the median value.
Class  U : ` f
[Mpc−3erg−1s]
BL Lacs (0.23 ± 0.02) × 10−10 2.49+0.06−0.06 4.22
+3.90
−3.58 1.90 ± 0.02 0.16 ± 0.03
FSRQs (0.97 ± 0.03) × 10−11 0.91+0.09−0.07 0.76
+6.16
−6.60 2.34 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01
under the PLE models were found to be W1 = 1.26+0.08−0.20 for BL Lacs (Ajello et al. (2014))
and W1 = 0.29+0.53−0.53 for FSRQs (Ajello et al. (2012)) respectively. Such comparisons should
be made with extreme caution due to the inherent differences in the samples and energy
regimes considered in the investigations; the Ajello et al. (2014) study is based on the first
Fermi-LAT catalog (1LAC; Abdo et al. (2010b)) and considers the energy range 100 MeV
- 100 GeV.
The evolutionary parameter, : , is poorly constrained for both the BL Lac and FSRQ
samples. The evolution in both cases is found to be positive (: > 0), albeit with large
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Figure 5.25: A corner plot summarising the results obtained from applying the MCMC
algorithm to the BL Lac (top) and FSRQ (bottom) samples. The parameter  is in units of




uncertainties, indicatingmore sources at higher redshift than at lower redshift. The estimate
of : can be improved by increasing the number of steps in the MCMC, currently set at 1000
steps after a 400 step burn-in, or having separate iterations for : after having constrained
both  and U.
FSRQs have been found to evolve positively over a range of wavelengths including radio
observations (for example Dunlop and Peacock (1990)), X-ray investigations (for example
Padovani et al. (2007)) and with the Fermi-LAT, for example in Ajello et al. (2012) where
the evolutionary factor was found to be : = 5.70 ± 1.02 under the PLE model. The results
from previous investigations into the evolutionary properties of BL Lacs are mixed. For
example, a study of the radio LF by Marchã and Caccianiga (2013) found evidence for
weak positive evolution at a confidence level of 2 - 3 f.
The Fermi-LAT study by Ajello et al. (2014) found the evolutionary factor to be : =
4.87+0.78−5.39 under the PLE model and observed a dependence of the speed of evolution on
luminosity. High-luminosity sources (L ≥ 1047 erg s−1) were found to evolve faster than
low-luminosity sources (L ≤ 1045.5 erg s−1) with the latter found to evolve negatively (: <
0) indicating more sources at lower redshift than at higher redshift. The negative evolution
was established to be predominantly driven by the population of High-synchrotron-peaked
(HSP) blazars, a sub-class of BL Lacs having synchrotron-peak frequency aBpeak > 10
15Hz.
Negative evolution has also been reported in a separate Fermi-LAT investigation by Zeng
et al. (2014) where the evolutionary factor was found to be : = −1.85+0.38−0.37 under the PLE
model.
Figure 5.26 presents a comparison between the observed source count distributions and the
count distributions predicted from the best fit LFs (see equation 5.21). In order to examine
whether the parameters obtained from the MCMC provide a reasonable description of the
results of the simulations, I compute the reduced chi-squared statistic, j2a . The value of
the reduced chi-squared statistic was found to be j2a = 1.35 and j2a = 0.54 for the BL
Lac and FSRQ samples respectively, and are within the 3f confidence limit of j2a for the
corresponding degrees of freedom (Hughes and Hase (2010)), meaning the null hypothesis
cannot be rejected in either case.
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Figure 5.26: The data points correspond to the source count distribution as a function of
luminosity for BL Lacs and FSRQs expected to be detectable in 20 hour observations with
CTA S above an energy threshold of 100 GeV. The uncertainties correspond to the 1f
Poisson error. The shaded region in both cases represent the predicted distribution from
the best fit LFs.
Figure 5.27 shows a comparison between the photon index distributions of both samples
and the predicted distributions obtained from the Gaussian model (see equation 5.12). The
spectral index distribution of the BL Lac sample, ` = 1.90 ± 0.02, is found to be, on
average, flatter and incompatible with that of FSRQs, ` = 2.34 ± 0.01. It was not possible
to investigate the dependence of ` on luminosity due to lack of statistics.
The local (z=0) LF for BL Lacs and FSRQs obtained from the best fit parameters is shown
in Figure 5.28. As expected from their steeper LF and, in general, lower luminosity
regime, BL Lac sources are seen to dominate the local LF at low luminosities. The large
uncertainties prevent any further conclusions being drawn at this stage. Nevertheless, the
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Figure 5.27: The data points correspond to the photon index distributions of the BL Lac
(top) and FSRQ (bottom) samples expected to be detectable in 20 hour observations with
CTA S above an energy threshold of 100 GeV. The uncertainties correspond to the 1f
Poisson error. The shaded region in both cases represents the predicted distribution from
the best fit LFs.
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Figure 5.28: The local (z=0) LF derived from the best fit MCMC parameters using a simple
power law model for the BL Lacs and FSRQ sample. The shaded regions correspond to
the 68 % confidence intervals obtained from the MCMC samples.
results obtained in this preliminary investigation, put together, suggests that the LFs of BL
Lacs and FSRQs should be calculated separately in order to then compute their respective
contributions to the IGRB, as also indicated in a study of EGRET detected blazars by
Dermer (2007).
5.5.4 Biases and Systematic Uncertainties
The LF derived in this work is a preliminary result and includes a number of biases and
uncertainties which need to be taken into account before a more detailed study can be
undertaken. For example, the sample used in the derivation consists of all Fermi-LAT
detected blazars of known redshift expected to be detectable with CTA S in 20 hours of
observation. While the results already represent a significant improvement (a factor of ∼ 4)
on current IACT detections, the CTA is also expected to detect sources not detected with
the Fermi-LAT, as well as objects having redshifts yet to be determined, and these cannot
be included in the simulations.
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It is also essential to investigate the consequences of the Malmquist bias, an effect leading
to the preferential detection of intrinsically brighter objects to greater distances. This
selection bias affects flux-limited surveys, with AGN sources which are more luminous
being detectable to higher redshifts, resulting in a trend of increase in luminosity with
redshift as seen for my sample in Figure 5.23.
Not accounting for the Malmquist bias has led to a few mistaken claims in extragalactic
astronomy. For example, Hawkins (1962) found evidence for a non-linear redshift-distance
relationship and de Vaucouleurs (1972) suggested the increase in the Hubble constant with
distance. The conclusions were later found to be a consequence of a distance-dependent
selection effect (Sandage and Tammann (1975), Teerikorpi (1975)).
In order to account for the Malmquist bias, a detailed study of the sky coverage of the CTA
is required, similar to that conducted for a sample of Fermi-LAT detected blazars in Abdo
et al. (2010c). As seen in Marshall et al. (1983), the expected source count distribution
given in Equation 5.21 will also contain an additional term representing the sky coverage
of the survey, Ω(!, I, Γ), quantifying the probability of detecting in the survey a typical
blazar having luminosity ! and photon index Γ at a redshift I.
As discussed previously, I have so far assumed the sky coverage of the survey to be
uniformly 1. I now discuss a simple back-of-the-envelope calculation of how the sky
coverage can be approximated using the results of my simulations. For simplicity, I only
consider the dependence of the sky coverage on luminosity and redshift. Assuming an
uniform survey, the sky coverage, Ω(!, I), can be expressed as
Ω(!, I) = Ω0?det(!, I) (5.22)
where ?det(!, I) is the probability of detecting a blazar having luminosity ! at a redshift I
and Ω0 is the total solid angle covered by the survey, with Ω0 = 4c for an all-sky survey.
For the special case of an ideal flux limited survey, the sky coverage can be modelled as a
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step function:
Ω(!, I) = Ω0

1  (!, I) ≥ limit,
0  (!, I) < limit,
(5.23)
where limit is the flux limit of the survey, estimated from the distribution of the VHE flux
against the photon indices, shown in Figure 5.29.
Assuming, for simplicity, the minimum flux of the sample represents the flux limit of the
survey, the sky coverage of the survey can be obtained and is shown in Figure 5.30. Also
shown on the same plot, for comparison, is the distribution of VHE luminosity against
redshift for the sample of BL Lacs and FSRQs expected to be detectable in 20 hour
observations with CTA S above an energy threshold of 100 GeV. Figure 5.30 implies that
sources having luminosity, L ≥ 1046 erg s−1, could potentially still be detected with the
CTA at redshifts z > 1.5.
A detailed measurement of the sky coverage of the CTA will allow for a reliable estimate
of the LF. Any potential Malmquist bias in the local (z=0) LF can be accounted for by
weighting the contribution of each point to the LF by +max, the largest volume containing
an object having the same luminosity as a source in the sample while still being able to









where 4(I, !) is the evolutionary parameter defined in Equation 5.20, Imin the redshift
to which the LF is de-evolved (Imin = 0 in this case), Imax the farthest redshift to which
the source can be detected in the survey and 3+
3I
the co-moving volume element per unit
redshift and unit solid angle (Hogg (1999)).
My estimate of the flux sensitivity and sky coverage of the CTA can be used to make a first
order determination of Imax and is shown in Figure 5.31. As expected, the farthest redshift
to which a source is visible in the survey increases with increase in the intrinsic luminosity
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Figure 5.29: The distribution of photon flux in the energy range 100 GeV - 200 TeV as a
function of photon index, Γ, for BL Lacs and FSRQs expected to be detectable in 20 hour
observations with CTA S above an energy threshold of 100 GeV. The dashed line indicates
the minimum flux detected and is assumed to represent the flux limit of the survey.
Figure 5.30: An estimate of the sky coverage, Ω(!, I, Γ), with the lavender region cor-
responding to Ω = Ω0 and the grey region corresponding to Ω = 0. Also shown, for
comparison, is the VHE luminosity versus redshift distribution for the sample of BL Lacs
and FSRQs expected to be detectable in 20 hour observations with CTA S above an energy
threshold of 100 GeV.
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Figure 5.31: The farthest redshift, Imax, to which a source having luminosity, L, can be
detected in the survey as a function of luminosity. This was estimated assuming an ideal
flux limited survey in which the minimum flux of the detected sample represents the flux
limit of the survey.
of the source. Based on this measurement, the LF shown in Figure 5.28 can be weighted
by +max. The weighted LF is shown in Figure 5.32 with sources having high-luminosity
given less weight since they can be detected to larger distances.
One of the main scientific motivations for a reliable estimate of the LF in the VHE regime is
the potential investigation of the blazar sequence. As discussed in Section 1.4, Fossati et al.
(1998) found evidence of an anti-correlation between the synchrotron peak frequencies and
the bolometric luminosity of a sample of 126 blazars. This trend may be interpreted as
evidence of a genetic link between BL Lacs and FSRQs as suggested by Cavaliere and
D’Elia (2002) who argue that the two classes differ in their accretion rates. Under this
assumption, BL Lacs represent the final, inefficiently accreting and long-term state formed
from a short-lived and gas-rich FSRQ.
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Figure 5.32: The local (z=0) LF derived from the best fit MCMC parameters using a simple
power law model for the BL Lacs and FSRQ sample weighted by+max. The shaded regions
correspond to the 68 % confidence intervals obtained from the MCMC samples.
This can be investigated using an estimate of the LF. For example, Ajello et al. (2014)
find evidence for an increase in the space density of the BL Lac population at roughly
the same epoch at which the space density of FSRQs drop off, confirming the theory of a
transition from FSRQs to BL Lacs. Unfortunately, the large uncertainties associated with
my estimate of the LF prevent such strong conclusions being drawn at this stage.
However, it should be noted that the volume weighted LF in Figure 5.32 shows the LF for
the BL Lac population to be, within errors, incompatible with that of FSRQ population at
L ∼ 1047 erg s−1. A more robust calculation of the sky coverage of the CTA, in conjunction
with a better estimate of the mass of the SMBH and potential beaming effects would help
to further investigate the possibility of a transition.
As discussed in Section 5.2.2, given the lack of a-priori knowledge of the most appropriate
functional form for extrapolating the Fermi-LAT spectra to the VHE regime, I use a brack-
eting approach and consider both the power law and log parabolic schemes. Furthermore,
the extrapolations will also have an associated uncertainty. This can be quantified as a prob-
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Figure 5.33: A PDF quantifying the uncertainty in the source spectrum, U 3#
3
, introduced
by the choice of extrapolation schemes in this investigation. This determination assumes a
range of priors on the level of EBL attenuation corresponding to the limits provided in the
Domínguez et al. (2011) model.
ability density function (PDF) and is shown in Figure 5.33. This determination assumes a
range of priors on the level of EBL attenuation corresponding to the limits provided in the
Domínguez et al. (2011) model.
The results presented do not, as yet, account for the systematic uncertainties arising from
discrepancies between the Monte Carlo simulations and the true instrument response of
the CTA. A standard approach towards accounting for systematic uncertainties involves
the use of bracketing IRFs in which the source parameters are computed while a particular
response (for example the effective area) is varied by a certain percentage. A detailed
performance evaluation of the CTA instrument response facilitating the use of bracketing
IRFs is currently under production.
Finally, it should be noted that the calculation of the LF conducted in this study, in particular
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the limits of the integrals in Equation 5.21, correspond specifically to those spanned by the
sample investigated. This is particularly important in the case of the redshift distribution
of the sample, with the redshift regimes considered being I ∈ [0, 1.2] and I ∈ [0, 1.6] for
the BL Lac and FSRQ sample respectively.
This is expected to have implications on the results obtained given that many quantities
involved, for example the evolutionary factor 4(I, !), are functions of redshift. For example,
the choice of low redshift regime prevents an investigation into the presence of a potential
redshift cut-off in the comoving density. In a study of the radio LF, Dunlop and Peacock
(1990) found their FSRQ sample to evolve positively up to a redshift cut-off, followed by
a gradual drop-off by a factor of ∼ 5 in the interval I ∈ [2, 4].
The Fermi-LAT study by Ajello et al. (2014) found a redshift cut-off in the LF for the BL
Lac sample at I ∼ 1.5, predominantly driven by the populations of LSPs and ISPs. A
luminosity dependence in the redshift cut-off, for instance more luminous source peaking
at earlier times (for example Ajello et al. (2012)), would suggest an LDDE model for the
LF rather than PDE and PLE models, and has also been observed in radio-quiet AGN (for
example Ueda et al. (2003)).
5.6 Conclusion
This chapter describes a detailed investigation of the extragalactic source populations
expected to be detectable with the CTA when in operation using a sample of 1551 Fermi-
LAT detected AGN having known spectroscopic redshift measurements. The spectral
parameters reported in the 4FGL catalog are extrapolated to the energy range 30 GeV -
200 TeV using both a power law and a log parabolic extrapolation scheme. In both cases,
the EBL absorption is taken into account using the opacities stated in the Domínguez et al.
(2011) model.
The results are obtained using the ctools analysis software package for 5 and 20 hour obser-
vations with the both northern and southern arrays. The six energy thresholds considered
are 30 GeV, 50 GeV, 100 GeV, 300 GeV, 500 GeV and 1 TeV, and the upper energy limit
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of the simulated events in all cases is fixed at 200 TeV. A likelihood analysis is applied to
obtain the detection significance, VHE flux limit and the best fit spectral parameters for
each source.
The results highlight the impact of the CTA in not only increasing the number of sources
detected when compared to current generation IACTs, but also in allowing for a detailed
study of many of these sources spanning more than four decades in energy. Over 250
blazars are expected to be detected with the CTA in 20 hours of observation at an energy
threshold of 100 GeV. While BL Lacs form the majority of the expected sources, with over
200 detections, the CTA is also expected to detect over 30 FSRQs. For comparison, only
8 FSRQs have been detected in the VHE regime at the time of writing ∗.
Moreover, the CTA is expected increase the number of observed sources at redshifts higher
than 0.5; for example, 18 such sources are predicted to be observable with CTA S in just 5
hours of observation. For comparison, only 4 such sources, namely PKS 1441+25, 3C 279,
Ton 599 and B2 0218+357, have been detected with current generation IACTs at the time
of writing *. This highlights that the CTA will not only multiply the number of sources
detected, but also expand the horizons to which we can observe the gamma-ray sky.
Furthermore, the CTA is expected to detect sources from populations not known to be TeV
emitters and enable further studies of the emissionmechanisms taking place in these objects.
This includes over 20 radio galaxies, the Narrow-Line Seyfert 1 galaxy SBS 0846+513 and
the Circinus Galaxy, a radio-quiet Seyfert galaxy detected with the Fermi-LAT at GeV
energies but yet to be observed in the VHE regime.
I also present a potential list of promising sources for long-term monitoring. This non-
exhaustive sample includes sources from each AGN class. Mkn 421 is expected to be the
brightest source observable with the CTAwith an expected significance of 757.44 ± 2.01 f
in 5 hours of observation. Further investigation of sub-minute timescales reveals that Mkn
421 is, in principle, expected to be detected at a significance of 5f in an unprecedented
1.13+0.23−0.17 seconds.
∗ http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/, accessed on 11/01/21.
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It should be noted that the results presented in this chapter are based on the average flux
states of each source. Given that blazars are inherently variable sources which often
undergo intense flaring episodes, the numbers should be treated as lower limits. This is
further illustrated by the fact that the sample used in the derivation consists of all Fermi-
LAT detected AGN of known redshift and cannot include sources not detected with the
Fermi-LAT or objects having redshifts yet to be determined.
Nevertheless, the improved statistics already expected with the CTA will help explore a
variety of fundamental scientific topics. For example, the high redshift AGN observed
will allow for a measurement of the gamma-ray absorption due to the EBL (Abdalla et al.
(2021)). Furthermore, the study of AGN in short timescales will not only help draw further
conclusions regarding the nature and location of the emission region, but also enable
multiple tests for LIV through precise investigations into the energy dependence in the
arrival times of high energy photons (Doro et al. (2013)).
The increased number of sources expected to be observable with the CTA will provide a
basis for the first ever reliable estimate of the LF in the VHE regime. This is an important
step in investigating source populations within the context of the AGN unification theory,
as well as answering a number of fundamental scientific questions such as measuring the
contribution of unresolved blazars to the diffuse isotropic gamma-ray background.
A preliminary investigation towards this is undertaken in this chapter using a sample of 220
BL Lac and 34 FSRQ sources forecast to be observable with CTA S at an energy threshold
of 100 GeV in 20 hours of observation. The best fit parameters to a simple power law
model describing the LF are obtained after applying the MCMC technique to the predicted
source count distributions for the sample.
BL Lac sources are seen to dominate the LF for ! ≤ 1045 erg s−1 and large uncertainties
in the LF prevent any strong conclusions being drawn at higher luminosities. Finally, I
discuss some of the challenges that still need to be overcome in order to obtain the final LF
such as incompleteness in the sample, biases and accounting for systematic uncertainties.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Future work
6.1 Summary
The research presented in this thesis has focused on two main themes:
• localising the gamma-ray emission region in the brightest FSRQs detected with the
Fermi-LAT, and
• investigating the extragalactic source populations that will be detectable with the
CTA, using Fermi-LAT observations as a pathfinder.
Chapter 1 begins with a brief historical overview of the discovery of AGN. This is followed
by a discussion of the current AGN model including the physical mechanisms underlying
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the observations, a description of the different classes of AGN within the context of the
AGN unification theory, a summary of the different physical interactions involved in the
production and attenuation of gamma-rays in AGN, a discussion on the broad-band SED of
AGN and description of the blazar sequence. Finally, I mention some of the current areas
of active research in AGN and why they continue to be interesting objects for study.
Chapter 2 introduces the field of space based gamma-ray astronomy starting with a review
of some historical telescopes like Cos B and CGRO, as well as still active experiments
like INTEGRAL and AGILE. From there the discussion focuses solely on the Fermi-LAT
and includes an overview of the design and methodology, algorithms used in event recon-
struction and background rejection, the performance and sensitivity and finally a detailed
description of the steps involved in a typical Fermi-LAT data analysis.
Chapter 3 presents a temporal and spectral analysis of the gamma-ray emission from a
sample of the nine brightest FSRQs observed with the Fermi-LAT over the first eight years
of operation. Despite being some of the brightest objects in the gamma-ray sky, the close
orientation of the jets of FSRQs to our line-of-sight makes it difficult to resolve structures
within the jet. Uncovering the location and origin of the emission is therefore an indirect
process requiring a variety of different methods.
The two brightest flare periods of each source revealed variability in timescales of a few
hours, implying extremely compact emission regions of the order of 1013 m for each source.
While it should be noted that emission regions within the MT can also be reconciled with
the short variability timescales observed, if one assumes that the entire width of the jet is
responsible for the emission, the timescales indicate BLR origin.
The flare periods were then studied in more detail to search for the presence of a cut-off in
the spectrum which can be interpreted as a consequence of photon-photon pair production
within the BLR. An AIC test was undertaken to determine which of a power law and a log
parabolic model provided a better fit to the data. I found evidence for spectral cut-off in 7
of the 18 flares investigated, supporting a BLR origin for the emission during these events.
No conclusive evidence for a cut-off was found for the other 11 flares.
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This was followed by an investigation into the energy dependence in cooling timescales by
applying LCCFs to search for correlations between the high energy (1 - 300 GeV) and low
energy (0.1 - 1 GeV) flux. 4 flares are found to have a LCCF compatible with a peak at 0,
indicating no energy dependence and implying a BLR origin for the emission. A further
6 flares show evidence of a time-lag between the high- and low- energy flux components
of the emission which can be interpreted as indicating the presence of multiple emission
regions. Among these, 4 flares have a positive time-lag suggesting emission regions within
the MT and 2 showed evidence for a negative time-lag. The results from the remaining
flares were found to be inconclusive, with the lack of photon statistics preventing the
calculation of LCCFs.
The final investigation considered the VHE (EW ≥ 20 GeV) photon emission from the
sample of FSRQs. A likelihood analysis of all photons in the energy range 20 - 300 GeV
over the entire eight year observation period revealed significant emission from all sources
at a confidence level of > 5f. Monte Carlo simulations were then used to compare the
most energetic photon observed with the Fermi-LAT for each source to the expected photon
energy distribution assuming BLR origin of emission. Only three of the sources, namely,
3C 279, 3C 454.3 and 4C 21.35, are found to have VHE photon emission compatible with
the expected BLR Lyman alpha photon interaction suggesting that the VHE emission in
the other sources is being produced in emission regions within the MT.
The results of the different investigations, put together, lead to the natural conclusion
that a more complex emission model than a simple one-zone leptonic model is required.
The apparent contradictions regarding the origin of the gamma-ray emission found in
the sample can be reconciled by invoking the presence of multiple simultaneously active
emission regions both within the BLR and the MT.
Despite the remarkable success of the Fermi mission, an important disadvantage of space
based gamma-ray detectors is the smaller effective area leading to a reduced sensitivity at
the highest energies, typically above a few hundred GeV. This is also the energy regime in
which ground-based telescopes become important in conducting a study of the Cherenkov
radiation produced by the VHE photons on entering the Earth’s atmosphere.
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Chapter 4 introduces the field of ground-based gamma-ray astronomy starting with a
description of the underlying physical processes involved in the production and propagation
of electromagnetic air showers and how they differ from hadronic air showers. This is
followed by an explanation of the physical origin of the Frank-Tamm relation and a review
of the current generation IACTs, namely MAGIC, H.E.S.S. and VERITAS.
From there I introduce the CTA, the next generation observatory in ground-based gamma-
ray astronomy. This includes a discussion of the proposed layout of both the northern and
southern array, the affect of the choice of array geometry on the observations and the ideal
spacing between telescopes. Finally, I give an overview of the expected performance and
sensitivity and finally summarise the key scientific cases to be investigated with the CTA.
Chapter 5 presents a detailed investigation of the extragalactic source populations expected
to be detectable with the CTA using a sample of 1551 Fermi-LAT detected AGN having a
known redshift measurement. The results are obtained using the ctools analysis software
package for 5 and 20 hour observations with both the northern and southern arrays. The six
energy thresholds considered are 30 GeV, 50 GeV, 100 GeV, 300 GeV, 500 GeV and 1 TeV,
and the upper energy limit in all cases is fixed at 200 TeV. A likelihood analysis is applied
to obtain the detection significance, VHE flux limit and the best fit spectral parameters for
each source.
Over 300 sources are expected to be detected with the CTA in 20 hours of observation at
an energy threshold of 100 GeV and a list of promising candidates from each AGN class is
presented. The results highlight the impact of the CTA in not only increasing the number
of sources detected when compared to current generation IACTs, but also in allowing for
a detailed study of many of these sources spanning more than four decades in energy.
Moreover, the CTA is expected increase the number of observed sources at redshifts higher
than 0.5 thereby expanding the horizons to which we can observe the gamma-ray sky and
allowing a range of scientific topics to be explored.
The increased number of sources expected to be observable with the CTA will provide a
basis for the first ever reliable estimate of the LF in the VHE regime. This is an important
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step in investigating source populations within the context of the AGN unification theory,
as well as answering a number of fundamental scientific questions such as measuring
the contribution of unresolved blazars to the diffuse isotropic gamma-ray background. A
preliminary investigation towards this is undertaken in Chapter 5 using a sample of 220
BL Lac and 34 FSRQ sources forecast to be observable with CTA S at an energy threshold
of 100 GeV in 20 hours of observation.
The best fit parameters to a simple power law model describing the LF are obtained after
applying the MCMC technique to the predicted source count distributions of the sample.
BL Lac sources are seen to dominate the LF for ! ≤ 1045 erg s−1 and large uncertainties
in the LF prevent any strong conclusions being drawn at higher luminosities. A first order
correction is then applied to the local LF by weighing the contribution of each point to
the LF by the largest volume over which a source having the same luminosity can still be
detected.
Unfortunately, the large uncertainties associated with my estimate of the LF prevent strong
conclusions on the blazar sequence being drawn at this stage. Furthermore, the redshift
distribution of the sample prevents an investigation into the presence of a potential redshift
cut-off in the comoving density. In conclusion, the LF derived in this work is a preliminary
result and I conclude with a discussion of the challenges that still need to be overcome
in order to obtain the final LF such as incompleteness in the sample, inherent biases and
accounting for systematic uncertainties.
6.2 Future work
6.2.1 Revisiting the Fermi-LAT FSRQ sample
In Chapter 3, I investigated the location of the gamma-ray emission in FSRQs using a
sample of the nine brightest FSRQs detected with the Fermi-LAT during its first eight
years of operation. Each source was required to have had flaring episodes with averaged
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daily fluxes ≥ 10−6 cm−2 s−1 within uncertainties of 1f above 100 MeV as reported in the
Fermi-LAT list of monitored sources† as well as a known redshift measurement.
As seen in Figure 5.2, as many as 688 FSRQs with known redshifts have been detected
above a significance of 4f in the 4FGL catalog (The Fermi-LAT collaboration (2019a)).
My choice of sample was motivated by the necessity to have sufficient photon statistics
in order to allow for a detailed study of the gamma-ray emission. The next five brightest
FSRQs which satisfy my selection criteria are 3C 273, 4C 01.02, 4C 55.17, PKS 2326-502
and PKS 0402-362 and comprise a potential list of targets for future investigations.
Five further FSRQs, namely, S3 0218+35, PKS 0736+017, Ton 599, B2 1420+32 and
PKS 1441+25 have been detected in the VHE regime∗ with current generation IACTs.
However, the detections took place during flare periods and the sources, with the exception
of Ton 599 are, on average, not among the twenty brightest FSRQs detected with the
Fermi-LAT, making them unsuitable for my work. Nevertheless, the increased statistics
provided during these detections can be used to constrain the emission region in future
investigations.
Moreover, it is important to keep observing recentFermi-LAT data from the sources already
investigated in Chapter 3 for further flare periods. Figure 6.1 shows the ten year gamma-ray
lightcurve obtained for CTA 102 with the shaded region indicating the two year time span
just after the period examined in this thesis.
Towards the end of 2016, CTA 102 underwent an extreme flaring event in which the flux
increased by a factor of ∼ 50, making it among the brightest sources in the gamma-ray sky.
However, a Target of Opportunity investigation of this flare with H.E.S.S. did not reveal
significant VHE emission above an energy threshold of 100 GeV (Schüssler et al. (2017)).
The methods discussed in this work can be applied to this and other recent flares to allow
for even stronger conclusions to be made regarding the nature of the emission regions.
†https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/msl_lc/, accessed on 11/03/2021.
∗ http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/, accessed on 11/01/21.
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Figure 6.1: The ten year gamma-ray lightcurve for CTA 102 between August 4, 2008
(MJD 54682.66) and August 4, 2018 (MJD 58334.66) binned in monthly periods. The
errors are purely statistical and only data points with TS ≥ 10 are shown. The horizontal
line indicates the average flux of the source during the entire period. The shaded region
corresponds to the two year time span just after the period investigated in this thesis.
6.2.2 Localising the VHE emission region in FSRQs with the CTA
Future study of the gamma-ray emission from FSRQs as well as other sources in the VHE
regime will be enhanced by the construction of the CTA. As discussed in Chapter 4, the
CTA is expected to provide unprecedented insight over a wide energy range of 20 GeV -
300 TeV and improve on the sensitivity of current ground-based telescopes by more than
an order of magnitude.
The results of my simulations presented in Section 5.4.2 indicate that 7 of the 9 sources
investigated in Chapter 3 should be detectable with the CTA in just 5 hours of observation.
The two exceptions are B2 1520+31 and PKS 1502+106, while CTA 102 is found to be
a marginal detection with an expected significance of 5.39 ± 0.96 f. On the whole, 34
FSRQ sources are expected to be detectable with CTA S in 20 hour observations at an
energy threshold of 100 GeV. For comparison, only 8 FSRQs have been detected above
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W ≥ 100 GeV at the time of writing∗.
The methods described in Chapter 3 can be applied to CTA data to make even stronger con-
clusions regarding the nature of the emission regions. For example, the increased statistics
provided with the CTA will facilitate a detailed measurement of variability timescales in
the VHE regime. Furthermore, cross-correlation studies between contemporaneous light-
curves obtained with the CTA and the Fermi-LAT will help investigate whether the VHE
and GeV emission is produced co-spatially.
6.2.3 Next steps in the population study
In Chapter 5, I presented a detailed investigation of the extragalactic source populations
expected to be detectable with the CTA using a sample of 1551 Fermi-LAT detected AGN
having a known redshift measurement. An incremental version of the 4FGL catalog, 4FGL
Data Release 2 (4FGL-DR2; Ballet et al. (2020)), was released during the production of
the simulations and will be used in future work. Furthermore, the final simulations will be
based on the next IRF production which does not assume nominal telescope pointing.
6.2.4 The VHE Luminosity Function
The preliminary investigation of the VHE LF conducted in Section 5.5 can be improved by
increasing the number of steps in the MCMC in order to better constrain the evolutionary
parameter, : . Furthermore, a detailed study of the sky coverage of the CTA, assumed
to be uniformly 1, will allow to investigate the effect of the Malmquist bias. Moreover,
a preliminary study of sample selection methods towards determining the LF in the TeV
regime using observations with VERITAS is conducted in Brill (2019) and my methods
can also be applied to observed source count distributions with current generation IACTS
in order to obtain the parameters of the LF.
∗ http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/, accessed on 11/01/21.
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Finally, BL Lac objects detected with the Fermi-LAT can be classified into the following
sub-categories based on the synchrotron-peak frequency, aBpeak,of the broadbandSED (Abdo
et al. (2010a)):
• High-synchrotron-peaked blazars (HSPs) if aBpeak > 10
15Hz;
• Intermediate-synchrotron-peaked blazars (ISPs) if 1014Hz < aBpeak < 10
15Hz;
• Low-synchrotron-peaked blazars (LSPs) if aBpeak < 10
14Hz.
Using the catalog of 3HSP sources listed in Chang et al. (2019) †, the sample of BL
Lacs expected to be detected with CTA S at an energy threshold of 100 GeV in 20 hours
of observation can be further subdivided into 141 HSPs and 79 ISPs and LSPs having
the redshift distributions shown in Figure 6.2. Obtaining an unbiased estimate of the LF
for each sub-sample of BL Lacs will help investigate the evolution of each population,
especially within the context of the blazar sequence (Padovani (2007)).
6.2.5 Final Remarks
The future of gamma-ray astronomy promises to be exciting with the construction of the
CTA. This will be accompanied by extensive multi-wavelength studies including simul-
taneous optical and radio observations, analysis of Fermi-LAT data, Target of Opportunity
observations in the X-ray regime and, more recently, advancements in multi-messenger
investigations of neutrinos and gravitational waves. While there still remain many open
questions, it is hoped that recent advancements in instrumentation will facilitate an en-
hanced understanding of the underlying physics and provide the opportunity to obtain
answers over the coming years.
†obtained from https://www.ssdc.asi.it/3hsp, accessed on 25/02/2021.
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Figure 6.2: The redshift distribution of HSPs (top) and ISPs + LSPs (bottom) expected to
be detected with CTA S at an energy threshold of 100 GeV in 20 hours of observation. The




Figures A.1 plots the 0.1 ≤ W ≤ 300 GeV lightcurves of each flare from all sources in 3
hour time bins. The error bars are purely statistical. Only data points with TS ≥ 10 are
shown. The insets show zoomed in sections of the lightcurves containing the data points
used to calculate the intrinsic timescales (shown in legend).
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Figures B.1 plots the energy separated lightcurves of each flare from all sources in 6 hour
time bins. The low energy flux (0.1 ≤ EW ≤ 1 GeV) is plotted as blue circles (top panel)
and the high energy flux (1 ≤ EW ≤ 300 GeV) is plotted using red circles (bottom panel).
To aid visual comparison, the individual flux values have been divided by the mean flux in
the corresponding energy ranges for each flare. The error bars are purely statistical. Only
data points with TS ≥ 10 are shown.
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Typically, an electromagnetic air shower in the field of view of the telescope results in a
camera image in the form of an ellipse which is then parameterised to extract essential
information about the air shower and also distinguish gamma-ray showers from the cosmic
ray background. Parameterisation is done using the approach proposed by Hillas (1985)
which defines the image as a function of second moments obtained from fitting the image
with an ellipse.










where 8 is the post calibration pixel intensity of each pixel 8 having co-ordinates G8 and H8 .


















and used to calculate the variance and co-variance of each parameter:
f2G = 〈G2〉 − 〈G〉2, f2H = 〈H2〉 − 〈H〉2, fGH = 〈GH〉 − 〈G〉〈H〉. (C.3)
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Figure C.1: Illustration of the Hillas parameters of a shower image modelled as an ellipse.
Furthermore, after defining the following:
3 = f2G − f2H , I =
√
32 + 4f2GH , D = 1 +
3
I
, E = 2 − D, (C.4)
one can derive the Hillas parameters illustrated in Figure C.1 and namely:
• Width, W, and length, L, of the ellipse showing the lateral and vertical development
of the air shower respectively:
, =
√




f2G + f2H − I
2
. (C.5)
• Distance between the centre of gravity of the image and the centre of the field of
view, D, which is used to determine the distance between the core impact point of
the air shower and the telescope:
 =
√
〈G〉2 + 〈H〉2. (C.6)






C. The Hillas parameters
• Miss, M, defined as the perpendicular distance between the major axis of the image









• Angle, \, between the major axis of the image and the distance parameter, D,
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